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•Victim Of Police Assault WinsStrongSupport
f

Push Suit
• An aroused civic club launched
a drive on Aug. 26 at Pleasant
View Baptist church to help Mrs.
Octaive Green secure sufficient
funds to file suit for damages in a
police brutality case, in which she
was the victim on Aug. 17.
If) The campaign is being 'backed
and spearheaded by the 56-member East Hollywood Civic club, 30cording to Rev. J. M. Tydus, vice
president and public relations officer.
Mrs. Green, 47, of 2510 Vandale,
reported she became the victim of
brutality when police arrested her
Saturday, Aug. 17. She sustained
bruises and a swollen, battered
face which she said was the result
of police beating.

WhySo Many Youths QuitSchool TooSoon
Graduate Of White State College I Drop-Outs

Usually Do
Menial Work

•

BtisnotaliRocksz-Roll
3nethatiCrutopl)3abq

By JAMES P. MITCHELL
Secretary of Labor

Only six out of every 10 American 18-year-olds are graduating
from high school.
What makes 40 percent of these
youngsters leave school prematurely many of them to enter the
labor force unequipped to qualify
for decent jobs? There seems to
be a variety of reasons, ranging
FINED IN COURT
from a genuine necessity to help
pay the family's bills to a simple
In City court on Aug. 19, Judge
dislike of school discipline or disBeverly Boushe fined the woman
satisfaction with school social life.
a total of $53 on charges of drunkThose who go looking for a job
enness, resisting arrest and disafter drpping out of school a r e
orderly conduct. Edward Robinson,
very often disappointed' in what
the policeman she claimed beat
they find. Jobs as conatinn laborher was dismissed without chargers were the best that more than
es. Contending her innocence, ist.
half of the boys who had dropped
ter in the week she began conout of school as of last October
templating a suit.
could do.
When informed that her neighhas
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MEDIOCRE WORK
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been teaching at Langston high
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ruthers is the first Negro to
P. Canithers (at right) is
in her behalf, she said she "felt
nine
for
city
that
school in
to discover that while h e may
grad;...ate from a Tennessee
shown receiving his masters
fine" about it. Mrs. Green is not
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State supported college f o r
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a member of the E. Hollywood Ciceived his BS degree f rom
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ster who has not prepared himself
said Rev. Tydus in giving part of
for advanced training.
reason the club is helping her.
The drop-out cuts himself off
"The club is dedicated to helping
from good jobs by cutting his
anyone in the neighborhood w h o
education short. He has traded
needs it," he added.
his long-term interests in a career
The club's president, Arzander
for the short-term advantage of
Jones of 2519 Staten, could not be
a mediocre job with pay and opreached fcr comment, but stated
portunities to match.
last week that the club was beNaturally a youngster soon beMarried, his wife Is the former comes dissatisfied with this kind of
hind Mrs. Green, as the whole
STAFF WRITER
By
Miss Bobbie Jean Smith, of John- 3 job. Often he drifts from menial
neighborhood was "concerned"
be son City.
job to menial job — or worse,
"They should be academically prepared; should
See SUIT, page 2
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or
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up
stand
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longed unemployment. Sometimes
he gets into trouble with the law.
That's the advice given to those who contemplate en- ,
Expert witnesses told the Senate
tering integrated school situations by Eugene P. CaruthSub-Committee to Investigate JuvKNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Alfred enile Delinquency the incidence
ers, of Johnson City, Tenn., who last Friday became the
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department of Hampton among drop-outs than a m on g
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"Clnditions were very pleasant.
It is being sponsored by St. Monincidents whatsoica's Sodality of St. Augustine There were no
Ministers and laymen from more than 100 Baptist
,
ever."
•
church,
churches in Memphis are expected to attend the National
A native of Nashville, Mr. CarDonations will be appreciated
Airs. Autherine Lucy Foster and Baptist Convention to be held in Louisville, Ky. from
id will be used for purchasing .utherir completed his secondary
received her husband, Rev. H. L. Foster of
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St Paul Sunday
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TO AVOID THIS
DO ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING THINGS
1. Finish School and Get Your Diploma.
2. Finish School and Get Your Diploma.
3. Finish School and Get Your Diploma.
4. Wang a iretalthg prawn of the Oppositt a.
5. GET BACK TO SCHOOL AND GET THAT
DIPLOMA!
NATIONAL BACK-TO-SCHOOL COI/Off/TM
Washington 25, D. G

Crusade Leader
•

mercial Appeal
Com
s
Say
Baptist Confab To Draw Spreading False Rumors
Large,Local Delegation
"Devious attempts are being made to off-set the success of the crusade against the Commercial Appeal."
That charge was made last Friday by Dr. I. A. Watson Jr., co-chairman of the Citizens Improvement Committee in a signed statement to the Tri-State Defender.

provement Committee.
The crusade (boycott) W & 0
launched against tb• Commercial
Appeal on Aug. 3 in protest of
"unfair and insulting treatment"
to Negroes.
Frank Kilpatrick, chairman of
the organization announced ria.
"The most outstanding attempts
by the Commercial Appeal," the thetic to the movement a n d cently that the boycott reached a
leader said, "include the follow- through available publications over 60 per cent level of effectiveness
ing:
the signature of the Citizens Im- after three days.
(It Spreading of unofficial rumors that the crusade is over and
that subscriptions should be renewed.
(2) The throwing of papers at every other door in communities in
order to confuse neighbors and
give the impression that their
neighbors are again taking t h e
Nashville's plan to integrate first grade classes ha
paper.

Nashville Going Ahead
With Integrated Plan

'LITTLE TRICKS'
"These clever little tricks," Dr.
Watson said in his stftement, "are
being used to confuse us, but
please be advised that in communities where the paper has been
dropped, they are being thrown in
spite of a request to discontinue delivering the paper and also at the
expense of the paper."
The statement concluded with:
"Official anpouncements will be
made when the crusade is over
from the pulpits of those symPil-

Sept. will be pursued, according to a School Board ruling
Aug. 22.
Officials decided, however, to seek Information front
between the new state School
Preference Law and a court order to desegregate their schools.
A school board could operate
three separate schools under this
newest, untested law. Neg r 0,
white and integrated schools could
be operated and parents would
decide which school they preferred for their child.

An estimated 126 Negroes of the
1,435 expected to enroll In first
grades in Nashville are eligible
for integrated classes.
Meanwhile, requests to Nashville school officials for transient
for their children because sonins
See PLAN, page
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Nashville Clergy's Aid Asked In Integration
Two New MembersJoin
Owen College Faculty
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Plea Made i)
In Letters
To Clerics

1 Quit
(Continued from Page 1)

trial issue.
The central issue is tremendous waste of talent and a bil it y
among youngsters who do not stay
in school long enough to identify
their talents or develop their abilMinisters in Nashville mere
ities. This is a matter of great concalled upon to "speak out quietly
cern to the individual, who is seriand firmly on the subject of huously limiting his earning power as
man relations," by the Nashville
well as his chances for a signifiAssociation of Churches last week.
cant and satisfying career. And it
The request is in line with the
is a matter of profound concern
city's plan for desegregating the
ek
for the nation, which weeds growfirst-grade beginning Sept. 3.
ing numbers of well-educated peoIn a letter mailed to 350 min IF
ple who can be trained in virtualtsters, it was noted that the minly every skilled, professional, and NOBLE HARRY T. COLEMAN isters "must provide the firm
the
Shriner
of
selected
as
was
occupation.
technical
backing the people need in order
We are already short of workers Year at the annual convention of ., to think straight. We need to point
in -these occupations. Witian eight, the Nobles of the Mystic Shrine out that the action of the Su
PANEL MEMBERS of t b e
Behind microphone is Modeach month the program will
years we will need 10 million new Ill Philadelphia. C o I e m a n is peeme Court and of the Nashville
weekly WLOK program, "The
erator Sam Qualls. Other panbe dedicated to the problem
workers, the great majority of shrine deputy of the desert for city school board are in accord
Young Negro Speaks," liselists are (left to right) Miss
delinquency,
juvenile
of
whom must be skilled, technical the state of Tennessee and is prin. with the demands that our nationten attentively as their special
Joyce Fields, William TerQualls said. (For further deand professional men an women. cipal of the school at Summer- al church bodies have been makguest. R. C. Hardy, (seated
rell, Miss Doris Greene, Miss
tails, see story in this ediBesides these 1 million new work. ville, Tenn. His name will be add- Ing for several
left) John Gaston Hospital AdCarol Jamison, and Miss
tion)
ed to the Permanent Seagram
era,
we will need an additional 13 ,
letter said.
ministrator, makes a point.
Annie B. Robertson. Once
.
million workers to replace those Vanguard
The communication was sign.
who will leave the labor force beed by the pastor of Christ church,
I
Diplomatic Move
cause of retirement or death.
i Episcopal, and president of the
TOKYO — (INSI — The Yomiine
NEED 'PREPARED PEOPLE
association, Rev. Raymond T.
uri Shimbun said yesterday that
Needless to say, many of these
Ferris. Rev. Herbert S. McCon.
Japan will resume diplomatic tie,
23 million workers must be drawn
sell of Kern Memorial Methodist
with Ilungar before the end si
from among the boys and girls
ROBERT W. JOHNSON
church, association secretary, also
next spring. today —
who are in high schoolay
signed it.
-and from the millions more who
A statement by Rev. James
NEW ORLEANS — (INS) — The W. Henley of West End Methodist
will follow them in the next few
boxingcon
lightweight
mo
mother
f
th
years.
o
church was mailed along with the
A club composed of high school was begun about "two months
The more education these young- tender Ralph Dupas, who is seek- letter. In the statement, Rev. Henstudents with the aim of providing ago" says advisor, Sam Qualls and
defined
race
his
have
lag
to
they
have,
better
as
sters
will
the
be
ley said in part, "I would simply
an outlet for the Negro youth of already it has about 150 members.
the community is being organized The goal is 30,000 members in the prepared for success in industry white so he may continue to fight like to remind you that the peoplfr
which has become so complex that in New Orleans, has testified that of our community are in the spot
in the Memphis area.
area by June 30, 1958.
Each month on "Young Negro it cannot afford to accept young her marriage certificate has been light. The only request I make
The Sam Qualls WLOK Juvenile
of you is that you will join me
club, still in the organization stage Speaks" over WLOK, the p r o- people who do not have the back- altered "to protect my kids."
Duoas' mother, Mrs. Evelyn Ag- In prayer that we as residents of
gram will be dedicated to juvenile ground to profit quickly from addelinquency and will feature club vanced training. The high school nes Fobo Dupas, appeared in Civil this city May so reverently regard
1 in the hourlong debate.
By ARTHUR KRANISH
•
diploma has become the young Court and denied that the family the responsibilities of our citizen'
Rep. William Colmer ID) Miss.,
members.
WASHINGTON — (INS) — The House swept over i warned a hushed chamber t h a t
ship that our children's children
No officers have been elected; job-seeker's minimum credential. name was Duplesis. She said:
suit
"I was raised by a Mrs. Jose- will not be ashamed of our betemporary officers will continue A sound background in matheSouthern opposition yesterday and passed an historic civil neither Republicans nor D e m 0crats will benefit from "this inito officiate until the end of Sep- matics, science, English and the phine Duplesis in Plaquemine Par- havor. . ."
rights bill by a vote of 279 to 97.
W. A. Bass, city superintentatous legislation."
tember, Mr. Qualls stated, la int other high school subjects has be- LA (County). She told me I was
(Continued from -Page I)
come his minimum equipment if I horn in Lake Charles and that my dent of schools, and W. H. OliThe measure now goes to the Senate where final ap.. Colmer charged that the bill is
week.
All high school students a r e he wants to qualify for a job offer- father's name was Fob. I do not ver, his assistant, as well as Revs,
proval of the compromise legislation is anticipated 001 n°-thing more than "a political sop over the incident.
to a h,ghly organized minority NOT WORKING.
urged and welcome to join the log advancement and good pay. remember my father or mother.", alcConnell and Rev. Ferris have
gore the end of the week.
Dupes himself testified that he endorsed the minister's statement,
, group." He said the South must
I
Mrs. Green has been unable to group. The activities will be of a CHEAP LABOR
There were two separate votes after the chamber convened, Re-' now learn its lesson
A recent study of the drop-out's remembers living nowhere but in
and act as, return to her job at Nickey Broth- varied nature, but the main puron the bill endorsed by leaders of publicans and Northern Democrats its own "organized militant minor- era
employment
opportunities
in
New
Orleans. All of his brothers
Mill. She stated she has no in. pose will be to give the youth an
1
both parties and on both, t h e joined together
to smash southern ity.''
.
come except sick and accident in- opportunity to express freely his Washington, D.C., showed that lest and sisters, he said, were issued
Southerners were legislatively attempts
than half of the city's employer birth certificates showing them to
Leaders of the cavil rights bloc surance at the present,
opinions.
to delay passage.
n
routed.
hailed the bill as "a significant
OUTTALK BLOC
A board of directors will be na- had any plans at all to hire drop- be white and born of white par•
The woman's `lawyer, Anthony
The civil rights victory became
They outtalked and outvoted a milestone" toward equal rights for Aspero, stated that the filing of a med at a later date to advise the outs. Those who did give non-grad- ents.
a foregone conclusion when a
He said that he himself never
determined Southern bloc w h i c h all.
suit will have to wait "until a thor- group on policies. Prominent bus- uates jobs usually assigned them to
By STAFF WRITER
last-ditch effort to forestall a final protested agatnst
Rep. Kenneth B. Keatiag (RI N. ough medical report Call bereceiv- iness and professional men, ti tasks requiring phy steal exertion had a birth certificate.
a peoceeinre alTote was beaten down 274 to 101.
lotting them only a few minutes Y-, said the new cempromise yer- ed and the seriousness of her ill- compose the board and will be se- rather than the capacity to learn, Negroes are forbidden to fight It is pretty hard to fancy VCR/
The House then began the final
slon is "a real compromise, not ness" can be determined.
lected by the young people them- In other words, they were a sconce whites by state law in Louisiana feel the July SIM in a blinding
Toll call vote and only a handful
of cheap labor for routine jobs, but
It was brought out at the pro- snow storm.
a surrender."
She is to enter the hospital sonie selves, according to Mr. Qualls.
of Northern Republicans joined
Rep. Clarence Brown (R) Ohio, time this week for a complete medNotice of the next meeting will they were not usually considered ceedings that the birth certificates
To sonic 3,960 Negro families.
Southern Democrats in castini
for jobs in which there is a chance of the Dupas children have been
said the bill is "not all t h a t mai checkup, according to M r s. be announced later.
whom the proposed urban renewal
their ballots against their mess-'
for
advancement
or self-improve- altered by the city to now read program
many of us desired," but "the Green.
is estimated will leave
ure.
ment.
that they are of the Negro rare.
best that could be obtained under GOAL IS S1,000
homeless by 1960, the storm !s
FIRST N M YEARS
lithe
American
teen-ager aere
(Continued from Page 1)
Dupas, 21, is seeking an order very much
the circumstances.
,
Rev. Tyclus said the club hopes
with them.
The bill when signed as expected
pr2sent himself for my advice, requiring the New Orleans City
If passed by the Senate, t h e to raise at least $1,000 for Mrs.
The warm July sun of a
by President Eisenhower will be required them to attend predom- compromise
modwould tell him this: "Stay in health department to issue him a
civil
bill
rights
would
Green.
ern
residential,
inantly
schools
white
were approv•
commercial, and
the first civil rights law to go on
, school. Develop your mind to the certificate showing he is white.
become the first legislation of its
The organization, whose office is
light industrial area seems hard
for
families
last
Negro
four
ed
the books in more than 80 Years.
I fullest. An adequate education is
type to be enacted in more than located at 1011 Bingham, was
to fathom in the light of having
•
It is essentially a right-to-vote i week'according to Asst. Supt. W. 80 years.
; the golden key to a fruitful and California Teenager
no where to go during the storm.
founded two years ago by Rev. TyOliver.
•
H.
bill and empowers the federal govI happy life."
Attends Polio Meet
tins. airs. Green's case has been ,
Memphis may lose the Federal
S•••
ernment,to take court action bar- 1 A total of 12 transfer requests
This is cid advice — bot it has
NEW YORK — Miss Bettye government
taken up as one of the protects for
subsidy if the pro.
ring any interference with an in were approved, theof other eight
a
new
urgency.
We
simply
cannot
brown
of
alonrovia, Calif., was gram isn't started
- e cha• ,
the year, the retired minister an
! were from parents
BATON ROUGE, La. — ',INS/ afford to waste the potential
a,.hit
soon, but curdividual's voting privileges,
or
the
one
of
the
50
teenage leaders rently the city has
flounced,
— Gov. Earl K. Long said he was talent of a single individual in the
It also would create a speoial • dren.
limited accomfrom
all
parts
of
the
'
The
country who modations for the
club's goal is to help civic disappointed over the modificaReason given for approving the i
ejvil rights commission to study
people who will
years ahead. Our economy is grow. attended a Youth Conference on
'. work in the community and "se- lion in
be displaced if the land is clearthe jury trial section of ing fast — by 1965 we must in. Polio
the entire field of racial discrimi-. requests was that in each case'i
Vaccination
.
cure
in
New
better
Y
o r k. ed. It is a touchy
treatment for our the House-passed civil rights bill,
nation and make recommendations the child would be of a minority '
situation, but
crease the total annual amount of August 25-n, it was announced
people." Rev. Tydus said.
by thousands of people
race in his class if he enrolled
a _d goods and services we produce by
but added the measure wul
to congress.
can't be put
Basil
O'Connor,
ORDERED
president
of
the
FROM
in a deep freeze until the sun deCAFE
Louisiana li ao' per cent. In order to do this,
have little effect on Lousana
ThirdlY, the bill sets up in the in the school located in his zone. , A railroad lost one of its most I
National
Foundation
The
for
47-year
Infantile
-old
grandmother it becomes law.
rides to come out.
Justice Department a special civil The transfer possibility was an faithful passengers Tuesday when said
1 we will need skilled, efficient, Paralysis. Miss Brown is t
she a-as held in police cush e•
The governor said:
rights division under the command irn' portant part of Nashville's court a 24-y-ear-old Topeka .:Kan.) la - tody
highly productive workers in lam daughter of Mrs. Dora
about
row
13
B
n
hours.
81
/
2
of
which
approved
integration plan.
"I had hoped that the bill would er numbers than ever
of an assistant attorney general
borer pleaded guilty to possession were spent in
before in Barnes of 233 East Evergreen at.,
county jail. She says come through the House as the
Parents involved were mailed of narcotics.
cur history.
Monrovia.
1 she has a "secret weapon" which Senate recommended
WAY CLEARED
cards by the school board on
it in pro- WHO IS NEEDED
William
Washington
was
elaeedi
An amendment spelling out jury which they were requested
to note on one year probation b y Nareot• I can prove beyond "doubt" that she viding for a jury trial in cases of
We
will
such
need
workers
to
was not drunk. Briefly, here is
trial procedures in voting right vi— their first three choices of
so-called civil rights violations." man. make. and repair the new
schools ics Judge Eugene Washowski. The!
what Mrs. Green told a Tri-State
olations provided the key which excluding the one to which their
lie added that the measure is machines and techniques
jurist stipulated that the first four
which
Defender reporter Sunday morn- directed more at other
opened the door for bipartisan child would ordinarily attend.
southern lighten human labor and speed up
FACE CREAM
months
must
be
served
the
in
agreement on the bill which had These cards went to each
m a, Aug. 18, after the incident. states than at Louisiana where he
parent House of Correction.
od
process. We w i I I !!t fV"fies. "MA" Sid°
been stalled in the House for the requesting a transfer.,
Mrs. Green said she was sit- • said "many colored people can the productive
Viea
e
chalvb
e
t.Excellent for skin
Washington said he made the,
need doctors, teachers, physicists. blemishes
last two and a half weeks.
tine in Dorothy's Cafe, 660 Scott, • and do register and vote."
from external causes.
The integration of the first - trip from Topeka — some 7001
chemists, lawyers, business execu- Try it. One jar will convince
There Is • man• e pity people
With both the Republican and grade this September was
about 5:30 on Aug. 17 when a payou.
the first miles away — every two weeks
tires, accountants, machinist me- Cleasuie Skin Witk Presto Skin S
Ilk* P. do business, wIth us It
Democratic leadership unified on step in the city's
Federal-court- to get his $30 supply of heroin 'iceman, later identified as Ed- ed to family members who carried chanic draftsmen and countless
Is sue prompt, friendly servos*
the jury trial issue, the bill was approved plan.
ward Robinson, ordered her from I
"somewhere on 4741 at."
C41,1141101111 treistraissit sod desire
sent to the House floor with dethe cafe into the police car. She her to John Gaston hospital im- others.
Thirty-three children's parents
Washington said he acquired
mediately. She was given additionA physicist and a mechanic need
se help sew.
bate limited to one hour.
have requested transfers, but only the narcotics habit while in Japan contends she was orderly and was, at emergency treatment and an ex- different
amounts of education
CAN YOU USE
not drunk. Her daughter, Mrs, El- ,
When the bill came up shortly 12 had been approved last
Open
week. with the Army In 1950.
Thursday sinii Irish)? Nights
a mination.
but both need the same basic high
dridge. Glover. and a friend, Mrs. I
Her other daughter, Mrs. LuAnn school education. Encouraging
Until S P. M.
Evelyn James, had just left here.
MORE
Thomas, a widower, said they se- young people to stay in school and
"Closed sn der esturese"
When she persisted in asking the
cured the money lor her bail tS24) graduate is best means we have
young officer why she was being
arrested, he beat her while in the but family members were still on. of assuring an adequate supply of
able to get Mrs. Green until 6730 high calibre workers in the chalsquad car with his fists while her
GROUND itoOR
hands were handcuffed behind her, a.m. They obtained the release slip lenging and promising years
about 1:15 a.m.
ahead.
STERNS BUILDING
she stated.
wiiinr FOLKS Lou you
She Was then taken to Barksdale , Later Sunday afternoon, she was
152 MADISON AVE.
given additional treatment at
GS, PRI!IREN,I al
Hydraulic brakes systems for au.
in the Binphampton area, where
he Bryan Clinic, 479 S. Parkway, by tomobiles were introduced
Phone JA. 5-7611
sievICI
in about
struck her again, the woman said.
Nome Owned Heine OW."a
Dr. W. C. Boyd.
1927.
TAKEN TO HOSPITAL
By then, the woman said she was
so badly beaten that they took her
to John Gaston hospital for erne]
,
geny treatment. She stated an officer threw a liquid substance on
her blood -stained dress to try to
take the blood out of it.
Later she was taken to the county jail from the hospital in a pa• Applied Arts
• English and Modern Languages
trol wagon. When she told the of• Humanities
• Natural Sciences and Mathematics
ficer on the patrol wagon, "It is a
— in democracy. Highly humorous
• Social Sciences
shame the way you all treat us coldiscussions of
ored people," he struck her on the
segregation, integration, inflation, house rent parties.
head. This was the second officer,
Cousin Minne, Simple's wife, Joyce,
Jazz, Jive, and
• Two Year and One-Year Accelerated Courses
she claimed struck her.
Jam. All for the price of just
$2.50
At no time during this period
ond featuring
To receive a copy of:
had she been informed why she
was being hid, Mrs Green said.
THIRD STRIKES HER
At 5:30 P.M./
She Was then left in a county jail
Low Cost Tuition
Approved For Veterans
•
simply clip this ad, write your
cell until about 6 a.m. Sunday
name and address
Registration For Fall Session Sept. 12, 13, 14
morning when she was taken to the
below, and mail your check or money
order for $2.60
LATIN AMERICAN VISITORS
For Further Information Write
sor of Poultry Husbandry Orma; Carlos Gustavo Lopez,
women's ward, On the way to the
made out to:
O Tennessee State found essesit Adams conducted seseral
aesietant manager of the Nawomen's v..ard she said another poial interest is the school's
demonstrations through the Intional Agricultural Bank of
liceman struck her when she told
UNIVERSITY PLACE
'
BOOKSHOP
Poultry plant. All farm lead
terpreter, Mrs. Ernestine Sohim she could not walk any faster
Guatemala: and Valdomero
69 University Place
en. the trio spent some time
New York 3.,N. Y.
laces. Looting on are (left
at his command.
!meet
Morales,
National
to riaht1 F:requIel Quiros, chief
tbe University's agriculture
NAME
Congress member responet
This, she said, added to the Inidivides studying techniques
of Credit Analyst% Section of
bit for agricultural developtial and worst beating inflicted by
ADDRESS
*ad abservInK special phases
the Institute of Economic Dement ia Guatemala.
the first policeman
of operation. Assistant Prolesvelopment, Republic of Pans'
CITY AND STATE
About 6:30 a.m., she was refers,TWO ADDITIONS TO THE Owen
College faclty have been announced by President Levi Watkins as
the college prepares for the opening of its fourth annual session.
Registration is Sept. 12-14, and

classes begin Sept. 16.
They are Robert W. Johnson
II, of Lynchburg, Va., who is joining the faculty as instructor in biology and physical education, and
Mrs. Juanita R. Turner, of Memphis, who will teach mathematics
on a part-time basis.
Mrs. Turner, a teacher at Manassas High school in Memphis,
received her SS degree from LeMoyne college and her Master ot
Science degree from the University of Illinois.
AN ATHLETE
Mr. Johnson, who with h i s
physician father compose a famous east coast tennis team, will
be fresh from tennis competition
at Forest Ma when he assumes
his duties at Owen college.
The 31)-year-old Mr. Johnson, a
former instructor in the C. S.
army, did his prep work at Palmer Memorial Institute in Sedalia,
N C. received his BS Degree
from Prairie View college and his
Master of Science degree from
North Carolina college in Durham.
He is married and the father
of three children.

House Passes Rights Bill;
Await Action In Senate

OK Youth
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CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Owen College

General Education Program Of Study
With Degree Courses in

LOA
NS
AUTOS.

•

FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY

•

The book for you to buy, read
and enjoy is:
Langston Hughes' new
"SIMPLE STAKES A CLAIM"

Secretarial Science

Extended Day Program
(sto,ti.,

THE REGISTRAR
OWEN COLLEGE
Memphis, Tennessee
Phone JA 7-3275

"SIMPLE STAKES A CLAIM"

••
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Jackets
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These are not "Bargain Day" special prices. Just some of our everyday
bargains ... hundreds of other items at same low prices!
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!Ireliam To Tour
W. Indies Nu::

Sat., Aug. 31, 1957

XT. OLIVE CATHEDRAL CME has prepared for Sunday's worIt will be the Mt. Olive Male ship. The message will be heard
Chorus's first anniversary, Sunday at 11 a.m. Communion will follow
The nature of the program COM- immediately.
memorating the day will be muOther services at the house of
sical. Renditions will be given by reverence will be regular.
the Male Chorus of Ebenezer Bap- MT. PISGAH CME
tist church, Gospel Temple BapSunday will mark the beginning
tist church, Mt. Pisgah C. M. E. of a six day revival at the Mt.
church and the Progressive Bap- Pisgah CME church. An out•oftist church. Pastors of the respec- town pastor, Rev. V. L. Smith of
tive churches are Rev. E. L. Slay. La Grange. Tenn., will conduct it.
Rev. Charles Epps, Rev. D. War- Rev. Smith will also be the guest
ner Browning and Rev. 0. C. Col- speaker for the 11 a.m. service
lins. James Shann is general chair- Sunday.
•
Setting the mood for this great
man of the celebration that is
expected to set a precedent in spe- soul-saving event have been a secial observations at the house of ries of prayer meetings that bethe worship. The pastor, too, Rev. gan Wednesday.
Rev. D. Warner Browning is the
H. C. Bunton, has planned well for
this occasion. The spiritual and minister.
ioul-stirring treat he-has in store COLUMBUS BAPTIST
for the congregation is entitled
A Queen's Rally was tlie special
OFFICIALS OF LAYMEN'S
"Faith for Life's Adventure." It is attraction at the Columbus Baptist
and Central Africa (first row
RETREAT gather outside
truly one that is though-provoking. church. Sunday. It was sponsored
left). On the extreme right,
Owen college where the reRev. Bunton will administer corn- by the Directors Council of t h e
same row, is Rev. A. McEwen
treat was held Aug. 23 and 24
inunion directly following his ser• Young People Department of the
Williams, pastor of St. John
with
their
special
guest, Dr.
Ilion at 11 a.m.
Tennessee Bai&E Convention. The
Baptist church. Others a r e
Daniel
S.
Malekebu,
superinThe public's attendance is wel- winner of the contest was pert
(second row, left to right)
tendent of Missions In East
Milton ones, .1. II. Mose•
come and invited by this fine Miss A. Cloud of Mt. Gilliam Baptist
ly.
church.
Clifton Satterfield, Anmembership. Mt. Olive Cathedral
Mrs. Annie Ward of
Is situated at 538 Linden ave.
Columbus Baptist church was rt.nner-up.
Columbus
also won t h e
ST. JOHN BAPTIST
The St. John Baptist church young people attendance banner.
Mrs.
Sissie
Bryant
is president of
counted itself fortunate. Sunday, to
Grows
have as its guest a Baptist mis- the Directors Council.
Friends' Day will be held at the(
lionary of Inca, Dr. Daniel S.
Ilalakebus. Dr, Malakebus, who church Sunday. Charlie 13roden o. •
bas been attending a missionary the sponsor.
Rev. A. E. Campbell is the pasretreat here, spoke at 7.30 p.m.
Be has at his disposal and to the tor.
Thirty-six churches have paid $5; Galilee AME, $100, $28, Jackdelight of the members another
either partly or in full their pled- son Ave. Baptist, 6.500. $52.54,
meaos of comeautucation, an inges to the proposed Memphis • Martin Temple CME. $500, $250;
Goodwill Homes Orphanage, ac. Metropolitan Baptist, $1,000, $349.
teresting
Rev. A. McEwen Williams is the c
cording to a release Monday after- OTI1ER
PLEDGES PAID
minister.
noon by project chairman, Atty.
Miss. Blvd. Christian $1,000, $32;
PENTECOSTAL TEMPI.E
Bailey Brown.
atoody's Chapel CME, $50, $50
l With a joyous beat of spiritual
A total of $31.765 has been pledg•
uplifting, the Pentecostal Temple
ed by all churches in the area
Church of God In Christ ended
since the campaign started, says
The Quo Vadis club will give
what its well-known and beloved
Bill Davis. campaign manager..
away
a
1957
hardtop
Catalina Pon- Other private and organizational
minister, Bishop J. 0 Patterson.'
bac
Sept.
27
when
their Goodwill pledges brings the total
termed 'tour most successful Memamount
phis campaign." There are more Orphanage Benefit Bazaar is held pledged to date to "around $40a
at
By ALEX WILSON
Washington
Park.
Marble
and 000,- says Mr. Davis.
thair48-converts. The tenth revival
Seventh, says the president, B. T.
bas been held for three years.
The campaign manager expressCLINTON,
Tenn. — From all
Services at the Temple, Sunday, James of 1355 Thomas.
ed satisfaction Ns ith the results of indication eight Negroes will start
will be regular.
The proceeds from the $1.00 do- the campaign so far.
attending Clinton high school next
nations for the car and the bazaar
COLLINS CHAPEL CME
Mr. Davis said 'Something tan. week where integration started a
will
all
fulfilling
go
to
the organ- gible should be seen soon," as a year ago.
Just returned from a three week
vacation in Los Angeles. Calif., ization's pledge to the proposed committee to secure architects and
Thus far two have registered
the pastor of Collins Chapel CME orphanage for Negro children in other arrange pertinent details will and three more who attended
church, ,Rev. David S. Cunning- the Memphis area.
be chosen this week.
school last fall are expected to
ham, has renewed zest for his
In July the men of Quo Vadis SITE CHOSEN
return. It was also revealed that
chosen and suitable profession. decided to adopt the orphanage as
The Goodwill Homes has option an additional three students would
Subkantiating this will be the dy- its project for the year and at on a 6-acre tract of land 2,000 feet join the class.
riM
am
address the tne minister the outset chose as its theme, "Will from Giter school. This will probNew principal W. D. Human
You Help Or Will You Harm'!" ably be the site for the orphanage, said "I'm looking forward to a
Since that time, Mr. James says, according to Mr. Davis. "Specifi- good school year without inciall their efforts have been concen- cally, the tract is on Old Lakeview dent. We haven't h ad a single
rd. jest north of Whitehaven Cap- problem. I expect the total entrated to meeting their pledge.
To date the club has given two leville rd. and just south of New rollment to be about the same as
benefit dances at Curries Club Park ceMetery." he stated.
last year — 750.''
Tropicana to raise funds for the
The 316 churches who have paid
Among the Negro students ex.
on their pledges to date and the pected to register are Maurice
orphanage.
Lawrence Mason. business man- amount pledged follows.
Roysper and Ronnie Hayden. They
Bethel Presbyterian. pledged attended Clinton high the past
ager, said the winner does not
have to be at Washington Park on $500, paid $200; Bloomfield Bap- year.
i NEW YORK — Greatgrandma's
tist. $200, $27.75; Centenary MethSept. 27 to win the car.
old iron pots have gotten the once
odist Episcopal, $1.000. $246; ColAbout one-fourth of all Ameri, ,
over and are now available in
Registered letters were first ac lins Chapel CME $1,000. $100; I can Indians on reservations in the
fancy versions for today's home- eepted by the U.S. postoffice dc• Kastern Star
Baptist, $100. $15.00; US. are centered in Arizona and
maker.
partment in s$5.
Featherstone Chapel CME. $100; New Mexico,
The latest models of the oldfashioned cookery are. imported
castiron items from Europe.
The style note is in the color,
bringing them up to date and
right in line with today's color
in the kitchen scheme of things.
An example is a collection from
Denmark. The shopper with an eye
for color could buy them in black,
royal blue or olive green.
These iron items come in casserole as well as pot form, and
both models, no matter what the
outside color, are lined in pearl
gray. Raffia stands are available
for holding pots at table.
The enamel on these pots is
guaranteed against chipping. 5 -'
they can be used either on top of

Orphanage Fund
As Pledges Are Met

Club To Give
ar At Bazaar
For Orphanage

Expect 8 At
Clinton High

Iron Pots
In New And
Fancy Decor

EMOYNE

A. R. TAYLOR CO.
INC

111-20 SOUTH SECOND

COLLEGE

-Memphis, Tennessee

•*)

not a chance
.D`nn ink stain,

SHEAFFEKS
NEW
CARTRIDGE PEN
the fountain pen
that fills
like a ballpoint!

Final Examination for Entrance
Faculty Conference

Sept. 7

NEW YORK — (INS) — Evangelist Billy Graham, cloSing up
his New York crusade, was making plans yesterday to tour nine
Caribbean countries.
The Evangelist said his next
scheduled series of meetings will
be held in Jamaica, Puerto Rico.
Barbados, Trinidad, Panama,
Guatemala,
Venezuela, Costa
Rica and Mexico.
Exact dates and sites for the
meetings, to be held within a five
or six wcek period, have not teen
determined.
They will be selected after rep%isitthearea
resentatives oflattlter (tihrLashiaamllt team

One of the disturbing things of
our society is wrapped up in the
fact that far too many of us are
Dying to predicate a meaningful
life upon everything else but faith.
UNDER COVER ACTION
-_s
Only this week I was talking
With an acquaintance who inform•
ed me mat he found joy in thinking. Although he is in a good family that holds high expectations
for him he allows friends of his
to bring liquor in the house, and
he boasts over the fact that he
consumes a tlifth' each week un•
bekoowing to his father and a Godfearing mother.
By ISILL1.131 H. HUFF
When asked why? he had to say
but I must do it to overcome my
troubles. I hurriedly told him that
whiskey has never solved anyone's
CHICAGO HAS BEEN GOOD
•
problems. I grant you that many
TO ME
drew Henry, Dr. II. A. Thompeople are under the illusion that
The Annual Carnival of the Good it will solve the problems but they
as and Arthur Cole. Third
Chicago has been good to me,
Samaritan club is slated for Sat- have never been so far wrong.
row, same order: Napoleon Loa
I can't help what is said;
ter, Willie Brown, W. C.
urday night, Aug. 31, at the home
Within her bounds I lose to be,
Life is not geared to the point
Grimes, Robert Brown, L. V.
of Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Hassell, where we can solve cur prob.
I love her sun and shade,
Johnson, Jesse Bishop, Eddie
Her ugly river deep and dull
143C. Davis.
Irma by running away from She
McCullom and William nemO'er which forever fly
Mrs. Mai Hassell, president, says problems. Life is not a matter of
ing ( back).
The long necked cane and
-Games, good food and fun ga- escapism. A long time ago the
screeching gull,
lore- can be expected by all who hold sage asked the question where
attend.
(paid in full); Morning Grove M. Their fishina, trade to ply.
he might go that he might • escape
$
B2.00
, 5100
$6,1.$
The last regular meeting was the presence of God.
82
50; NStloorreniinngg V
viieew
w AN
(
IB
i Chicago has been good to me.
I bow in gratitude
held with Mrs. Stable Rawlings,' He was hastily remiuded that if
(1680 Orr St.) $25, $10: Mt. Nebo To that unblemished majesty
2029 Amity, with the vice-president he took the wings of the morning
Baptist, $1,04 $255: Mt. Olive C. With Which she is imbued.
presiding.
and sailed to some far-away des'
M. E., 61,000, $504; Mt. Zion MB
tination he would find God there,
$500, $100; New Bethel Baptist,
if he soared to the utmost heights
414
$100. $13; New Hope Baptist (2731
when he had gone as far as it
W
Enterprise st.) $100. $5.00; New
waa possible for him to go when
co
liu
rt
Hope Bapt. (*9 Cherry at.) $100,
he looked up he would still ;tare
$26a6; New Philadelphia M. B.,
into the face of God, and wherever
$150, $41.76; Noah's Chapel AME,
he went he would still be confront$25, $10; Oak Hill MB, $50. $15;
ed with God.
Pleasant Grove Baptist, $100, $50;
So why try to escape? Whatever
Providence AME. $100, $26.30.
The Wilco Religious Service and records, song books, envelopes, problems life might shower upon
Pledges were paid in full or part Supply, Inc., because of the great collection plates, robes, caps mu- us we must look about us and see
demand for church and Sunday sic collars, tassels, and other a God who not only gives us crossby:
School supplies, is enlarging and , choir needs, the Wilco co. will es to hear but also crowns to
St. Jude Baptist, $100, $100 (paid
renovating its main offices at I also include church pews, organs, wear. But there is only one way
in full); St. al a r k AMC, $50,
135 W. 135th at,. New York City, and pianos after the renovation
that we might receive our crowns
$13.05; Shiloh Baptist (207
to handle everything needed in
Financing of the building of new and that is wrapped up in the fact
$150, $150 (paid in full); Smothers
the church setup.
that
we have the faith to keep on
churches will be made by the
Chapel CME, $100. $66.20; Sum- "We are prepared to cater fully
company where payments can or going on. When faith slackens ant
merfield Baptist, 5100, 510; Thom- to every' need of the church and will be made on the installment weary feet begin to falter it is
as Chapel Baptist, $50, $10: Trinity our store is as close as the mail- plan. This neys setup is expected then time that we concern ourCME, $500, 5105,25; Ward Chapel man." says the store's manage- to give work to many men and selves with a strengthening faith
ment.
women as agents and other work- that, will lead us to higher and
AME, $100, S25.
In addition to all kinds of church ers
nobler heights
Life can be no more disturbing
than the fact that today we find
so many people are living without
a faith. It is my unbiased opinion
that tile is basically a matter of t
faith.
Faith is the thing that is foremost in the lives of all of us.
Whether we admit it or not man
rises no higher than his faith. If
ththtnegss aberecepnols;
eall1111111111111111alltallialltalllillell«1111111111111111111t syionulehai
'
M
e
immediately
thati ely
possible. If we nourish life on one
doubt after another all the time
life will never be anything tangible to you or anyone else.
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Yes Madame,
Since the controsersy of summer is about over, don't let
any one get you into one over
flour. Remember these facts.
Use a good grade of blended
flour in your baking and that
Jack Sprat is the best grade
of blended flour. The fact remains you had better stick to
Jack Sprat if you want your
loved ones to have those extreme vitamins that Jack
Sprat enriched
wheat flour
alone can supply.
Jack Sprat is always anxious
to help you stretch your dollar
and still have those succulent
breath-taking meals.
So try

CASH FOOD STORES
•

wa

this recipe using that left over
fowl in a Delicious Chicken
Roll.
3 cups sifted Jack Sprat flour
1 teaspoon of salt
3 level tablespoons of baking
powder
5 tablespoons of shortening
I cup of water
Sift dry ingredients into mixing bowl, blend in shortening
and mix to dough with one.
quarter inch thick and spread
aith chicken filling (given below) roll as for iellyroll, place
on well buttered and floured
pan and bake in moderate oven
for 35 minutes. Serve with
tomato, creole or mushroom
sauce.
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LOW PRICES
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

Mince the giblets fine and
pick meat front neck and carcass of fowl, putting the skin
through the food chopper.
Place in bowl and add:
2 grated onions
1 green pepper, minced fine
4 tablespoons of finely chopped
parsley
'a cup of bacon diced and nicebrowned
1 teaspoon of white pepper
Mix thoroughly and spread
as directed upon the dough. So
good served with strinsbeans,
cold slaw. peaches with cream,
and muffins.
Luck with your leftovers
Bye for now,
Jana Porter.
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JANA C. PORTER

Your coupon for 50 Free Quality Stamps is good until
August 31st. Watch for
the coupon giving 60 free quality stamps—Good Sept. 2,
Through Sept. 7, 1957

MORE MID-SOUTH
FAMILIES SAVE
QUALITY STAMPS

yr

of

MORE MID-SOUTH
FIRMS GIVE
QUALITY STAMPS

"The Mid-South's FAVORITE Gift Stamps!"
• Only 1200 Quality Stamps needed to fill a book.

• Quality Stamps pays Federal Excise
Tax for you.
Quality Stamps mails gifts ANYWHERE
!
• Items for as little as one-half e book!

al •

Sept. 12, 13, 14
Sept. 13, 14

8:30 a.m.,

Late Registration—With Late Fee

dent

or Aug.

Ch h Supply
xtends Operations

• Get Gilts FASTER

Freshman Orientation Prolram
Registration of Upperclassmen

.s
iocnhst

,,,,„„„„„„„
„„,,,„„„„,„„„
„„„„,„,„
,,„„„„„„,„„ Gala Carnival

• Finest "Name-Brand" Gifts

Sept. 11

•

VERSE A DAY

Sept. 9-10

Registration of Freshmen

0•

Sept. 16
Sept. 16-23

Deadline for Regisiration or Changes
in Courses or Sections ...
4:00 p.m. Septemer 23
Handy 5-Pact. ak
r ,o.
doer SOW*,Caorota• Pt.'s.
PIO am van

THIS FINE GROUP of boys and girls delighted the listeners of
the popular Big Star Talent Show when they were presented recently. Featured numbers were; a quartet, a reading, and several
solos. Pictured above are: Left to right — fat row: Joy Harvey.
Mr. William Winfield, Bernice Smith. Robbie Tate, Alice Morgan.
Marion Hale. Pearlier Ranks, Joan F. Wins. and rew: Barbara
Jean Hall, Pearl Ingram. Robbie ken Banks. Nancy Wilboarse.

3rd row Willie Flowers,
Wiley McIntorh, Wash Allen, Mille
Jefferson, and James Rankers,
Big Star is happy to bring Mid
South young people this
opportunity, If you would like to
on the Rig Star Talent Show,
appear
which is presented on Powerful
WW1 watt WDIA every
Saturday morning. simply write
the
station for an audition try -out
This may well be your stepping
stone to stardom! !
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Hundreds Of Kids Will Shift To Three Sc oogs
Aug.3
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•New Carver Trained Youths Needed!
HighAwaits For Competing Soviets
Students

BACK TO SCHOOL

Dangerous Thing
A Little Knowledge Can Be a
DIPLOMA!
FINISH SCHOOL! GET YOUR

New Students To Find
Improvements At Owen

Since 1940, the Russians say
". . .Now there is a socialist
country on hand which is trying they have tripled their total into catch up with you, and you can dustrial output.
The 185 to 200 students Iron six the boys' dormitory section of Rog.
According to the U. S. Departbe sure that we will cacth up with
slates expected for Owen colleges' er Williams Hall, added stage cur- f
train
to
we
need
you." These words from top Rus- ment of Labor,
fourth annual session this Septem. tains and partially modernized the
The operation of two additional sian Communist Nikita S. Khrush- 250,000 additional craftsmen each
bi r will find numerous improveelectrical system in Roger W I. Ischools and other boundary revis- chev point out the problem facing year to maintain our present work
ments in both academic and phyions will cause hundreds of stu- America and places a special bur- force. This does not allow for any
sical plant areas, accordeig to an- hams, remodeled the college
dents to change schools w hen den on the American educational expansion, they say.
snack shop as the first unit of the
nouncements bjii President Le v
classes begin Sept. 5.
proposed Student Center, a n d
PLEA FROM IKE
system.
%Val k ins.
enclosed the campus
completely
This plea has been made b
Newly-censtructed Carver High
The Russians have one aim in
Students entering Owen college
grounds with a chain-link fence.
This plea has been made by
school and Lauderdale school, for- this regard: to overtake the United
for the first time will report on
merly Walker school, will help re- Slates in industrial and agricultur- President Eisenhower recognizing
Wednesday, Sept. 11. Returning
lieve the crowded school conditions al production, say the Departments the serious situation now facing
students register on Thursday. Grassland available for grazing
now existing, and a boundary shift 01 Labor, Defense, and Education. the Nation:
Friday and Saturday. Sept. 12-14. in the U. S. has decreased by
will send hundreds of children to If we are to keep ahead, we must "Each young American owes it
Registration for regular classes about 131 million acres or le perCaldwell school who formerly at- have trained youngsters to fill p0- to himself, and to his country, to
will be held between 9-12 a.m cent from 1900-1950.
tended
Manassas Elementary sitions, perform specialized func- prepare to meet the demands and
while registration for th( popular
school.
tions, and increase the effective- opportunities of the future. Toextended day program will It, Lauderdale school was convert- ness of the U. S. work force.
ward the achievement of this goal,
from 0:30-9 pin., except on Sot•
ed to Negro use several weeks ago
urday when there will be no night
Latest statistics show that four education and training are essenand will have pupils attending out of every 10 American young- tial; our schools provide the powregistration.
from these areas: Starting at sters drop out of high school with. ers of tomorrow.
Classes for all students start
"I urge every girl and boy in
Wicks and Wellington, east on out graduating. Only About 12 perMonday morning, Sept. 16. For
the United States to continue as
Wicks extended to Porter; on Por- cent get college degrees.
regular students they begin at 8
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
they have
ter, south to Walker; East on Wala.m. and for those in the extendThese alarming figures illustrate students in school until
capaciGod-given
305 Poplar at lardioneek,
ker. to Somerville; south on Som. our limited quality and quantity developed their
ed day program they run from
erville to McLemore; on McLe. of qualified workers. They be- ties to the full. Only in this way
$30 to 9:25 pin. A Maxiumunt of
Phone IA S-113411
finest
their
make
be
to
can
more west to Cummings, south on come even more disheartening can they hope
nine credit hours, which
the
of
strength
be
the
to
can
contribution
used toward graduation.
Cummings to Trigg, west on Trigg when we consider the following
Nation and reach the fulfillment
to Wellington, and on Wellington facts about Russia:
taken in a semester under the expurposes."
life
own
their
of
north to Wicks, according to Supt. SOVIET ENGINEERS
tended program.
E. C. Ball.
SOME NEW COURSES
' Official Soviet statistics esti- NEEDS BY 1945
Labor
of
The U. S. Department
among courses appearing for
CARVER HIGH
mate that the Soviets now have
the first time in the Owen college
A new school, Carver High, w ill as many engineers as the U. S. estimates that within eight yeara
in 1956—but nearly 10 million catalogue are First-year Spanish,
serve only seventh, eighth a n d and that they are training engi- we will need 10 million additional
Four out of every 10 American , likely to be unemployed; those
ninth grade students presently, but neers at a faster rate than we are, workers, most of whom must be
no more than an 8th grade more workers in the skilled pro- Music Theory, a Laboratory
with
withschool
of
out
drop
. teen-agers
each year another grade will be
education are the most likely to fessional occupations which re- Course in General Biology, LiThe Russians say they have skilled, technical and professional
year. Only
quire a strong basic education.
brary Science, Foundation of Edadded until it reaches senior high doubled their force of qualified en- Plus these we will need 13 million out graduating every
be unemployed.
•••
Business is bgtter in commun- ucation, Human Growth and Deto replace those who retire or die about half of these drop outs find
status. It is to be known as a gineers since 1940.
where most of the citizens velopment, and Psychology of
senior high school, however, ac- The American situation stacks between now and 1965. Many of jobs. The rest are unemployed.
It costs the Armed Forces be- ities
•••
be drawn from
have a good education. In 19 cities Learning.
cording to Supt. Ball's office.
up this way: Of 200 large firms these workers must
train
to
$8,200
and
$5,200
tween
and girls
where half the rAidents Mail fin•
The high school graduate earns
Included in the entirely n e v.
Principal of the new school is surveyed by the Department of the eight million boys
and $125,000 to train ished 11 to 12 years of school,
$50,000 more over a lifetime than a specialist,
study programs at Owen college
Richard Thopson and 34 teachers Labor, one-half said they were on- now in high school.
Secretary of Labor, James P. the grade school graduate — and a jet pilot. The Armed Forces per-capita sales averaged $1,100. this year is a one-year accelerathave been assigned to work with able to hire enough engineers and
Mitchell sums it up this way:
$30,000 more than the high school say that they prefer to make in- In 11 cities where the medium was ed Secretarial Science course
him, says Miss Margaret W i I- research scientists.
diploma is fast drop out.
vestments like these in high school eight to nine years of school, retail which is designed, explained Preshams, supervisor of teacher perThe Russian force of specialists "A high school
•• •
young job-seeker's
sales averaged $917 per person.
graduates.
ident Watkins, for those students
sonnet.
has been doubled since 1940, of- becoming the
• ••
$10.00 DOWN
A research
credential.
than
half
less
minimum
that
estimated
It's
who find themselves unable to resay.
statistics
Seventh and eighth grade mi. ficial Soviet
sand
of
$6.00 MONTHLY
production
need
miles
has
S.
200
worker
Holland
average U.
skilled
The
a
and
conwill
even
scientist
quail,
two
years.
employers
all
school
four
in
of
main
every
of
America,
In
pits in the Kortrecht elementary
different amounts of education, but sider hiring a young person who worker uses $12,500 north of equip- and dunes which serves well as
President Watkins also announc- Full Site 36"-Oven Control
school district will begin attending fied specialists needed by Armed
both need the same basic educe- hasn't finished high school. Most ment on his job. Thousands of dol- natural (likes.
currently
are
ed that all candidates will receive
three
only
forces,
PILOT LIGHT
Carver High tips term, according
him
training
in
invested
lars
are
lion.'
jobs for drop outs are low-paid
degrees upon graduation. a change
available,
to Mr. Ball.
Emand Serviced
equipment.
that
of
Installed
use
the
in
and offer little chance for advancefrom the former practice of
MONDAY, SEPT. 2nd
Caldwell school on Guthrie has
ployers say they prefer to invest
ment.
awarding certificates or diplomas By Ur For One Full Year
• ••
been enlarged to take care of some
in high school graduates.
to some of the grads.
of the students who attended
During World War II. the ArmThe Armed Forces give top
IMPROVEMENTS
Manassas Elementary school. This
700,000
rejected
Forces
young
ed
be
will
school
for
high
priority to training
Physical improvements complethas been caused by a change in
graduates. In some cases, young men because they did not have
ed during the summer at an estithe boundary of Manassas. A remen with below -average educa- sufficient education. Another 700,mated cost of around $20,000 incent, extension ,of Memphis city
tionl apialifications will not even 000 with little or no education
clude:
associathis
of
members
Banks,
INC.
limits is behind the initial boun.
were accepted—but were untrainAddition of a biology laboratory. APPLIANCES,
. be accepted for enlistment.
tion, will not be open for the
more and better job oppor
•• •
dary revisions.
a ble.
The drive to get local youngsters'means
of business on this 3,000 volumes for the library, a 760 Union - IA. 7-2631
traaaaaaion
•
•
•
said.
ehe
tunities,
Students in grades one through to return to school and- continue '
Industry needs one engineer and
dote.
new filtration plant to the tiled,' 2268 Park Ave.-FA. 34507
A National Back to School five highly trained technicians for
who live west of Thomas and their education has this week been
Education makes for civic reImo Perking
indoor swimming pool fa w I m• Ones Meats
CLEARING
MEMPHIS
by
conducted
being
is
college
onCampaign
the westside of Thomas will go to endorsed by five prominent
every 40 workers—who must be sponsibility: 82 percent of
ming instruction becomes a part
GovION
Federal
ASSOCIAT
the
of
HOUSE
of
departments
high
percent
MoveCaldwell after registering Sept. 2. zens. The Back to School
well-trained themselves. Engin- graduates vote, 71
of physical education), remodeled
The general area affected is from ment, spearheaded by the Mem- ernment. President Eisenhower eers, technicians and trained work- school graduates vote, 61 percent
to
students
urging
by
d
vote,
drawn
e
has
graduates
to
the
Wolf River.n
Chelsea
Urban League,
i
in era all need a high school diplo- of 8th grade
phis e
n
school. (See story
•••
MAPLE AVE. SOLD
ma, at least.
favorable comment from the fol- return to
•••
Unskilled workers are in declinThe 27 students of Maple Ave- lowing persons representing var- this edition).
Universal Insurance executive, Among men 25 to 64 years old, ing demand. The U. S. will have
nue school will go either to Mag- led occupations.
Chandler, reminds youth college giaduates are the least a half-million fewer such workers
nolia or atelrose, as the one-teachMiss Harry Mae Simons, princi. James T.
er Maple Avenue school has been pal of Magnolia school, says "the to "develop good study habits in
elementary grades and it
sold, according to Supt. Ball.
key to success is education —corn. your
edRegistration for all city schools plete and continuous — grades one will be easy to master higher
begins Aug. 39 when 11th and 12th through twelve and then at least uctition at any level. You'll need
you
g
graders begin at 8:30 a.m. in four years college. So get back all of the formal education
all high schools. Eighth and 10th to school the very first day and can get to meet the demands of
living.
graders follow on Tuesday morn- start preparing for that big job present day standards of
"This so-called atomic age reing, Sent. 3 and all pupils of ele- ahead which will lead to success,
rnentary schools in grades one security and happiness. Get back quired a type of training over and
above high school education. The
through six register at the same to school — and on time."
willing to
time.
Recent statistics reveal that four youth of today must be
Seventh and 9th graders corn- out of every 10 American teenag- make sacrifices that will enable
plete the city registration on Sept. era drop out of high school, a fact them to do graduate work in their
their
fficially begin Sept.
which has created anxiety among chosen field. Otherwise,
chances for more than an averat 8:30 a.m. Mr. Ball said.
our country's leaders.
very meager.
After Sept. 1, Mr. Ball, retiring
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president age existence are
i#111; 70",
The insurance executive closes
„superintendent of-Memphis City of LeMoyne college, points o u t
schools, will be succeeded by E. that "opportunities for the untrain- by noting that "present day highcivilization with
C. Stimbert.
ed and uneducated are becoming ly irdustrialized
automation and atommore and more scarce in Mod- electronics,
4i
The hurhan liver molds itself ern society. Human muscle power ic developments, demand specialI
•
gradually to conform to the shape has been replaced by other sour- ized training. Our changing social
stanof the neighboring viscera of the ces of power. Modern economic life conditions require a higher
these togethbody.
requires trained minds and skill- dard of living. Put all
great need
ed hands. Every statistic shows er and you have the
that those who stay in school earn for higher education."
PICK THE MODERN
more and contribute more th an
those who drop out to take blind.
ROAD TO SUCCESS!
alley jobs. A good education is
insurance of a
single
best
the
chance
a
not
as Irene
meaningful and fruitful life."
Many important men and women—such
af an ink stain!
Charles E.
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"Education is the door to unsuccess via
Wilson—have reached the pinnacles of
limited opportunity," says Rev. .1.
independent
the route of America's forward-looking,
McDaniel, executive secretary
A.
NEW
business schools. You can make it tool
of the Urban League. He implores
Ga. — ariSa — A
to sucCARTRIDGE PEN_ Youngsters to "go to high school, TIFTON, road-g
An ivy-covered campus is not die only road
ang escapee is
Negro
young
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go to college. The future is yours, huge
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how important a high school diup to you!
The state patrol said feeling
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ploma is. To them personally and
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that first, important step on your road to
Take
to the nation's future security and was running high just
was apprehended but "it was all
CALL US FOR AN APPOINTMENT SOON'
growth.
cess:
over before they had a Chance to
SOCIAL WOREER COMMENTS
A social worker, Mrs. Doris F. get worked up again."
(This seal is the symbol of
The attacked woman said the
Chambers, in supporting the drive
guaranteed educational qualhouse
her
fugitive had walked into
ity throughout the U. S. We
made the following comment:
work,
for
left
are a member in good stand"As a social worker, who comes after her husband
her
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in contact with a large segment slapped
her.
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Shocking Facts About Teenagers
Who Fail To Get An Education

I)

Five Leaders Support
Back-To-School Drive
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Still A Dispute Over
Invention OfSteamboat

Sat., Aug. 31, 1957

By EDGAR T. STEWART
Ask most any high school stu
dent, who invented the steam boat
and he will say Robert Fulton.
Yet there is as big a dispute over
that as there is over "Was it
Shakespeare or Christopher Mar
lowe who wrote the plays of
Shakespeare?"
1 don't claim to know but for
your edification, here is the story.
One John Fitch is said to have
invented a steamboat in 1787
ulton's boat came in 1807. Fitch
is said to have built at least three
steamboats, the first in 1787, second 1788 and the third 1790.

YOUNGSTERS GIVE RECITAL — The pupils of Mrs.
Elmertha Butler Cole a r e
shown after their musical recital Sunday afternoon, Aug.

18, at Salem Gilfied Baptist
church. The program consisted of organ, piano, and voice
selections. Youngest pupils included two four-year olds,

Brenda McCargo and Clarke
Gordon. The recital was presented by the Workers Council of Salem•Gilfield, W. II.
Clark, president.

More Classes
For Retarded
In September
by C. Alex

Wilson

EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Can't Reason With Rattlesnake
As soon as the "BedSheet gro's determination to shake off
Gangs'(EKE) found out a more all the shackles.
During the past two weeks
or less toothless civil rights measure would be enacted by our U. Graham and Monroe, N. C. beS. Congress, Klaverns (groups) held, the spectacle of the K. K. K.
proceeded in and near at least coming out of hiding again. Inteseven Dixie towns and cities "to gration is to begin in that state
in public schools come September.
put the Negro in his pc."
In Savannah, Ga. where there
More disgrace was brought recently to the state of Alabama, Is a quite well knit Negro
when a "brave, red-blooded, sheet- munity, the sheeted pack came
ed gang" flogged some six citi- forth and the same happened in
zens of color at Maplesville. This Van Buren, Ark. Arkansas is slatstupid, vet "heroic act" to some, ed to begin school integration in
disturbed Gov. Folsom to the point September.
he spoke out against hoodlumism
Near Aftirphy, N. C. bigots in
and called for action from t h e sheets threatened to blow up a relaw.
ligious shrine because dark-faced
In Jacksonville, Fla. the Kluxers Christians "keeep trying to take
decided to put on a show in pro- over the place. "What the segretest of the showing of the movie gationists meant was that they did
"Island in the Sun" because of not want Negroes visiting t h e
scenes in which Harry Belafonte shrine. The KKK demonstration
supposedly makes love to a white ; came in protest over f our bus
woman.
loads of members from Atlanta's
The Klan has marched no where Mt. Zion Second Baptist church.
thiAigh in protest of "Band of AnIt will be noted that the attacks
gels" (which has been approved en Negroes by bigots came in
for showing in Memphis) in which small towns or villages. Even the
a white man makes love to a Ne- Klan knows that it is unwise to
gro woman. The argument for: start flogging citizens of color in
Such did occur "in the cherished urban cities of size. But, it can
history of the South."
happen.
Our answer to the censors, the
A strong civil rights measure
Khmers and their hidden power- such as passed the U. S. House
ful supporter: Such action deludes of Representatives would go a
very few Negroes of today. It. long way in holding these "mobs"
would have been far better for in check.
race relations during the current
One white friend said recently:
social revolution to have banned "You can't reason with a rattleboth pictures in the South, rather snake. It's got to feel the weight
than approve one for showing of a stick or your ,heel." What he
which reminds the Negro of an meant was we have got to have
enforced, unfortunate past. It is laws that will be enforced with
just such unfairness as this, as mail-fist efficiency when the time
aided and abetted by the Klan and comes. Otherwise, there will be unothers, which add fuel to the Ne- ncessary trouble. We agree.

Mentally retarded students received hope recently when more
special classes for their instruction this fall were set up. But if
more teachers were prepared to
provide for their particular needs,
additional classes could be begun,
school officials say.
Grant and Wisconsin schools served these students previously, and
LaRose has been added this year,
according to Harold Perry, supervisor of special education f o r
Memphis Board of Education.
The classes will begin in September with the regular school
session. Mrs. Lorene Osborne and
Miss Gretchen Mitchum teach apecial students at Grant; Mrs. Delores Alexander and Miss Wilma
Smith are retarded student instructors at Wisconsin, and Mrs.
Maud Gee and Mrs. Myrtle Fisher will teach the newly - formed
classes at LaRose.
'

Landers Fried Motors, Inc., 6040
S. Cottage Grove ave., Chicago,
announces that they have been selected by the Ford Motor Company to be one of the Southside main
sales and service agencies for the
new sensational Edsel.
In order that Landers•Fried Motors may better serve the driving
public and also match Ford Motor company's aim to offer the
newest of the new, they have completely modernized their entire
dealership.

ATTEND MINE COLLEGE
OF COSMETOLOGY & PHYSIO -THERAPY

Students may 'al, tiours, in tosmetoIngy. which inciudes
all phases of beauty wori
Course in Physic-Therapy trolnIng in body building).
Teacher training course, and courses in hair styling and

FOR RENT
TWO ROOM APARTMENT
GAS, LIGHT and SHOWER
525 00 A MONTH
1426 Breedlove - Ph. WH 2-5517

HELP WANTED
Women Only

pin curling.
FOP

Furth, Informetton

GOLD S. M YOUNG,
p.o-orh-m
449 BEALE STREET -- PHONE JA. 5-9111
COOteCt
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Two new principals will assume
their posts in cIty elementary
schools when classes begin in September.
Appointment of Mrs. Hazelle 0.
Lewis, of 582 Walker and Mr. Abner B. Owen, jr. of 598 Williams
was announced last week by Supt.
Ernest Ball.
Mr. Owen has been teaching
sixth grade since 1947 at Alonzci
Locke elementary school. A native
Memphian, he holds the B. A.from
Fisk university and completed requirements for an M. A. at Fisk
this Summer. He will be'awarded
the degree next May.
SUCCEEDS MRS. HOOKS
He succeeds Mrs.' Helen Hooks
who will be principal of Walker
Street School starting this September.
The new principal is a member
of the National Education Association, West Tennessee Teacher's
Congress, American Teacher's Associaillm and Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity.
He attends First Baptist Church,
Lauderdale and Polk, and is not
married.
Mr. Owen's brother, William F.
at
Owen, is a superintendent

George W. Lee Post office on Mississippi ave. He has two sisters,
Mrs. Pearline Walker of Buffalo,
N. Y., and Mrs. Ora L. 0. O'Neil
of Kansas City.
His parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
Owen, Sr., make their home with
their son.
MRS. HAZELLE LEWIS
Mrs. Mary Murphy, retiring principal of Alonzo Locke, will be
replaced by Mrs. Baulk 0. Lewis of 582 Walker.
Mrs. Lewis is a product of Memphis city schools, and attended
LeMoyne and graduated frdpi Rust
college. She is now working on her
Masters' degree at Columbia university.
She teaches Sunday School at
Seminary Methodist church, Alspon, Miss., where she is a member.
Her husband, Mr. Charles E.
Lewis, is a postal employee.
She has two sisters, also employed by Memphis city schools,
Mrs. Eddie 0. Rodgers, principal
of Lester elementary school, and
Mrs. Thelma 0. Brown, Carnes
elementary school.

They now ha‘e over 30,000 sq.
feet of space devoted entirely to
the sales. and service of automobiles. They maintain a complete
body, parts, service and paint department staffed by factory trained men.,
The company also offers ample
free parking space and is located
near all means of puttlic transportation.
They are now receiving esily
shipments of new Edsel automobiles.

Landers-Fried Motors will c n ntinue to maintain a separate end
complete service and parts de•partment for Chrysler Corporation
car owners.
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At a public program held at
the International House of the University of Chicago, the annual
scholarship award of the sorority
was presented to Elizabeth Woods,
a recent graduate of Chicago's
Wendell Phillips high school,
The principal speaker for t he
public program was Judge B.
Fain Tucker, first woman judge
F
to serve in the criminal court of

Se

PRESENTED PLAQUE —Superintendent of Memphis City
Schools, Ernest C. Ball (center) was presented a plaque
for meritorious service during
his years as school superintendent by the Bluff City Council
of the Parent-Teachers Asso•
elation Thursday, Aug. 2? at

Rock 'N Roll
Show Starts
Off On Tour

the Vance Ave. branch of the
YWCA. Mrs. Georgia BumPus,
state president of the P. T. A.
makes the official presentationl
while other officials ol t h e
Bluff City Council look on.
Ball, Mrs. Bempus and Mrs.
Ola Mae Hunt, treasurer of the
Bluff City (4uuncil. Supt. Ball
retires after Sept. 1 and will

be succeeded by E. C. Slimbert. The Council held its annual workshop Aug. 22.
They are left to right) Mrs.
Mildred Townser, president of
the Grant school PTA; Mrs.
Lucille Price, vice-president
of Bluff City Council; M r s.
Laura Tyus, district president
of the W. Tenn. PTA; Mr.

Eternal Life Church

NEW YORK — Reports from the
West Coast say the Sonny Thompson "Fantabulous Rock N' Roll
Show of 1957" is terrific.
Musical jamboree started off on
a coast-to-coast tour of 65 cities at
Amarillo, Texas, and has swept
through several cities like a hurricane.
Headlining the dazzling Rock N'

is sponsoring

A BUS OUTING

RELAX DE LUXE enjoy your holiday!
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Hot Springs, Arkansas
Leaving From

1325 Horace St. — 5:30 A.M.

DOPE PEDDLER LOSES

6

LABOR DAY

GOOD DRIVING DUCAT
FOR 35 VIOLATIONS

ROUND TRIP FARE ONLY $4.00

DETROIT — (INS) — Detroit
policemen giving free theater
tickets to good drivers were being very careful today.
One motorist given a free ducat for excellent driving was later found to have had 35 traffic
tickets and a record as a boot.
legger and dope peddler.
Officers took back the theater
ticket.

FOR TICKETS AND INFORMATION CALL
Madam Price
WH 6-8889
Mrs. Alice Hall
WH 6-5771
Mrs. Minnie Smith
WH 8-5929
Mrs. Willie Mae Brown
WH 2-2132
Mrs. Mottle Cook
1797 Bismark
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GET YOUR TICKETS NOW!! — GOING FAST
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A normal human eye oscillates
about .2 mm every half second.

Chicago. She was introduced by
Atty. Jewell S. Rogers, assistant
U. S. Attorney.
Highlight of a formal dance at
the Parkway ballroom was the
presentation of the Ballard award
to Dr. Lois P. Brown of Indianapolis. The award is to the most outstanding soror of the year.
Beta Chapter, of Detroit, was
given an award as the most outstanding chapter of the year.
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Roller are The Coasters. T hei Cellos. Gene and Eunice, Billy
galaxy of sta's also include Valentine and &tiny Thompson's
Lula Reed, The Five Satins. The Band.

Education makes for civic responsibility: 82 per cent of college
graduates vote, 71 per cent of high
school graduates vdte, 61 per cent
of eighth grade graduates vote.

Tau Gamma Re-Elects
Mrs. Corine Dean

Mrs. Curin Dean, of Detroit,
was re-elected supreme basileus of
Tau Gamma Delta sorority when
the group met in Chicago for ,
its 12th annual phonic.
Other officers elected were Mrs.
Mary Mosby, anti-basileus; M r s.
Helen.Brantly, supreme grammateus Mrs. Eliza Hamilton. national organizer; Mrs. Agnes Fischer,
anti - grammateus; Mrs. Edythe
National notice came to him B. Alsup, epistaleus.
Mrs. Kathleen Roberts, supreme
when he sang at the National S.
S. and BTU Congress in Raleigh, tamiochus; Mrs. Dorothy Allen,
N. C. He has since served the editor-in-chief; Mrs. Cellilus MorConvention and Congress with his gan, historian; Mrs. Elnora Starks,
songs, appeared in churches and keeper of the pins; Mrs. Hazel
Love, chaplain, and Mrs. Arlace
on concert stages.
He has studied with various not- Rammage, corresponding secreed music teachers including Edith tary.
alker.
Regional directors are Mrs. Ri.
SANG FOR ROYALTY
chardean Ewing, central; M r s.
In 1955, the climax of Mr. Brad- Ann Felder, eastern; Mrs. Olga
ley's career came following his Groner, western; and Mrs. LucinLondon debut. After successfully da Harris, southern.
meeting London's Festival Hall‘ The theme of this
year's meetcritics, he sang on a national Bri- ing was "Progress — Woman's obtish Broadcasting hookup and drew, jective in the
Business World."
acclaim as "the greatest voice in
this country in the past decade."
He became a member of a select vited fiy Scandanavan youth to
few religious singers when he was sing in their countries.
In Norway. he gave 26 concerts;
called to give a royal performance
before the late crowned Princess 18 appearances were made in DenMaria Louisia, granddaughter of mark and in 21 of Sweden's prinQueen Victoria. Her Royal High- cipal cities.
ness, and the Duchess of Kent. PROTECTS MUSIC
The Memphis-born Bradley will
Few religious singers have been
serve the National Baptist in his
so honored.
Following his appearance a new post by "promoting the presguest soloist for the World Baptis ervation and use of the best in
Youth Council in 1953, he was in church music and his folk songs."
and promote the use of Baptist mu.'
sic publications, Dr. Townsend announce&
Dr. Townsend said "Mr. Bradley
has kept the standard church mu.
sic of his people past inviolate
from the jazz and rock and roll
of this day. He is the only well
known singer today who has kept
the standard music of our Baptist
culture unadulterated and pure,"
he concluded

(Body Massage)
at 449 Beale Street
This Fall
Terms Begins September 3, 1951

Two Elementary
PrincipalsNamed

Motor Firm Selected To Sell Edsels

Memphis-Born
Singer Missing
It might have taken a Mississippi River flood to bring .1. Robert
Bradley into the public eye in 1935,
but only his talent as a bass sing.
er has kept him there. His appointment as Director of Music Promotion by the Sunday School Publishing Board of the National Baptist Convention was announced last
week. The appointment was announced
by Dr. A. M. Townsend, secretary
of Baptist Sunday School Publishing Agency.
Mr. Bradley "as born in Mem.
phis 37 years ago and attended
Manassas High school where he
sang for school affairs. /
'DISCOVERED' IN 193S
It was in 1935, when at the age
of 15, the young Bradley W a s
"discovered". 11-, was a Red
Cross volunteer for the Mississippi
River flood, cotpforting. helping to
feed and administering first aid
to all victims who sought retuge
in City Auditorium. After many
hours of this, he began singing
soothing religious melodies. This
was Ms beginning before any large
segment a the Publir•

Fitch had trouble financing his
experiments and went to France
to seek aid. At that time France
was having a revolution and did
not have time to. bother with the
steamboat idea. Fitch is said to
have shown his plans to a friend
who was al,so a friend of Fulton's.
Fulton was in Paris at that time
studying art. The friend showed
the plans to Fulton.
If the story is true it is probably best to say that John Fitch
invented the steamboat and Robert FUlton made it pr a c tics I.
Fitch's boat was unable to carry
much more than Hs own engine.

What's for dinner tonight?

NATIONAL
will have it!
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Something different...some.
... something taste-tempting..,
thaw Dew.
something to satisfy those healthy, hungry
appetites ... something for that finicky
husband who says when he comes in the
door, "Honey, what's for dinner tonight?" When you make up your
grocery shopping list for today, all
you really have to put on it is one
word, "NATIONAL". Because
when you go to your neighborhood
NATIONAL Food Store, you will
find a world of the most modern in
prepared foods, marvelous groceries
that will be the makings of a delicious, delightful, different dinner.
Your imagination will be stimulated
as you walk down the wide aisles
at NATIONAL. You will find
fresh cuts of meat, choice, completely cleaned, ready-to-cook
poultry, garden fresh vegetables
... and oh yea, something
new in desserts from
NATIONAL's bakery
department. Try it ...
just try it ... let
NATIONAL help yogi
plan your dinner
tonight!
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ENJOY I

BOURBON
de
LUXE
THE LUXURY BOURBON
Comes that wonderful moment of
the day when you ... relax. You're
at ease! That's the time for Bourbon
d• Laze. Yes, relax de lute
enjoy Bourbon de Luxe.
KENTUCKY'S BEST—YET COSTS NO MORE!
BOURB,A DE LUXE COMPANY. LOUISVILLE, cv,
DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO.,
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY-86 PROOF
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NATIONAL
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Americans style America as a yours, therefore, I will gladly give
Christian nation. Sometimes I von- it to you." We have an entirety
der just what Christ would be call- different motto. Our motto is,
fY ANS L. CLEMENT, ArIverElsisse Monger"
AAITT A J. POLK, Circubstion Meneger
ed by the average American "What's mine is mine and what's
Christian should he (as Jesus in yours is mine, also, therefore, I
the flesh), visit an average Amen- will keep mine and try to get
Subecriplie• rates: One veer, $5; tix n.enfhs.
$3 $0. 12-year special Subscripsien refs. $10)
lean communit)? Especially is yours."
The Tri-Stete Defeader Dims Net Take Respensibiiity d. roomiicit“ Manuscripts or /bytes.
this true if He should come
The principles sic talk, write and
preaching and teaching the same preach about as Americans are
doctrine for correct human con• so far removed from the princiPublished Every Thursday by the Tri-Sfefe Defender Publiehiag Co. Entered as &mend
duct and proper human relations ples by which we live until our
Class Matter at Hue Memphis Pest Office March 20, 1152, Undo, Ace of March 2, 11171.
as he did when he was here be- living makes a lie out of our lives
fore.
to other people. We are trying to
I wonder if he came as a Negro buy and bluff our way into the
practicing the doctrine of humil- affections of other nations and at
ity with a kind peaceful attiude the same time live such rotten
towards all men, white men in- lives among ourselves with ourcluded, would he be called an Un- selves, the other people of t h e
cle Tom, a Sambo or a Hambone? world do not want any part of our
If he came as a white person, Christianity or our democracy. It
teaching and practicing the Gold- is hard to sell anything to others
en Rule where Negroes are con- after you impress them that you
cerned, would he be called a Nig. don't want it yourself.
The Cohgressional tug of war over civ- line by the simple procedure of voting down ger-lover? If he came condemn- CRY LOUDEST
ing those who administers t h e
For the most part, the Ameriil rights has ended leaving the Dixiecrats their pet legislations just as regularly as
laws and justice, would He b• cans who cry the loudest about
they
would
up
come
for
to
action.
Not
have
strongly entrenched behind their traditioncalled a Radical? If He came con- Communism are the very ones
al anti-Negro position. But it would be an done so was suicidal.
demning our political practices, who use Communist methods most
There will be loud-mouthed apologists to would he be called a Red? Should in their dealing with others, esunpardonable misreading of history to say
that they won this victory by themselves, explain away the party's position by using He come condemning our social pecially when they serve their seland religious practices, would lie fish purposes.
though they had mapped out the strategy. Sen. Douglas as a yardstick by which to
be called a crank and a hypocrite?
If America is to live up to its
The Southern bloc had generous and con- judge the Democratic leadership with re- A WAY OF LIVING
sistent help from the Northern wing of the spect to Negro rights. There will be in- "As you would that men do unto name as a Christian nation, it
must resist vigorously the tendenDemocratic party. With the singular excep- decent and brainwashed party members you, do you also to them" meant
cy toward putting their trust In
with
To
the
Jesus.
gall
to
to
words
ascribe
to
than
this
more
weak and intion of Sen. Paul Douglas of Illinois who
man made securities.
stood his ground in the midst of compro- effectual civil rights bill the attributes of Him those words meant a way of
In the past, the success of Amerway
act
living.
the
we
By
towards
mises and back-door deals, the so-called an historic document. But old 'honest Abe'
each other, those words are be ica has stemmed from its faith in
was
right
when
he
said,
"you
cannot
fool
Northern liberals turned out to be spirited
said in Sunday School and left a higher.power rather than its own
all the people, all the time."
allies of the Southern segregationists.
there. To us they are not orieci• preparedness to face the problems
It is eminently clear that the Democrat- ples to be applied to daily living. which she has solved so successActing on the assumption that the Dem'-rshIn is tailored to fit the mood and
fully as a Christian nation. AmerJesus' attitudt towards H i
ocratic party "did not need the Negro vote,"
orejudices of such sworn Negro haters as neighbors stemmed front his mot- ica's softest bet lies in practicing
Sen. Lyndon Johnson (D-Texas) evolved
of Christianty.
Eastland (D-Miss.), Russell (D-Ga.), John- to, which is "What's Mine is the principles
the compromise that left the civil rights
son (D-Texas), and Ervin (D-N.C.). Southproposal shorn of its enforcement provisern-led N.irthern liberals would rather sacions.
rifice the Negro vote than forfeit the DixThe present Congress is a Democraticiecrats' political allegiance. Well, it has accontrolled Congress which had a magnificcomplished its purpose. It has sacrificed the
ent opportunity to prove its vaunted liberNegro vote upon the altar of race prejudice.
By BENNETT CER
alism and its profession of lasting interest
Henceforth, self-respecting Negro voters
in the cause of racial minorities. It had the
can have a field day with Edwin Teale's
LOVERS
NATURE
will not continue to hang onto the tail of a
1- i "Autumn Across America" (Dodd Mead), a companion
rare opportunity to recapture the New Deal
bucking Democratic donkey. Oh, yes, there
volume to his previously published "North With the Spring."
traditions with all its benign social policies will be a few
hungry Negro politicians that
Even so well-informed an
for which FDR had labored so hard and
may keep a Democratic dog tag around
exurbanite as Orville Preslong, policies which had kept the party in
their necks. They too will be repudiated and
cott confessed that such
power for a span of twenty years. It could
items as the following were
denounced by the voters who know we have
have forced the rebellious Southerners into
new to him:
been betrayed.
I. On one day in the
hunting season, three million pheasants were slaughtered in North and South
Following its first interim study dealing tices in
Dakota alone.
admission, after admission, and in
with major problem areas, the President's
, 2. Harvester ants close
employment after graduation.
the doors of their nests with
Committee on Education Beyond the High
The Committee was of the opinion that
pebbles at night and open
School has issued its second report in which
racial minorities were not receiving the full
them again in the morning.
its scope of inquiry was narrowed down to
3. Salmon identify the
rne,,sore of educational opportunities they
a few central conditions of particular urgriver of their birth and the
deserve•
ency.
pool where they were hatched by the smell of the water. When
"Not only are there cases of overt dissalmon start up a fresh-water river to spawn they stop eating
The Committee made recommendations
and never eat again before they die, sometimes two months
on the need for teachers, on financial as- crimination in admission and after admisI later.
sion,"
the
complained
—
report,
"but
persistance to students, on expansion and di4. One billion fern fronds are picked in Washington end Oreversity of educational opportunities, on fi- haps more widely important—there are disgon each year and shipped to florists in the forty-six other
nancing higher education, and on the Fed- criminatory employment practices which
; states.
eral government's relation to education be- discourage some of these young people from
M. by Semen Cart. thytribulied by King natures llya.tbsbe.
seeking advanced education."
—
yond the high school.
The most enlightening of those recomThe Committee took an uncompromising
mendations is the one which spells out the stand in insisting that steps be taken to refactors that cause students to discontinue move the barriers to the pursuit of educatheir formal education. Those factors were tion by all talented youth. It recommended
identifi..d in tha following manner:
that "educational institutions abolish dis1. Lack of information about careers in criminatory policies and practices based on
time to nrenare fo,- them.
race, creed, color, sex or national origin,
2. Lack of self-knowledge of individ- where they exist."
ual capabilities.
We regard this recommendation as the
1. Lack of inspiration at home and in
most significant feature of the whole reschool.
port. If our educational institutions are to
4. Failure of the student to see the retrain properly our youth for future leaderschooling
lationshio
to the reali- ship responsibilities, it is imperative to im,
zation of his full potential.
part to them the objectivity that will enable
5. Negative family attitudes.
them to understand and interpret the foun6. Labor market conditions which
dations of a free society in the context of
make it attractive and to enter labor force democracy. It would not have been
amiss
early.
had the Committee insisted upon establish7. Lact
. of facilities for post-high ing some criteria by which to judge teachschool educition and training in the local ers' attitudes on important social issues.
community.
Those teachers who are themselves undem8. Lack of personal or family funds for ocratic and who interpret the unfolding
tuition and support.
events of history through the prism of ra9. Inability or unwillingness of the cial bias should not be hired. How can refamily to give up the earning capacity of spect for the dignity of man be perpetuated
the youth.
in an atmosphere surcharged with racial
19. In some cases, discriminatory prac- bigotry and unrestrained hatred?
/OHM N. UNGSTACKI. Publisher

L. ALEX WILSON. Editor fled Cimino, Mamoru
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President's Committee On Education

SO WHAT?

The People Speak
Breeds 'Ism'
citizens councils, half brother to
Asleep To Opposition
Dear Editor: Thenation is in
Dear Editor: Surprisingly, mans Ku Klux Klan and I seriously
are
great danger of some kind of Ism. Negro
Americans do not know the suspect that some of them
Facing the world's conditions and
some of the
city.hnd interracial disextent to which the Southern states be
with high taxes, we can ill afford have
organized resistance egainst turbances in the
the expense of over 91) Senators
You may discover for yourself
desegregation in particular, a n d
rights
civil
over
storm
creating a
the emancipation of Negroes from how powerful they are and how
for almost a month without achiev. semi-slavery in
they operate by getting all five
general,
ing any significant and worthwhile
Every Negro in America who back Miles of the Saturday Evelegislation.
has not read the five articles by fling Post carrying the articles,
With more than 90 Senators alJohn Bartlow Martin called, "The "The Meep South Says Never."
most in continuous session there Deep
Do this at once as though it
South Says Never." should
still weren't enough who were will- write to the Saturday Evening Post were an emergency. After y o u
ing to fight to see that every cat and request thise back issues read them you will agree with
zen has the right to vote.
which ended July 13, 1957.
me that it is an emergency.
• This type of disregard for the
Having read those articles you
Another informative article call'
true democratic processes is cerwill do as I am doing now, join ed, "Inside The NAACP," appears
fain to have some ill effect upon
the NAACP and the Urban League, in a June issue of Look magathe thinking of the world's enlightAgainst these two organizations zine. This also should be read by
cued people.
and a comparatively few liberal all concerned with civil rights.
An ism, of sorts, inimical to the sympathizers, are arrayed thousAs a matter of fact, not only
best interst of America, is certain ands of members of a nazi-like Negroes, but also liberal whites
to be the result of the way we 'white citizens councils' which and others who shave shared and
preach and practice our democra. sprang up in 1954 shortly after the are sharing in the struggle of Necy. We have already witnessed Supreme Court's decision on de- gra Americans to bring about the
various cults which have sprung segregatim.
practice of a true democracy in
up in North and Smith USA who
this nation should .lesen exactly
sucso
councils
were
above
The
of
because
feel they are justified
resisting desegregation the opposition we're up against.
in
cessful
action.
the Senate's
I beg of you to make these
and harassing Southern Negroes
In the beginning it was taxation
economic pressures, threats readings a must. T urge this not
with
It's
Now
representation,
without
their new oh- to suggest or inspire unity in viarepresentation without authorize- and violence, that
proposes to envelope lence. but I know these articles
Una — and the worst represents- jective now
will inform and awaken our eittnation,
toe — at best. — Roscoe S Per- the entire
Here in Chicago there are white sentry to the menace we all face.
ry. TUB 11, Langley, Chicago, Ill.

whims of white
AR? MAGAZINE where young pendent upon the
tyrannical boxriters of color might publish their Broadway and its
work. Our picture magazines and office.
It is a cultural shame that noour pocket magazines, "The Cria where in the U. S. is there such
Among the few little things that sis" and "Phylon" certainly fill
writer a Negro theatre, big or little, am..
I figure the Colored Race could need. But for the serious
teur or professional.
use would be a few more MIL- of fiction, articles, and poems,
Karamu House in Cleveland's
LIONAIRES. I don't mean folks there is too little publishing space
Negro area, with its excellent
none.
almost
fact,
In
but
anywhere.
thousands,
few
a
with just
seems content to
The new and attractively pub- physical set-up,
with a few MILLIONS. Not just a
do stupidities like "Pipe Dream"
recently
has
that
"Duke"
as
lished
YACIITS
few
a
but
cars,
few
in competition with all the other
well. Not just one "fabulous" (a - come on the newsstands, served
and theatres of the country.
Is Ebony-Jet) house, but several as a market for lighter fiction
Through its once famous Gilpin
mansions, villas and palaces (all amusing or startling factual piecwrite Players, Karamu House became
-swanky") scattered from Nice to es. Young writers who can
ma- known as a center to Negro draParis to Park Avenue to Ashville in these veins should submit
unique Mkterial. 'Duke" pays for stories, ma, dance, art and
to Palm Springs to Waycross.
tre expression. In its old playhouse
Also I figure we could use, on by the way.
I guess it pays for models, too. on Central ave., it put on plays
a world wide scale, a few more
of Negro life not to be seen so
PRESIDENTS, EMPERO B S, Certainly, some of the pretticolored well done (if seen at all) elsewhere
KINGS and assorted rulers, with est and most undressed
print are in the country.
as much power (which hope they ladies yet to appear in
Now, with a very fine theatre,
page s.
would use wisely) as Nasser, Mill- sprinkled throughout its
girls are the productions consist mostly of
cover
its
notice,
I
But
Nkrumah.
and
Batista
ie Selassie,
and more commercial Broadway revivals
I wish they would all be Nkru- gradually being more
lady on originally written by, about and
mah's complexion, too, so there dressed up. The young
on noth- for white folks. Integrated and well
would be no argument about their "Duke's" first cover had
acted they are, to be sure, but
ing at all.
being colored.
all.
On the second cover her busts of no significance at
While on the subject of color,
Maybe Harlem, or the Southside
— she had
In the USA where no many light were barely covered
button up of Chicago, or the Westside of Los
Negroes pass for white, we could completely forgotten to
third cover, Angeles will eventually develop a
use a few more WHITE PEOPLE her gown. But on its
real meaning
the girl was clothed almost to the Negro theatre with
PASSING FOR COLORED.
and value to America, with proto
watching
worth
is
It
armpits!
such
many
At the moment, not
ductions so beautiful they can travnext.
are known — only the scattered see what will happen
el all over the world, as did the
that
with
wrong
nothing
is
man,
There
colored
some
white wife of
we white.conceived "Porgy and Bess"
say
still
I
but
—
sex
hex,
old
more
it
finds
who
there,
here and
with its long crap games, its junky
convenient to be "colored" than need a serious magazine, too.
its Bess who
Also we couls use in the Amer- Sportin' Life and
white. It would be fun to have a lot
Negro theatre had been directed to Stud, most
of white people passing for Negro, icas a great
immensity of colored of the time, like a cow on stage
just to make things more screwy in which the
show — her
talent, music-wise, acting-wise and when I last saw the
than they are.
be coordinated legs wide apart. But she sang lithe
Also in the USA one little thing dance-wise could
productions not de- a bird!
we sorely lack is a good LITER- into beautiful

A Few Little Things
That Negroes Need

LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data

in the settlement of disputes and
grievances.
The miracles of science already
stagger my imagination and, of
course, if the impossible is being
done in one field, i assume it can
be done in another. Education and
/11 the remedial measures that are
prescribed for violence which
plagues our urban life today take
crime.
a lot of time.
It might be helpful in internaBy the time we get down to dealtional relations and ultimately lead
ing with the basic issues, the popthe world away from war.
ulation may be so decimated that
We desperately need a peace no further action will be necesdrug in our big cities, particular- sary.
ly in New York and Chicago. Race
All kidding aside, it just might
riots and juvenile gang-wars have be possible for research scientists
"YOU TOOK A Body Building Course? Evidently You in recent months made these two to come up with some drugs which
great American cities as danger- could be administered to delinHaven't Finished Paying For le"
oes as a tropical jungle.
quents and budding gangsters with
Of course, we all recognize that some good effect. Medical scitheir basic sociological and e c a- ence is currently exploring the efnomie factors below the fighting fects of certain herbs on insanity.
level which cause all the trbuble. The Indians, it seems, used some
Everyone knows why these condi- of thre herbs to great advantage
tions prevail, but nobody does long before the deadly forces of
anything about them but talk.
Western civilization descended up
Trigger-lipped social workers, the continent.
begap"
income
"tremendous
a
St.
The
—
(INS)
—
ST. LOUIS
politicians and business men are
If Al Capone. for instance, had
white workers
Louis branch of the NAACP has tween Negro and
off tons of verbiage daily, been caught in his youth and inn°.
shooting
which "conopened a drive against racial dis- In the St. Louis area,
hut each year the violence culated with our miracle serum,
stitutes the foremost social and spreads.
crimination in employment.
he might have become a corporaeconomic problem of our comErnest Calloway, president of
Now there might be an outside tion lawyer and worked out a momunity."
rechance that science could he help- nopoly of graft without once
the St. Louis NAACP, said that
The newly-formed council will ful in this present emergency. If sorting to firearms or employing
Opportunities
"Employment
an
seek remeval of discrimination all those in that great-army of torpedos.
Council" has been organized with- bars against Negroes in St. Louis citizens who are eternally making
The drug I have in mind, as you
not necessarily
in the organization to conduct the unions.
that round trip from the streets to can see, would
It will also investigate whether the prisons and back again to the make a man good or honest. It
anti-discrimination campaign.
by St. streets could be innoculated with would he put in concentration
Calloway charged that there is there are any violations
Louis firms holding government a peace drug, we might get some- ing injury or death to his fellows.
He could be as crooked as he
contracts with nondiscriminatory where.
nonSomewhere, someone has the provisions,
The vaccine should not be an op- pleased as long as he was
answer and the solutions which
Evidence of such violations will iate which would carry them out violent.
The reason I would hesitate to
will not necessitate race riots and be reported to the President's on a cloud, but it should restrain
suggest that the drug should imviolence
to
resort
to
impulse
compliance.
the
contract
on
committee
Chicago,
bloodshed. — M. C..

St. Louis NAACP
In FEPC Drive

In this age of miracle drugs it
seems to me some thought might
be given the search for an antiviolence serom or .vaccine which
could be used on those who appear
to be headed for a life of mayhem and murder. Such a drug
might stop riots, gang wars and
lender our great cities free of

prove a man's moral tone, is that
it would throw society off balance
completely. If we discovered a
serum that would induce righteousness and morality, it would have
to be outlawed.
It would threaten our churches
and the whole vast framework of
institutions which are belt on
man's wickedness. Such a revolution would take place in the social
order that all men of science
would be in concentration camps
as subversives.
You can see therefore the miracle serum should concentrate on
violence or overt acts calculated
to do bodily injury. We must disarm the citizenry and believe me,
we could use a big disarmament
conference right here in Chicago.
Such a local confab could ask for
the surrender of bombs, pistols and
switch blades of the citizenry on
both sides of the color line.
Here again, I am doing sons•
wishful thinking. A disarmament
conference for Chicagoans would
probably be no more successful
than the present world disarmament talks in London.
Anyway, if the politicians, police
and courts cannot make t Is •
streets of our great cities safe for
everyone, we are in one bell of a
fix. They are charged with keeping the peace and we have deputized them in one way or another
to govern us. Apparently t h •
schools and churches are unable
also to stem the tide of violence
and none of our social Institutions
seem to be able to bring order out
of the urban chaos. Perhaps in this
predicament we should give the
scientists a try.

SUPPER CLUB PLAIN

NO. I LABOR DAY FEATURE

6 Btl. Ctn. 10c Plus Deposit
With Coupon and $2.00 Purchase
As In Your Local Paper.

COKES or PEPSIS
PICKLES, Hamburger, sliced
NO. 2 FEATURE

ik
i
H n

AD

DRESSING

AMERICAN DE-LUXE

COFFEE
NATCO - AMERICAN - SWISS or PIMENTO

STEWART'S - Twin-Pack

POTATO CHIPS

WITH COUPON
I

AND $2.00 PURCHASE
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Freshmen And First Graders Await That Big Day---To Enter School

•••

7

THAT BIG MOMENT IS NEAR — Yes, that's true for
the many young boys and girls who will be entering colleges as freshmen and those little fellows who'll be entering the first grades throughout the city. Among those
of both groups there'll be joy, apprehension, and for
a while a bit of fear. However, most will soon settle
down to new and different experiences in learning. On
Ibis page are typical young people who are anxiously
and eagerly looking forward to the day school opens.
In TOP LEFT PHOTO is an old hand at preparing for
campus departure. The young lady is Miss Clara Ann
Twigg, who puts aside the packing of her bags and
trunks to engage in one of her favorite past-times —
listening to records. Miss Twigs spent her high school
years at Palmer Memorial Institute at Sedalia, N. C.
Now 18. she will enter Fisk this Fall. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis H. Twigg of 1756 South Parkway East.

t,

.7

WHAT'S NEWb? Perusing the lovely garments being
packed by Miss Jacquelyn Patricia Washburn,(top right
photo) Miss Alva Jean Jamison and Miss LaVerne McDaniel will soon trek their separate ways to college campuses. Miss Washburn, the 17-year-old daughter of the
Charles W. Washburns of 1249 Quinn ave., will atteend
Hampton Institute. Miss Jamison, 17, will enter Tennessee State and is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
A. Jamison of 1261 Quinn ave. Miss McDaniel, the
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. J. A. McDaniel of 1297 S.
Parkway East is also 17 and will enter Beloit college
at Beloit, Wis.
COLLEGIATE CHATTER_Miss Jean Louise Wiggins
(center left photo) is the 18-year-old daughter of Mrs.
Mabel Wiggins of 1041 Mississippi blvd., and will enter
Fisk university in September. Seen in the sporty Belve-

dere, a graduation gift from her mother, Jean is being
"boned" on what to expect in college from experienced
collegians Alvin Neal Hogan, a junior at Tennessee State
(in car) and Donald C. Perry, a Tennessee State senior.
One thing is for sure, Jean will have to leave her car
behind because girls may not have cars on Fisk's campus!
THE LIBRARY HABIT —Captivating little Miss Etta
Susan Ish (center photo right) 6-year-old daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. G. W. Stanley fah of 1483 S. Parkway East
shows her readiness for the first grade which she will
attend at Hamilton School. Seated beneath the portrait
of her famous grandmother, Etta Moten of motion picture, radio, television, concert stage, and world traveler
fame, Etta Susan is well posed and considers her approaching venture to he somewhat similar to her nursery school and kindergarten experiences at Institute

Nursery School at Tuskegee Institute and Garden Apart
ments Kindergarten at Chicago, where her dad complet
ed various phases of postgraduate study in surgery.
BROTHERLY ADVICE — Showing all indications o
being an alert student, Chew Sawyer Shannon (bottor
photo left) will be six years old on August 31 and wili
enter first grade at LaRose School. He is receivin.
brotherly advice from Joseph Shannon, jr., 9-year-old
fourth grader. The boys are the sons of Mr. and Mr,
Joseph P. Shannon, sr., of 843 Ioka.
SUPERVISED STUDY — Pert little Vera Jane McKin
neY (bottom photo right) is the 6-year-old daughter 0
Mr. and Mrs. John Kenney of Starr ave. She will provethe results of supervised study at home when she en
ters Melrose school. Shown with her mother, Vera Jane
already has absorbed the art of reading and manuscript
awl will be an accelerated first-grader. However, she
still loves to hear a story read by "Mommy."
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Miss Beulah Harold Engaged To Dr. Hugh M. Gloster, Ex-Memphian:
,
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Rights Bill Maneuvering cases

I Sing the raisiag of the Civ il ment saying the bill was not what
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d least
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:
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Ill was wiped out line by line. cute.
,Part IV was retained but Part V
The iponsors of the emasculat.
pun- ed bill plus a majority of DemoIto provide trial by jury for Punishment in criminal contempt crats now took up this chant of
IN7as added on to restrict "half a loaf is better than none.
"
and the NAACP was widely quoted
Mr. aid Mrs. Damns Archer id
'NOTHING LEFT
by them as being satisfied with the
Portsmouth. Va., announce t h e
Be ETHEL I. PAINE
The result was that the bill had altered bill and willing to settle for
he had won the sympathy Of the and night by radio television, and
aigagement of bier daughter, Miss
Chief Executive arid that t b e the newspapers the jury trial issue now been so altered that it was it in its butchered form. All in all,
As passed by the House on June
Beulah Victoria Hamad, to Dr.
mindful of the old fable in which the general impression of the pubSouth's demands would be carried, gained rapidly in sentiment,
Mash Morns Gloster, sots col the 18, these are the principal prosis. aptly WINS
the nine tailors fooled the Emper- lic is "Who's right and oho s
JOILNSON
KELPS
late Prof. and Mrs. John R. Glos- ions at IL It, 61217:
tor and his subjects into believing wrong and what is a strong bill?'
wi
On July 24. Section III was
th the aid of the ringmaster.' "
us
were making him a fine new
ter of Memphis, Tenn.
L Establishment of a six•nien- knocked out The next target of
Sen. Charles Potter of Michigan
Miss Harold attended Hampton ber, hi-partisan Commission on the opponents of civil rights was Lyndon Johnson-the whip nudged set of clothes, when in reality, he
emerged from a White House conInstitute. where she received the Civil Rights to spend two years to weaken Section IV by tacking such w-averers into line as 1900- bad no clothes on at all,
ference with President Eisenhower
nomothuon bound Sen. John henBut the arguments in support of the morning after the hill passed,
Believing the adage..."The be-, Other visitors inchided ooe Of Lee- BO' S. and M. A. degrees in Eng- investigating abuses of civil on a jury trial amendment.
lish. For the past eight years she rights and appraising the laws
edY of Massachusetts who w a 3 the contention of the tailors and quoting him as being "damn unalready
this
had
stage
for
The
ginning is the DMA important Part !..4.??rnoeigfinru
le
oro gndir
oo orl0000
greitoo
tLooa
.• has been a member of the faculty and policies of the Federal gov- sth
eredtbe
of ithe dfembt
inded m
indeed
m Er- remth
or thisc by ISemi....
f tNfo
been ose
happy about it." But the final
of the work". . .our near 1,000as—i-Thof the I. C. Noreom High school ernment protecting civil rights.
aheneir natn- hadir mse
aro
desoras fine suit of clothes word on the subject seems to have
au
Sacredited Sou
rth
• by Mrs. Hill. Now Wong in Defreshman
second
spot:
the
who1
to
members of the Memphis C it y I trot, where he is a so....1 pgyehiao is Portsmouth. and last year she
filled the Senate press room with come from Sen. Richard Russell
2. Provision for a new Assistant with authoring the idea way hack ing
school system gathered Monday to . the Has were the guests ai • was also an instructor in the Evii- Attorney General in the Justice in March when hearings on t h e'1 Sen. Frank Church of Idaho,
reams of releases.
,
of Georgia. Having led the sut
wantprotested
that
he
rang
Norfolk
College
innocently
of
the
i
Sen. °Mahoney vigorously Se- cessful tight to weaken the bill, he
Department to preside over the bill were being conducted before a
on Quinn
he.
eedieerive
efforts tu
gear ion
"sure
op-. the .Rphhie Yeungs
prrid
in the
ave.'ion of Virginia State college.
a pen
rfectio
Befended
the
trial
altered
bill
JutO
and
said
to
against
department's work in the civil Senate sub-committee on COLISIIIII- ed to vote
Diets.c
walked through the Senate rress
DteUc internshipsed I
erative machinery of a n 05 h e r
'ginning to September, she will be rights field,
a Negro reporter.
Is bill actm room after the final vote was taktonal Rights chaired by Sen.' cause it was rig . but was
that
by
year.
was by Miss Lucinda Washington and! a member of the faculty of the
vote.
ally
ringmaster
right
increases
to
your
the
minded
/
Missouri.
of
Thomas
liennings
3. Reinforcement of an old Be-,
en and told newsmen. °I hope and
sehnea
Quite refreshing
Miss 'Virginia Chappelle, of Imo Huntington
the contagious "Glad to be back."
High school in New. construcuon era statute on civil
The jury trial agitation became; there weren't any Negro votes in' It does not even touch Section 402 pray to God. the President will
gee Institme, at E. H. Crump.
and "It's great to be alive feel-I
port News, Miss Harold is the ba- rights by permitting the Attorney full blown after Sen. Joseph O'Ma-, Idaho and besides who had told; of Title la of the United States veto the bill."
predominated h. Memorial hospital. since J u 0 C. siletis-elect of the Portemouth C-eneralt
tcourt see-king honey of Wyoming took over the: him he could be a here anyhow? Code. That has been left intact." MARTIN FIGHTS
lug'''. "1"liela
-;
cheery greetings exchanged...re- These future dieticians lived at the graduate chapter o the Alpha Jui injunction against anybody he I helm of the course charted for it, I and across the aisle a number of
Asked if be really believed that,
hospitals nursing home dormitory, Kappa Alpha sorority.
Said Joe Martin, the minority
1
minding one that despite somefelt was violating ce might violate °Mahoney was touted 15 a °lib-!Republicans including Chapman Southern juries would convict in'
and
will
return
to
their
school
in
Marshall
time inner longings for a PerPeto- September.
,of voting right'. leader of the House. "We won't
proven violation.
I Dr. Gloster. who is widely known another person's rights.
eral" of the Senate to give the Revercomb, Va.: John
Butler, Md.; Margaret Chase he indignantly said: -I have nev• ' wake the bill as the Senate passed
al vacation mankind thrives best
as a college teacher and admin.
4. Authorization for the Attor- issue more prestige.
when its efforts have defuute, Mr. and Mrs. Anderson Bridges istrator and also as a writer and
Sen- it. I'd rather see it tabled for this
Actually he ranked more among Smith. Maine. and Homer apeney General to take similar acmeaning and purpose. . .motion! have had as their guests. Mr. and lecturer, is chairman of the De- tion with respect to voting
l don tthtepeliet• session and have the President call
ate
a
dnyth
mYing.earsd
the middle roaders of the Senate. hart. Indiana. August 2. the jury erd
rights
Mrs. Lloyd Fletcher of Princetoo, partment of Langnage and Litera special session in November, or
and schedule.
in.but his great ambaion was to go' trial clause Passed 52-38.
SECTION THREE
Shortly after the bill was passed , else hold it over until next year
l N- -I- • -and the Presence of Mr- ature, and Director of the Summer
down in history as a second Henry I Now to see what the bill looks
Section
III
was
considered
by;
when we can get a better bill."
MEMORIES
!I Fletcher. Mr. Bridges' c o Ii e g ''d Session at Hampton Institute. He many to be the heart of the bill'Clay who could forge great corn. like. It retained Section One set- on August 3. there sorang up a
promises. O'Niahoney being a law- Sing up the Commission. but it spontaneous movement to accept
Our Back.to.Scbooi page g a v e roommate was impetus cd much hold.s the BA degree in English . because it gave the Attorney
GenMore than one-half of the oil
"
-our scribe riostalg,c yearning for of the fun shared during their vis- from Morehouse college. the H. A. i eral broad powers of a preventive yer himself, was able to lay down struck out the provision for Atha- the bill as -Half a loaf is better
convincing arguments and with iiag the services of voluntary per- than none.° The NAACP and 16 wells drilled in the U. S. are still
the poignant days and joys of col.: it. At same time. Xenoch Adams from Atlanta university, and the ' type.
: of Nashville, Tenn.. was also the Pb. D. from New York university.
legiate life and adventures.
For example under it, the Attor- Wenty of publicity beamed day sonnet. It retained Part II. author' other oreanizatioos issued a state- j producing.
when the whole world is ones very guest of the Bridges.
Before joining the Hampton far- ney General could enter into situown plum to pick. . .oblivious of MISS IVORY ENGAGED
, ulty Dr. Gloster was successive- ations where a general reign of
Announcement of the engage.! iy a professor of English at Le- ; terror
everything except one's desire to
and intimidation prevailed
see and be seen. But, time goes ment of Miss Bernice Virginia Ivy. Moyne college and Morehouse col- such as in
Belzoni, Mist.. where
e. . laces change and customs and Pfc. Arthur Smith, Jr • was lege and the executive in charge' grocer
Gus Courts was shot for
change. . .but the yearn..0.igs of: made recently by Miss Ivory s of USO services to Negroes in the refusing to
remove his name from
young !warts remain ever the parents. Mr. and Mrs. Benton Iv- Southeastern states. W h i I e at ; registration
lists. and Rev. George
garnet
cry of lal Ash. Mr. Smith is the Hampton he has obtained leave in! Lee was murdered in
cold blood.
son of Rev. and Mrs. Arthur Smith, order to serve for two years as a' Southern opponents
A MEMPHIS STAR
of c
ii
-Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones are sr., of Indianapolis, Ind. Miss Ivory'I Fulbright Professor at Hiroshima rights legislation raised a hue and
irbiting the Jones and Grafton elan is a Douglass High school gradih: university in Japan and during cry that Section III would empow-. accompanied by their offspring i ate and has started pre - nursing the rummer terms as a guest er the Attorney General to move in
Bobbie Joyce and Herbert, from courses at Indiana L. She plans professor at New York university to enforce with forte the Supreme
Wm Los Angeles home. Handsome to continue at Tennessee State U. and as a lecturer-consultant in the Court integration decision in
Herbert is quite an interesting this fall- Plc. Smith is a graduate Orientation Center for Foreign i schools and that under it. t Is c
Personality. . laving carved a of Cnspus Attacks High school in Graduate Students at the College President cook
send federal
inane niche for himself in the Indianapolis and completed t h e. of William and Mar'''. He is the troops in with bayonets to force
realm of acting. He had a bit part course of Autoplasty at General author of Negro Voices in Amerbl the South to intea.rate.
in the movie "TheMavericki hospital in Cleveland. Ohio. An can Fiction and of numerous ar-I They were joined by sympatheQueen". . .and on a stage version earls' fall wedding is Planned.
tides and reviews and also is the ' tic northerners and westerter
of "Lost In the Stars".
GOINGS ON ABOVI TOWN
co-editor of My Life - My Couto who succumbed to the dire potaro.
Among the courtesies extended
The Bartholomews are b a c k try - My World. College Read- i painted by those somber artists of
Me 'popular visitors was a barbe- home after a summer-long trip 1 mg,for modem Living. He is
gloom and destruction, Richard
cue party hosted by the Al Jack- throughout the West. At one time former president of the Memphis, Russell and Sam Ervin.
sons on Swift ave...and maoy din- we thought we had lost them corn- Atlanta and Hampton graduate RUSSELL LEADS
bees, cocktail parties and informal' pletely - so captivated were they chapters of the Alpha Phi Alpha
On July 17, Russell. the leader
gatherings by Mrs. Edger V a it! of Las Vegas. where they linger- fraternit y.
of the anti-rights forces got the
Buren at her home on Gentry st....I. ed quite a while.
i The wedding date a C.1 be an- break he needed from an unexMarion and Vivian Ford 438 r 5.! Fellow-scribe. Ruby Gadison has nounced later.
pected quarter: At a news confer-,
Junes' stater). . .and Rev. Ozell many an interesting tale to relate
1 ence on July 17. the President told
Flmeman. Mr. Jones is an interior anent her summer-long stay in Dereporters that he had been readdecorator in LA, and is the broth- troit. Speaking of Detroit. Memo
ing the bill that morning a nit
es el our own lovely Martha Jean phis has lost one of its most ta:there were some parts of it he
I did not
Steinberg. They leave for Detroit ented-to say nothing of beauo.
understand.
thts week for a visit with rela- and charm-music teachers to DeBennett Johnson. 28, of gs300 War- The President, an affirmed
tives there, before returning to trod school system. in the person ten blvd . appeared in Jolly court states
righter. literally threw up
Memphis to take little Ronald of Mrs. Ernest Bright Westlev., Monday on an assault charge and his
hands in horror at the sugRobinson back to California with who recently received Masters in told the judge be wanted a
gestion
that he might send Federal ,
lor7
them, where he will join his moth., Music from Michigan U. She is trial and would represent himself. troops
into the south. Then he said
Cr. Mrs. Verlee Robinson, recent-. presently making her home w it h
However, when Judge Sigmund that it might be going too far to
Y of our city.
Mrs. Levy Sullivan Conneraray Stefanowict asked him how many give the Justice Department untoINTERESTING VISITORS
and family on swank Glynn Court jurors he planned to select and . stneteel power to bring injunction
Mrs. Viable Orndorff and her lit- In Motor City. Levy and Erness Johnson said he didn't know, the , actions in certain cases
(school
tie daughter, Mable jr., of Albu- have been friends since they met' jurist told Joluison he had better integration).
stherque. N. 11., were the house- while teaching at Douglass Hagh obtain a lawyer.
With this wedge, Dick Russell
Rust College, see ef the first of the Negro institutions
guests of Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Rob: schoolI The case then Was continued un- forced open the door and the batfounded immediately after the Civil War, his for ninety, •
inson of 1387 Menager rd.
tenes
resistance to the Sot•th's
• Another missing face from t h e tit Sept V.
osee sears contributed as little effort in the training of
Mrs, Orndorff is an English ranks of our teachers will be that
Johnson is accused of beating determination to gut the bill down
leaders for the Negro Americas Democracy. This in.
teacher with the U. S. Department of pert Mrs. Catherine Thornton up his brotherOn-lsow, Carl Hick- , to a meaningless frame were cornof Interior, Bureau of Indian Al- Simmons who has joined t h e rr.an. of 8001 Calumet ave., when ' pletely overrun.
siltation has graduated more tau 1.4111 men and worn.
fairs. Formerly a teacher in our Cleveland, Ohio city school sys-, the latter came to visit
A few days later, after be had
es from its various departments and sent them out as
his two
own schools, she is the sister of , tem. lisr lovely sons. Craig and small children who are
leaders in every avenue of Negro developments, in busiliving with complained that the President had
Mrs. T. R. Robinson and the aunt: Victor, are with her and they all
not haard the South's side in the
Hickmarts estranged wife.
ness and professing. is the church and societ.
of Officer Wendell Robinson.
issue. Russell went to the White
await Mr. Simmons' final return
Rust College is improving its tradition of continuine
While in the city, she was the to them, when be winds up affairs
House and conferred fcr 50 mindinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Na- here.
as one of the leading institutioes of higher learning
utes. He emerged confident that
I
than Savage of 816 Speed St. and
under the youthful leadership of the Reterend E. A.
The Keel Handicap dub held its
also Mrs. Mary Dan Perry of List lawn party on
Smith. Basic policies which have already been formulatAug. 24. at the
MO Warren rd. Mrs. Ada Robinhome of Mrs. Dorothy Thomas. 792
ed have resulted in a reported substantial number of
son entertained her little niece.'
N. Claybrook, where a flash camapplications for admissioe this year. Other policies are
Mable, with going-away party at
era was given to the holder of a
VACATION TIPS ...
being made which will increase the area of service perher Menager rd, home, several
lucky number.
of the little guests present were
taining to economic interest and the general betterment
The many local friends of Mr.
her music pupils. Present w e r e
of students, faculty and persons interested in the g
I
and Mrs. D. J. Moses of CharlesCarolyn Leonard. Earnestine Win ton. S.
C. frequent Memphis visi.
progress of the institution. Primary plans in progress
'rams. Billie Baker. Sara Baker.;
tors (She's Mrs. Anr. Lawrence
are designed especially for the individual student to
Inez Cation, Rubie Catron, PearlO Halos sister,
will be interested to
the extent of developing quality leaders is business and
ie Peterson, Gwendolyn Stevenknow that they are moving to
the professions.
son, Vera Bowens. Evelyn Horton
Pennsylvania. a here Mr. Moses'
Rust College. located in Holly Springs, Mississippi,
and Kay and Sharon Hosard . . joins the
faculty of C h e y e n n e
The latter three from Detroit
with its beautiful campus, modern facilities, within the
Teachers college. . .and Mrs.
"Ti t" area. with a cultured and well trained faculty
Mich. The Orndorffs will stop in Moses is heir-expecting.
of liliristian men and women, is the ideal college of the
Kansas City. Mo , before return-.
The c C. Sawyers, and Mrs.
tug to their home.
mid-South.
Sawyer's
mother.
Mrs.
Of
innie
•.•
Smith. are vacatloning in Chic-s.
MrsTheresa Granger. a former go. . .s hue affable and tivaciaus
MemPtuan now living in Mimes. Mrs la?roy Young is spending her
polls, Minn., enjayed many social vacation at her former
September 9
First Faculty Meeting 7:00 p. m.
home.
courtesies while visiting her uncle. Philadelphia. since this is Betty's!
Isaac Polks. Among highlights of, first trip
September
. First Session for Lasers ice
9
...
back after several years.'
Teachers Registration
her Visit was a trip to Nashville' we know she'll be full of news of;
to see her cousin. Mrs. Samellen
the social whirl encountered in the
White Carroll. receive her mas. Classwork for Inset-vice
September 10
environs (and on the Main Line)
ten degree at Tennessee State U .
Teachers Begin
. .which she'll relate in her own
and a dinner party by Mrs. Chris- inimitable
manner.
. . Registration and
September 11-15
time Gatdner of 1030 Woodlaan St.
,and to write "fun- to this week's'
- woere guests included Mra. El-,
Freshman Orientation
labor of news. vivacious Mrs. Joa-'
Ism Louise Stiles, Isaac Polk a o d.
flits (John R.1 Arnold and Mrs.
September 12-13 . ...Registration for Other
Mr and Mrs. Louis Carroll Mrs. Allot
Mae (Bob.) Roberts vacationraranger left singing the praises of og together in ohicago. Detroit
Than Freshmen
her original home - which has a and other
Leave early on your vacation
interesting Michigan and
Clamwork begins 8:00
September 16
special something that is found DO- Illinois vacation sports.
trip-then take it easy and
a.m. — Late Registration Fee Begins
"Isere else.
play it safe. If inure delayed
•••
JOHN W. CHAPMAN TO
September 18 & October 5 . Pre-Registration—
on the road, just telephone
-Mrs. Emma Montgomery a n
Saturday Classes (End at 12:00 Noon)
sin, Otis. jr. former Memphians ADDRESS HEALTH MEET
ahead to let folks know. You'll
SPRINGFIELD. III. -iscut
sew reaidents of ,locago. are 11:•
Regular Students
and conaement outdoor
iting Mr. and Mrs. Willie Taylor Governor John W. Chapman will
everywhere.
booths
Long
First Session for Insenke
October
12
if 1961 Belford. Mrs, Moragomery bead an array of illustrious sneak-,
Distance is fast and easy to
Teachers Elul
and Mrs. Taylor are sisters. V. bile ers at the 13th Annual Activity'
here, Mrs. Taylor rBetsiei gave a k Therapies Institute sponsored byi
ine. Costs so little, too.
First Meeting — Saturday
October 12
dinner party, when Mrs. Eva Lew- the Illinois Department of Public
Classes
is. a recent graduate of Rust col- Welfare, it was announced by'
Ks Twice as foss
lege, was an honor guest. Present Otto L Bettaz. M.D.. director. I
. Second Station — Insert ice
October 14
to Coll by Number
The institute will be held at the
were Mrs. Mettle Mae Grayson.
Teachers Begin
Mrs Annie L. Armstrong, Mrs. Illinois School for the Deaf, JackThelma Nichols, Mrs. Frankie E monville, Monday through Wednes-I
Mid-Quarter Tests, All
October 24-23
Watson and Mrs. Clara Smith Otis , day. Aug 252* and is the plait!
Classes
a
rill
Montgomery is
service em extensive program of de kind in
payee in Chicago.
the nation.

Educator
Will Marry
Virginian
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Mayor Takes Stand Against Ghetto Housing
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By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke

• The lovely cool breezes we
have IN AND OUT OF TOWN
been having recently remind
us
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Carruthers
that fall is just around the
corner '
and they are just in time for and Atty. and Mrs. Elmer Jackson were recent visitors in the
school opening too. A few more
hot days are still on the schedule city froni Kansas City, Mo. The
Carruthers were guests in t h e
though.
home of Mrs. Carruthers' sister,
Last week the city teachers
held
'a series of In -Service pre-planning Mrs. Gracie Hurst on Berry St.
; The Jacksons were guests in the
meetings getting ready for t In e home
of Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Bell
opening of school on Aug. 26. In on
Hays ave. Mrs. Carruthers,
the elementary group class demnee Pauline Goodrich, also visitonstrations by various teachers ed
with her parents, Mr. a n
proved most interesting. Several Mrs.
Joe Goodrich.
consultants were invited in with GUESTS
FETED
Miss Darlene Hutson, supervisor,
The Kansas City guests were
conducting the meetings which feted by
Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Bell
Were held at Lincoln Elementary with a
barbecue on their beautischool. The faculty of Merry High ful back limn
on Monday evening.
school held meetings at the New Many of
Jackson's socialites atMerry High although completion tended. Included
were the Rex Co
of the building is still in progress. rys, the
R. L. Gibbs, the V. J.
Classrooms are ready for student Gilmores, the
Sidney Perrys, the
entrance.
T. J. Becks, the S. H. Branougha
ASSOCIATION MEETS
and daughter Janice, visiting from
' The General Professional Teach- New York City, the
Paul Martins,
ers' meeting of the Jackson City Mrs. F. A. Dobbins,
Miss Darlene
leachers Association was held last Ilutson. Miss alable
Golden, the
Wednesday at Lincoln Elemen- W. McKissacks, the II. Stones,
the
tary school with Mrs. V. M. Bell, Earl Shaws and sister,
Mrs. Hapresident, presiding. Teachers retie Simmons from Dayton,
Ohio;
leere very proud indeed of the Mrs. Gracie Hurst, the Fred
CALIFORNIANS VISIT —Mrs.
Mitnewly added departments in the elicits, Mrs. V. F. Walker, t
Robert Jones and children,
h e
educational system. The system John Adkins, Mrs. Cora Deber•
Herbert (right> and Bobbie
now has a psychiatrist to work ry. the J. F. Hughes and
Mrs. Jo)ce (back) of I.os AngeWith youth in grades one through Lucille Sangster.
les base been visiting friends
twelve. The person who will be
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur person mo- ; and relatives
in the city for
engaged in this work. is Mrs. An- tored from Juliet, Ill, to
bring
the past two weeks. While
derson who was introduced in the their two children, Danny
and Larhere they stayed with Mrs.
meeting. Mrs. Edna White who ry who attend Lincoln
Elementary
has taught the first grade in the schol here. The youngsters spent Jones' parents, Rey. and Mrs.
W. T. Grafton of 1094 BelleCity for several years after having the summer with their
parents
vue. Accompanying his famtaught previously in Madison and reside here with their
grandily was Mr. Jones (not shown)
County, has been named remedi- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Troy Price,
who is the brother of Mrs.
al reading teacher for the three during the school term. Mrs. PerMartha Jean Steinberg. Mrs.
Negro elementary schools. M r s. son will be remembered as Elms
Jones is the former Bernice
'White was given words of praise Merriwether, a graduate of Mer
by Supt. D. E. Ray and other var- ry High school here.
I
Sous occasions has been praised ; Sidney Perry, sr., and father, J.
greatly for her very outstanding ; O. Perry spent several days in St
Work by members of the State Louis, Mo. to get a first rate look
Department of Education. M r s. at their new granddaughter who
Faye Holly was introduced as the was born in early August. T in a
mew supervisor in place of Mrs. new little miss is the daughter of
Frances Barker who resigned at Dr. and Mrs. Sidney Lee Perry,
V30 close of the school year.
jr. Dr. Perry is stationed in St
Other new teachers coining into Louis in the armed services. She
the system are Mrs. Mattie Milli- has been named Angela.
gan, Mrs. Vera Brooks, Miss
Recent guest of Mrs. M. K.
Marilyn Merriwether, Messrs. Is- Smith of Hays ave. was 11 e r
iah Savage. John Worthing, A. J. daughter, Miss Johnella Smith of
Payne, jr., John McClellan a n d St. Louis. Mo. Miss Smith is a
Mrs. Brooks who has been full registered nurse with the Cit Y
time homebound teacher. M r s. Health Department.
Bernice Lucas, home economics
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harris ot
Instructor at Merry High was cit- Inkston, Mich. spent several days
ed for receiving her master's de- with Mr. Harris' mother who regree this summer from Purdue un- sides on Cumberland at. Traveliversity in Indiana.
ing along with them was their
' Students entering the new Mer- little son. Mr. Harris, a native
ry High school will have a much of Jackson is doing extremely well
wider scope of subjects to choose in the educational field and is at
from. Added to the curriculum present working toward his docare courses in business, including turate at the University of Michshorthand, typewriting, and book- igan.
keeping. Spanish and auto-me- COMING EVENTS
Look forward to the date of
chanics.
Sept. 10. At this time "Miss Brown
WORKERS RECEIVE AWARDS
Beauty
of Jackson and Madison
When 23 workers at the JackSon Madison County General hos- County- will be crowned. Thirty
young
ladies
pital received five year award
from Jackson a n d
pins for their service, many Ne- Madison County are aspiring for
gro workers were among the num- the title which will be judged
ber. Those receiving pins were purely on beauty. The two runnersMesdames Victoria Noisy, Mar- up will serve as attendants. Each
garet Holton, Cattle Gray, Mary girl is being sponsored by a colMuckley, Lizzie Poe, Maud Shaw, ored business in the city of JackLurelene Brooks, Ida Echols, Mat- son. There will be prizes and gifts
tie Forte, Mary Murray, Mary galore through courtesy of JackSmith and Robert Golden West. son merchants. This exciting event
ley Hunt, Clarence Smith a n d is being sponsored by the young
Lloyd Johnson. The awards were ladies of the Mattie Coleman CirS-SGT. AND MRS. E T
presented by Administrator John cle of St. Paul CME church of
RIDGE WILLIAM B 0 Y D
Blend at ceremonies held at the which Mrs. Cora Deberry is leadpause happily at St. Auguser. It takes place in the Lane colhospital.
tine's church after their wedlege Health Building at 8 p.m. I
ding Saturday, Aug. 24 at 8:30
know you simply can't afford to
miss it.
a.m. Fr. Capistran liaas officWe don't want you to miss a
iated. The bride is the for.
single issue of the Tri-State Demer Miss Lucille Ryan, of 2589
fender in Jackson. Your n e w
newsboy is Michael Jones who re- Felix and is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Clemmie
sides at 401 Laconte at. His phone
number is 7-8505.
Ryan, S-Sgt. Boyd is the son
' A drab fence is as out of place
is a snail in today's garden.
Put variety and color in a solid
estate type fence with decorative
feature.
The West Coast Lunmberman's
'Association suggest building small
frames of two by six Douglas fir
or western red cedar. Nail them
firmly to 'solid fence wall at odd
heights and distances along the
fence.
Paint the frames in bright oranges, red, and yellow and use
them for shelves for potted flowers
and plants. The solid fence may
be left to weather or may be
painted a neutral color as a con.
trast to the frame.
In a tall solid fence, the monoto
moos facade squares of red cedar
set can be broken by decorative
at regular intervals.

•
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•Drab Fence
Is Strictly
Out-of-Date

I

The coast guard's cutter Lincoln
was the first U.S. ship to enter
Alaskan waters after the territory
Wu purchased from the Russians.
•

mobile ride over the area, "there
are many very nice new homes
in this area .but there also are
many of the in o s t dilapidated
shacks a person ever saw. When
riding over the area, 1 noticed
niany new homes are going up
south of Mitchell rd. and west of
Horn Lake rd. I see no reason
why the area now served by sewers shouldn't be develoed while it
is still part of the county," be.commented.

RODANTHE, N. C.—Residents of -this village on Hatteras island ofC
North Carolina celebrate Christ.:
mas each January 6, the ancient-.
twelfth night.

CITY TYPEWRITER SALES

410 E. Broadway — West Memphis, Ark.

LANE COLLEGE
JACKSON, TENNESSEE
1882

1957

"A Symbol of Christian Education"

of Mrs. Georgia Larry, of 1342
Doris. lie will return to his
post at Westover APB. Mass.
after Sept. I. Attendants were
Miss Mary Rhodes, maid of
of honor and Laurence Chambers. best man. Mrs. Boyd is
employed at Universal Life
Insurance Co. The couple is
honeymooning in the city '—Withers photo

not a chance
3f an ink stain!

SHEAFFEKS
NEW
CARTRIDGE PEN
the fountain pen
that fills
like a ballpoint!

An "A" grade Liberal Arts College. accredited by The Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, offering training in Biology,
Chemistry, Elementary and, Secondary Education. Home Economics, Art,
Mathematics, Physicit, Modern Languages. NIusic, Religious Education,
Social Science, Sociology, History, Health and Physical Education, Commerce.
Through Scholarship, Christian Ideals,
Attention to Individual Needs.

FALL CALENDAR
September 10-14 Freshmen Orientation and Registration
September 16 - 17
Registration for Upperclassmen
September 18
September 20

Classes Begin
Fall Convocation

September 21

files c5firidt in Handy S•Pact, I0C
Other Sheeler Cartridge Pens,
SS 00 and 3475

QUEEN OF CLOVERETTES
Social club is Mrs. Mildred
Brown, club secretary, who
was l'rowned at their, lawn
party Saturday evening, Aug•
17. Shown with the queen are

several club members. Joseph
Fulton is president: M r s.
Willie Mae Williams is vice
president: and Miss Dorothy
Moore is treasurer.

A WEEK
BUYS IT!

Home Demonstrations Made Within
150 Miles of West Memphis

Mushrooms Are
Year-Round Food
Mushrooms make an excellent
year-round food that can be included in a varity of easy-toprepair dishes. They can he used
in sauces, stuffing, by themselves
and even eaten raw.
Mushrooms should be washed in
cold water and the end of the stem
timnied. They may he conked
whole, sliced or chopped and
should be used soon after purchase.

Sat., Aug. 31, 1957

a case of
necessity

••
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Mayor Edmund Orgill took a l have Maximum interest iii a home EXPANSION NORTHWARD
stand against what could lead to for example. if he and his wife
Fra)ser and Whitehaven, t h e
a Negro housing ghetto in Mem- were separated. The investment other areas up for annexation, will
phis last week.
would not be sufficiently large get advance consideration over
He said he did not feel certain , enough. Hence, there is a for- any proposals farther front t he
areas should be designated f o r closure when they sever t h'e ir city limits, the Mayor explained.
Negroes in the expansion of the marriage.
This comment was made after
city.
Secondly, it is a known fact E. R. Richmond, president of the
"I don't think that the Memphis that prior to the opening of the Real Estate Board of Memphis,
City government could legally say. sutxtivision, the city promised ;o suggested "The city might go far'This area should be demoted to furnish bus transportation. For ther north and take in the WoodNegro residences. This area sonic reason that failed to materi- stock area. There's a large Negro
should not "
alize. Li most cases the husband school there, one of the best in the
The Mayor made the statement and wife in the area are workers county. With the North Memphis
in expressing disagreement with If (lucre is an auto in the Until:, industry developing, that seems to
the Atlanta policy of designating and the husband takes it, then the' be a logical place to think about."
areas for Negroes, and in rela- wife is left stranded to travel by
Richmond a:so suggested rezon•
tion to petitions by residents of abuslin•
art,
to the city whose rates ing vacant industrial land for use
Walker Homes subdivision for allhigh.
for Negro housing. Mayor Orgill
These kind of situations Isa v e explained such suggestions should
nexation to the city of Memphis.
foreclosures
in;
He cited Walker Homes, h o w. contributed to
Its' made to the Memphis a r. d
ever, as an area where "larger Ow Walker Homes. Thus the same Shelby County Planning Commis.
happened
in
have
a
would
sion.
thing
subdivisions can be
developed
with out controversy.
white subdivision with a combuia•
The Mayor said after an auto'
The Mayor added, "There does lion of similar factors.
not seem to be much open land $350,000 FOR SEWERS
within the city limits where large ' When the Walker Homes area
Negro subdivisions cite be deed. costings an ne xaebdo s
hs:%%•eertso
ito
y,,
th3es0c0
oped without a great deal of con‘
nveilw
l
•
troversy. On the other hand, it is be installed, according to a premy guess that there are many sin- liminary report from City Engigle lots and small areas which! neer Will Fowler.
could be used for this purpose."
The move will ''call for addition
al services and there is some feelFRAYSER FIRST
Mayor Orgill said annexation of ing that We ought to get thine,
Walker Homes must await the Jan. running, smoothly up there (Fray
I addition of Frayser to Memphis. scri before we take in any more
City Comm. John T. Dwyer sup- ' territory," the Mayor said.
Every Student needs a
--V
ported the Mayor's plan for setREMINGTO
N
ting annexation of the 3,400 acre
area southwest of the city f o r
some time in the future.
In a statement to the Tri-State
Grafton. Their son, Herbert,
PORTABLE
Defender, the Mayor said: "The
has appeared in several mov•
les, including the *cent hit,
whole thing will he worked out. I
The Portable with th• features that
"Maverick Queen". starring
want more information on the sit.
Atudents need and want I Makes
homework
iesief to writ., ess.er to
Barbara Stanwyck. The famMaybe by the first of the
reed, helps students set up to 385
ily left Memphis this wek for
year we shall be prepared to take
better gredes
Detroit to a kit Mr. Jones'
steps in the problem."
parents and will ,atop back
Commissioner Dwyer said "We'
through the city enroute to
certainly have to know a lot more
California. Withers Photo •
ghoul the area. . -There have
been more foreclosures in t Ii e
Mechanization on U. S. farms, is Walker Homes
area than in the
, said to have increased by up to whole city of Memphis. Why, 1 do
250 percent since the end of World not know."
l war 11.
FOR17CLOSURE PROBLEM
Observers feel there are I w o
possible contributing factors to the
foreclosure situation.
In the first place when the subdivision first opened, homes were
offered for sale with extremely low
down payments. It could hardly
be expected that a buyer would

SUBURBAN DRUG
712 McLEMORE
at Mississippi
PH. WH 8-4576

Last day for Registration
For Information
Concerning Entrance Requirements and Expenses
Write
THE REGISTRAR

LANE COLLEGE - JACKSON, TENNESSEE
Dr. C. A. Hirkendoll. President

Nashville Begins •
Integration

12 al-STATE DEFENDER
Sot., Avg. 31, 1957

TWANames
Plinton
As Aide

previously a/I.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — (INS) —{ to be placed into
mingled among
large
schools,
first
white
the
became
Nashville
begin more than 2,000 white children.
city in the solid South to
board has deemed a
gradual racial integration of its The school
policy for students
schools as approximately 3,400 six- liberal transfer
year-olds registered for f irst of both races.
Actually less than one-tentnh of
grade classes in the fall.
1,400 Negro
The first grade is being deseg- the approximately
the city will
regated under a federal court or- first grade puplis in
der and the school board is in- be desegregated.
structed to submit additional
Ministers throughout the city
plans by the end if the year for have called for a peaceful accept.
the integration of other grades.
ence and support of the school
About 126 Negroes are expected board program.

, Trans World Airlines has announced the appointment of James
0. Photon, as executive assistant
to the Director of Personnel, Industrial Relations to be based at
TWA's home office, 380 Madison
ave., New York.
Minton has wide aviation and
However, arch segregationists
business experience in this counJohn Kasper and White Citizens
try and the West Indies. He helped
Council leader Asa Carter have
to organize Latin American Airbeen attempting to rally opposiways, Inc., and developed Quistion to the court order.
queya, a local air service between
Kingston, Grand Turks and 'CaiA parent school preference
cos Islands. He founded and opcommittee is making a last-ditch
GENERAL — Self.
DOLLAR
doors
en
Feb.
22,
1557
at
350
first
store
was
so
complete,"
space for customers. Mr.
nes that Dollar General offers.
erated the first modern laundry
effort to stay the court order.
Service Store No. 2 opened
Monroe near
Wellington at.
said Mr. C. P. Smallwood,
Smallwood expresses his apBoth stores are conveniently
Producing petitions signed by 6,000
and dry cleaning service in Hairecently (shown above with
The quality merchandise car.
"we
felt
there
was
room
for
regular
bus
routes.
preciation
for
Negro
patronlocated
on
ti. He was elected to the highest
parents of both races, they asked
many customers present) at
ried by this store at such reaanother
in
Memphis."
Mr.
age
and
hours
are
S
a.m.
to
promises
Store
continued
Department
of
Labor
order of the
the school board to stat the court
sonable prices met such popu1241 Thomas at. featuring a
smallwood is manager of both
p.m. Monday through Saturtopnotch
sersice. If you
order.
hi the Republic of Haiti and , complete line of merchandise
lar demand that Store No. 3
stores. There is nothing for
General
Watch
for
Dollar
haven't
day.
visited
one
of
the
or-,
honor
highest
knighted in the
It. is claimed that Tennessee's
family, plus
for the entire
had to be opened to accommosale in either of the business
stores make plans to do so
Store values in your Tri-State
— (INS) — school preference law was passed
France
der of the Haitian Republic, "L: household wares. Dollar Gee.
POITIERS,
date shoppers of the Midplaces over SI in price. FurthDefender.
authorities
immediately, to take advantAmerican
'Ordre Nationale Honneur it era] Store No. I opened its
and
French
after the schools were ordered
South. "The success of the
er there is plenty of parking
I II •
age of the many unusual s alMerito"
questioned several U. S. soldiers by the court to desegregate and
of
slaying
the
with
connection
„
I During World War IT, be served!
has not had a chance to be apthe district last year resigned in
Mrs. Nelly Dean, wife of an East plied. The law would provide sepas an Army Air Force ferry pilot
the integration move was
sergeant.
Ill.,
Louis,
St.
and was a flight instructor of the
arate schools for those who -vol99th Fighter Squadron at Tuske- •
An authoritative source said sev- untarily elect' to attend classes
n replaced and WilOne has
Chinarmy's
the
from
the!
manager
of
soldiers
gee. Later he was
only with their own race.
liam Hatchett, jr . president of en
depot, where Sgt.
Tuskegee Airport.
I the school trustees, stated that. on engineering
I
stais
Dean
W.
David
Class
Photon was born at Westfield,
sup1st
NEW YORK — (INS) — A
the other white teacher will also
questioned during the
N. J., finished high school there, posed Hungarian freedom fighter.
be replaced with another as soon tioned, were
Criminal Inis a graduate of Lincoln Universi- unmasked as a former Red Army
as one is as ailable in order to night by the Army's
and French
ty in Pennsylvania where he re- 1 captain. won a stay in his depormaintain an integrated teaching, vestigation Division
ceiv ed a bachelor of arts degree in tation from the United States
police.
staff.
COLP,
Ill.—White
children boy- of the district and annex it the
pre-medicine. He also attended the Tuesday.
the full support of the NAACP
The French, who have primary
Both white and Negro students
cotted classes clo Monday in a neighboring all-white
University of Newark. His home
Cartersville have filed an appeal to that deci- from the Colp district attend the jurisdiction because the murder
Federal Judge Lawrence E.' protest against
grade
school
in- district.
Is in Westfield, N. J.
sion in Circuit Court at Marion., consolidated high school at Her- was committed outside an AmeriWalsh in New York City sched- tegration In this small
southern
The Williamson County trustees TWO QUIT
rin. Two Negro students from Colp can installation, assigned two intiled Sept. 3 for a hearing on a, Illinois town in the
northwest cor- granted this petition at a hearing
The school opened with three were members of the Herrin high spectors and seven detectives from
, motion by ex-captain Jyula Pak-. ner of Williamson county.
on July 8. The majority members Negro teachers and one white school state championship basket. the crack Surete Nationale to the
.
torovich. 43.
School officials are waiting to of the Colp school trustees with
teacher. The two white teachers in ball team last year.
case.
He had asked for a review of I see whether the boycott continues
Army spokesmen denied knowlan Immigration department rill-, or whether the white children will
SPRINGFIELD. Ill. — (INS) —
edge of a printed French report Secretary of State Charles Car; trig calling for deportation on Use: attempt to enroll in schools in
Chinon
from
men
enlisted
two
that
grounds that he entered the Coun- nearby districts. Most of whose
pentier has disclosed why some
hospital, where Dean works as securities are not permitted to
try under false pretenses.
first day for classes is not until
being held
are
sergeant,
supply
later in the week.
be sold in Illinois.
as primary suspects.
Integration started on Monday,
are still
In one instance, at least. prossaid
we
spokesman
A
but not one of an expected 40
looking for leads. There have been pective purchasers of investment
white pupils attended and 61 Nepapers were receiving material
no significant developments.
gro pupils sat alone in the classSan Pedro Tlaltenango, popula- the University of Denver has prov• the entire village was dominated
Mrs. Dean's body was found Sun- like this:
rooms
lion 2,000, located four miles off en a great help during these by three large haciendas with the
day morning in a ditch near the
HALF ARE COLORED
'Like to invest $250 and get
the Mexico-Cholula highway in the weeks. Gwili also has a Liberal men working in the fields from
LONDON — (INS) — The Times
famous Azay-Le-Rideau Chateau back 1250,000 within a year? Plus
More than half of the residents state of Puebla, central Mexico. is
Arts
degree
from
the
daybreak
to
University
nightfall
for
3.5
cen- 160 miles southwest of Paris.
of London said yesterday the Sov. of the school district are Negroes.
a
royalty'
the summer address for Gwili Po- of Chicago as well as a pre-so- tavos (less than four cents).
Union has shipped $340000000 There are four Negroes and three
I
She had been strangled and
sey
of
Chicago
for
Gwili
is
spendcial
work
degree
from
the
Nni"And
you don't even have to
chest,
worth of military equipment to whites on the school board. On
"Although they have been free robbed, and her head, back,
ing six weeks as a volunteer with versify of Denver.
Syria.
people for almost 50 years, they and stomach bore symmetrical have the $250. All you need is $25
May 17 the four Negroes voted an American Friends SePrice
Corn- TAUGHT CRAFTS
move slowly for some still do not knife carvings, but an autopsy down and $20 a month."
Quodng "a reliable Middle Et for consolidation of the all-white mittee work project along with 18
The girls have also taught arts
comprehend
the full meaning of revealed no evidence of rape.
Standard
and
ONE OF VARIETY
the
all-Negro
Atsource,"
the
shipTimes
said
the
other boys and girls from the U. and crafts classes during the aftJAMES 0, ruNToN
The deans visited a cafe near
freedom. Then, too, bound by genCarpentier said one should not
ments included 200 T-34 tanks.' tecks schools under one roof with S. Gwili•s day begins at the early ernoon with a great deal
of work Unties slow.''
night
but
the
home
Saturday
their
be surprised if such an offer is
40 Jet fighter planes, 140 pieces' full integration of the student body hour of 6:30 with breakfast. Be- being done with ''carrizo" a
reed
reportedly
left
her
with
sergeant
received. It is "just one of a
fore the projects of the day start similar to bamboo found in great
Off-the-job accidents kill more of field artillery, 160 anti-aircraft; and teaching staff.
Arer camp closes late this
a group of English-speaking per- variety of types of operations enthan Price as many Americans guns, 200 armored troops carriers, The three white members cp- too, the household chores of dish- abundance locally. The children month, Gwili will spend a few
the
Employes
at
cafe
said
sons.
countered in enforcement of the
those killed while employed at and an unknown number of tor.! posed integration.
washing and cleaning, handled on have made toys as well as many days traveling in Mexico and then
she left the cafe later with a Illinois securities law of 1953.
Then more than 200 white resi- , a cooperative basis must be takpedo boats.
regular work.
useful small objects for their return to Chicago where she will tall, dark man.
dents petitioned the Williamson en care of. Once a week Gwili
The secretary, who is charged
homes such as fly swatters and enter the field of social work with
County board of school trustees takes a turn at cooking. Being
with the enforcement program in
mats, The boys in the camp have a particular interest in psychiafor permission to detach a part cook for the day means going shopIllinois, said a California company
been cooperating with the villagers tric social work in public welfare.
made the claim, but the securiping. Gwili said, "Although my on a latrine building program and She is the daughter of Mr. and
ties
division of his office moved to
Spanish vocabulary is limited, I as San Pedro is a year around Mrs. Richard D. Posey, 735 E. 69th
prevent Illinois investors from bemanage to get along. The point- permanent work camp it provides pl., Chicago.
ing
victimized
by prohibiting the
ing system helps, too."
more opportunity for such long
sale of the securities in Illinois.
TYPICAL DAY
range projects.
MORRIS, 111. — (INS) — Two
When
the
state
learns of such
Nodding toward several houGwili added, "Latrine building is
of three girls reported missing
LONDON — (INS) — Gen. Ivan quets of
operations, investigations a r e
Mexican flowers of all col- one of the most important aspects
from
the
Chicago
area
were
taken,
Serov, Soviet security chief and
made — including pressure to
ors and sizes scattered through- of rural living that is now being
from a Rock Island freight train
one of the main executioners of out
force the company selling such se.
the room, Gwili said:
introduced
into
rural
Mexico.
Figyesterday
by
police
here.
WASHINGTON — (INS) — U.S.. that they and the public generally the Stalin era, yesterday was recurities to repurchase such items
"Our day started a little earlier ures show that in many areas an
The two were Nancy Chapman,
Surgeon Gen. Leroy E. Burney "should be alert" to all possibili- ported in Damascus personally di- than usual today for
ROCKFORD — The Women's
and return the money.
before six infant mortality rate of 35 per
15,
and
Lois
Asaro.
19,
of
recting
a
plan
to
assassinate
King
Lyons,
warned yesterday that the Asiatic ties.
SCALP, STOCK
this morning, several of the girls cent is not unusual and it is large- Ai niliary of the Rockford Branch Ill. Still sought is Patty
Bethea,1
flu might hit with more severity! "With calm and measured plan- Hussein in neighboring Jordan.
One firm, giving hair and scalp
from the village, accompanied by ly due to the disregard to two NAACP, will sponsor a Musical 13. of 521 N. Homan ave.
There
was
no
official
confirmathan expected when it reaches' ning.'' Dr. Burney said, reasonable
treatment to male customecs
their fathers, arrived carrying Simple health precautions. It has Lawn Social from 6 to 9 p.m. on
Nancy
and
Patty
borrowed
bithis
tion
of
London
Daily
Mail
reproportions
in
expected epidemic
"brought a little novelty into
preparations should "combat the
these flowers and proceeded to been proven that if the people will Friday. Aug. 30, at the home of
cycles yesterday and told Mrs.
this country during the fall or . spread of Asian influenza and min- port, but a foreign office spokes. serenade us. Today is the name
do only two things, build and use Mrs. Charles Jones, 2017-19th Mabel Chapman they were run- stock selling," Carpentier said.
man
in
London
lent
support
to
winter.
imize its effects if epidemics
day of Mary and we happen to latrines and boil their drinking wa- avenue.
Employees of that firm were
ning away. The girls ran away
the report that Serov might be
Dr. Burney told a special meet.' should develop."
told to solicit the sale of stock
have three girls named Mary in; ter, the unbelievable figure of 35
Mrs. L. M. Tyler,s president of a month ago and were
found at while
in Syria.
Ing of state and territorial health
our group. Name days, which re- per cent could be cut at least in the Maywood NAACP women's
giving the treatments.
The nation's top civilian health
the home of an aunt in Lyons.
officers that there is the possibiliEleven administrative orders
fer to the day of the Saint after
auxiliary will be the guest speakofficer declared that this is the,
ty that the Asiatic virus might]
Worst
Flood
Toll
whom you are named, are usually SOCIAL CONDITIONS
er. Mrs. Ruby Collins is chairman IllinnlilumniimminlInthillh8i8m411111111181111 prohibiting the sale of securities
first time in history that any counchangs and become more virulent
SEOUL — (INS) — South Ko- more important than birthdays
have been enteted during the past
In discussing briefly social and for the social, and Mrs. Gussie
try has been able to take such
PASTOR FLIES TO
and the illness itself more severe.
rean police said yesterday floods here in Mexico.''
month.
economic conditions in the village Bell, chairman of the local auxilprecautionary steps in advance of.
CLASS
—
FROM
On the change of the character
in
July
and
typhoons
in
August
Gwili and the other seven girls of San Pedro, Gwili said, "Prog- iary.
a possible influenza epidemic. I
of the new strain of flu, the surghad taken a nation-wide toll of in the group spend most of their ress has been stow in this village
MOBILE
TO
TEXAS
Funds raised through the social
The vaccination program, Dr. 208 dead, 812 injured and
eon general emphasized "there is
30 min- time working in the schools, either although they are within 15 miles will go to the NAACP -Fight for
DALLAS, Texas — During the
no evidence of such a change seal Burney and others have emphasiz- singassisting the teachers in the class- of Puebla, the founth largest city Freedom" fund.
ed, is planned to avoid possible
summer the Rev. William M.
far."
They estimated property dam- room or supervising recreation in Mexico with a population of
disruption
of
community
life—in
pastor of Big Zion AME
Smith.
But he told health officials who
age at S38-million. Officials called periods. Gwili's experience work- approximately a quarter of a milThe nation's first "drive-in" gasMet at the national institutes of case the U.S. should be hit hard by t h e slimmer disasters Korea's ing at a community center f o r , eratins of traditions, progress con- oline filling station was believed church Zion in Mobile, Ala., has
attended Perkins School of Theolhealth in nearby Bethesda, Md., an epidemic this fall or winter. I worst in 30 years.
Spanish-American children while lion, Until the revolution in 1911 opened in St. Louis, Mo., in 1905.
ogy. a division of Southern Methodist university, in Dallas. Texas.
He has commuted on several
weekends by plane to his church.
Undergraduate work was done
by Rev. Smith at Tuskegee Institute and Alabama State Teachers
college from which the B. S. degree was received. Smith has done
additional work at Livingstone college. Salisbury, N. C., where he
studied under the noted teacher of
Pastoral Psychology, Russell
SECRETARY OF STATE John
Dicks.
Foster Dulles, at his reenter news
Two colleges have honored Mr.
Smith with the honorary Doctor of conference, said yesterday that
Divinity degree: Livingstone col- the Eisenhower administration
lege and Daniel Payne college. does not believe Russia's in.
While serving as pastor in Mont-1 nouncement of the successful testgomery, Ala., Mr. Smith was giv- I ing of an intercontinental ballistie
en a "Silver Cup" in 1945 for out- I missile that will affect the world's
military balance. (INP Soundstanding civic leadership.
photo)
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Chicago Student Aids
Volunteers In Mexico

Say Reds Give
Arms To Syria
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Warns Of Danger
In Flu Epidemic
•
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Find Missing
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Impossible To Get Pets,
4 Steal Dogs From Pound

A CLASSROOM CLASSIC striped b pink and white. Made
of combed light weight zephyr
oxford tailored with a button-

down collar and a renter-back
action pleat for added comfort.
In renter photo, the young
lady is ready for school in a

woven striped light weight 71
Mier oxford blouse from the
Fall 197,7 collection. A pointed
button.down collar, roll up

sleeses and a center back
action pleat give it that Is,'
league look — in miniature.
Right photo Ready for school

in a blouse in combed lightweight zephyr oxford cloth
that reflects the grown-up yin

gate for paisley prints. A soft,
pretty how has neckline appeal
for a budding best dresser.

i

DETROIT — (INS) — Four
teenage Detroit boys were in the
custody of juvenile authorities
yesterday for trying to steal
pets from the city dog pound.
Police said the boys decided
to steal four dogs from t h e
pound Monday night because
they felt there was little chance
for them to get nnwanted pets
through normal channels.
The boys managed to free a
hie German Shepherd and were
struggling to boost the en or

tlillaNNIIIINNIIIVAINNIMifinnunnin

70 pound titer a fence when a
passing police ear spotted them.
Officers captured the boys but
the dog got away in the darkness.
Authorities said thew felt Pro•
bate Judge Nathan .1. Kaufman
would he lenient with the
boys
and might even arrange f 0 r
then, to get their pets.
The only trouble was the boys
didn't steal a w ard of the city.
The escaped German Shepherd
belong: to a v acationing pound
attendant.
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New Homes In County PlannedFor
PersonsDisplacedByUrban Renewal
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GoNon-Stop
1From Miami
ToSan-Juan

New nonstop luxury air service
between San Juan, Puerto R I co,
and Miami, with daily flights timed for more convenient business
and pleasure travel, was inaugurated August 1 by Pan American
World airways.
This additional daily roundtrip
results from steadily increasing
travel between San Juan, hub of
Carribean 'Air lanes, and Miami,
busiest U. S. gateway to Latin
America.
In the first six months of this
year, PAA flew nearly 25,000 passengers between the two cities, a
14 percent increase over the first
half of 1056.
Flights leave Miami each day
9:15 a.m , arriving in the Puerto Rican capital at 2 p.m., (local
tInset. Northbound Clippers depart
, San Juan at 5:30 p.m., daily 4
and arrive in Miami at 8:10 Pans
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Clayborn Temple To
Open A Day Nursery

)dt

9

(INS) ••

home and place of training for
children of working mothers who
are of pre-school age." This will
include physical. mental and social development of the child, she
adds.
Rev. L. A. Starks, pastor, saidl
the hours would ordinarily be
from 9 am, until 2 p.m., unless
special arrangements were made
with the parents.
WARM LUNCHES
Courses to be offered include re-1
ligious instruction, memory work,1
handicrafts, music and visual'
aids.
Each day warm lunches will he
served and beds and cots will be
provided for the youngsters.
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Grid Practice
At Allen Will
Start Monday
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THAT LAVISH LOOK...
THAT LUXURY TASTE...
IT'S

'E Job.
Jar news
lay that
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!. world's
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That's why it looks tempting and rich as good hash mem ... and
whips him a dreamt
You'd guess in a minute that milk like this could do kits of other
things ordinary milk can't do. And you'd be exactly right. Pet Milk
blends in beautifully to make smo-o-oth rich satires ... makes
favorite cream pies better than ever — even "creams your coffee
to party-time perfection.
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So, if you enjoy luxury bring, get Pet Mak
first evaporated milk.
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WIMPPEO LIMON TOPPING—k•I *my sis whip
Wasp. greed 1106141111 clod
Ys cap PET Fropeeelsol MILK
•
2 temp. Maim Wee
sipper
4
odors. Put kw-cold ma
• Cla NIA'eke tray tonO almost frame around
with cold rotary beater by
• bloc cold quart bowl with weer. Whip
ur,f8 fluffy Add Iowan rind
• hood, or with •4•ctric bootee at high speed,
podding" plait col*,
• aid inks Wielp and 1118. (Sono as tem.; an
▪ Meg or other elospeek)

Orange Mound
Club Picnic
The Orange Mound Civic club
will sponsor a Labor Day Picnic
on Monday, Sept., 2 at Lincoln
Park, according to Mrs. R. J. Got'.
don, publicity chairman.
Final plans were made at the
club's regular meeting held recently at the Union Protective Assurance co.. with president, Mr. Cecil Goodlow presiding,
Two new members joined t h •
club, Mrs. Charles Lewis a a d
Mita Dorothy Shields.
The picnic will be held from 1
p.m. until 6 p.m. and barbecue
plates will be served. Donation is
SI 00.
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BET!

You woskin't *Mk such high, luscious topping corid be anything
except whipped mem, spook you? But it it — its whipped Pet
Evapmated ?Mkt
. — them's golden country cream in every single drop of Pet
T
Milk — more than twice as much as in ordinary milk.

Sound-

I

PET, YOU

COLUMBIA, S. C. Fred Morgan, 1957 captain of the Allen
university Yellow Jackets, may be
the halfback to watch this season. He and his alternate captain
John Cash. are to lead their teammates through preliminary drills
when practice begins next week.
Eighteen seniors will be giving
their last year of service. They
are as follows: Harold Williams,
Clinton; George Gladman, Columbia; John Cash, Brunswick, Ga.
Harry Bright, Walterboro; Rem,
bert Joe, Greeleyville; Clarence
Adams, Newberry; James Book.
hart, Columbia; Charles Frayer,
Charleston; Martin Green, Walhalla; Louis Blander, Greenville;
Johnny
McMillan, Bradenton,
Fla.; James White, Baltimore,
Md.; Earl Carson, Suffolk, Va.:
Fredrick Morgan, Easley; 'William Harris, Columbia; Gus Barton, Fort Myers, Fla.; Charles
Knox, Georgetown, and Alphonso
Fields, Lake Wales, Fla.
The complete 1957 schedule is
as follows: Sept, 28, Morris college, 8 p.m, Columbia; Oct. 5.
South Carolina State, Orangeburg;
Oct. 12, Opponent to be announced; Oct. 19, Fort Valley. 2 p.m.
Columbia; Oct. 26, Alabama A&M
Homecoming, 2 p.m., Columbia;
Nov. 2, Knoxville, Knoxville; Nov.
9, Benedict, Hurst-Alumni stadium; Nov. 16! Florida A&M, 8
p.m., Columbia; Nov. 28, BethuneCookman, Thanksgiving Classic,
Daytona Beach,

•
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Says Soviet Must
Have Good Scientists
BOULDER, Colo. — (INS) —
The director of the Institute of
Radio Technique for the USSR
Academy of Sciences maintains
with absolute assurance that Communism must produce better
scientists than democracy.

PEREL & LOWENSTEIN INC.
144 SOUTH MAIN
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

SAVE ON REFILLS...
enjoy one long-writing
quality ballpoint!

SHEAFFEKS
BALLPOINT
STERLING
C..

e

writes longer than
any other ballpoint made!
95
only $2
• starts fester. writes smoother
• new 'Iree-flovring" filtered ink
prevents dotting
• giant transparent refill
• ink capacity you can see
• beautiful new slim darign
•JEWIL-LIKS METALLIC FINISHES
•gem
MOO
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PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST •
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Isn't it strange sometimes howl we like it when I use my Pet

Brown chicken slowly in 1-4 inch
hot fat 5in skillet about 30 minutes, or until drumstick is tender
when pierced with a fork. Remove .1
chicken; keep hot. Drain off all •
fat, then put 2 tablespoons f a t
back into skillet. Mix in 2 tablespoons flour, 3-4 teaspoon salt and
our ideas about food change? ! Milk recipe.
fans•
few grains pepper. Stir in water.
Years ago, we used to think of I If you'd like to give your
fried chicken as a Sunday dinner fly the best chicken dinner ever, Boil and stir 2 minutes. Stir in
or company treat but now, it's just try niy recipe!
milk and heat until steamng hot.
OLD-FASHIONED
often our choice fur everyday
but do not boil. Serve the hot gravy
CHICKEN
DINNER
nieals. •
4
One thing that hasn't changed, 2 ts lb. frying chicken, cut into with the fried chicken. Makes
pieces
servings.
though, is the way folks enjoy see2 cups Pet Evaporated Milk
/
ing a big platter of fried chicken 11
coining to the table. Whether you "hi cup flour
are serving it to your family or 2 1-4 teaspoons salt
to company, there's something 1.8 teaspoon pepper
about fried chicken that just nat- I tablespoons flour
urally makes the meal seem ex- few grains pepper
tra good At our house, we like 1 cup water
Dip each piece of chicken into
the chicken tender and juicy on
the inside with a good, crisp gold- milk, the roll pieces in a mixen-brown coating — and with plen• ture of Is cup flour, 1 teaspoons
ty of rich chicken gravy and mash- of salt and 1-8 teaspoon pepper.
Save milk that is left to make
ed potatoes to go with it.
And I've found that fried chick- gravy. There should be I cup. If
en always turns out just the way not, add imlk to make I cup.

willing," to help.
Plans are being made to de- I ed later,
MBA executive director, Walvelop additional residential sites ' Comm. David Harsh said field
in the county especially for Ne- houses and lighted fields in sever ter Simmons, said last Friday that
groes, the Shelby County Commis- al of the school areas in the coon- the project has possibilities of bety will be a part of the recreation ing financed without federal parsion said last week.
to
Proposed plans for new areas program to be begun soon. He ticipation. He was referring
for residences for the persons who also pointed out the commission. clearing of the land and construcThe word nutrient is a noun and 1.1 cup chopped onions
will be displaced by expressways era are cognisant of the fact that tion of the residences.
it means a substance which pro ! Z tablespoons butter
All recommendations of t h e
and urban renewal call for far- these developments will require
notes growth 'and repairs natural , 3 tablespoons flour
reaching development of areas out• governmental assistance for road Commission will be made ir; No
waste. Nutrients conic from the vs teaspoon sugar
side the city limits, it was stated development, schools, etc and the vember when the County Court is
food we eat. Good health and even 1 teaspoon salt
Commission, said, "These government "stands ready a is d in session.
County
life itself depend, to a great ex- 3 cups hot milk
areas under consideration w
tent, on how and what we eat.
Cook together the tomatoes and have. . .all utilities, including S
From this food comes the pro- onion — about 20 minutes f o r
lights, gas, water and sewerage
tein, calcium, vitamins and a 11 fresh tomatoes or 10 minutes for
and will be served by public
the other nutrients needed f o r canned. Press through a sieve.
transportation."
perfect body maintenance.
Melt the butter, and blend in salt,
The Walker Homes subdivis•
Milk, of course, is one of our flour and sugar. Gradually a d d
ion, built several years ago, was
Applications for Social Security
most nearly perfect foods. And so sieved tomatoes. Cook over low
GARY — The Gary Social Sepublic transportation at
for that reason, every wise home heat, stirring constantly, u n ti I promised
corny office in cooperation with account number cards and claim
the outset and has not received it,
maker will see to it that each thickened. Gradually add tomato
the Lake County Farm Bureau for social security benefits will be
observers point out.
member of her family has some mixture to milk, sirring constantCoop, will have a social security accepted.
milk every day. Even just one cup ly. Heat to serving temperature MAYOR OPPOSES GHETTOrepresentative at the Farm BurThis is a special service f o r
of milk is a big help. Milk sup, and serve at once. Makes C serv- HOUSING
eau Co-op tent at the Lake County farm folk, Lewis said. "We urge
Mayor Edmund Orgill took a Fair, Aug. 17-24, in Crown Point,
plies more calcium than any oth- ings.
you to take advantage of this arstand against what could lead to according to Albert S. Lewis, diser food in fact you could hardly
rangement which is extended to
If you need to prepare the soup
et enough calcium without using quickly, it may he done this way: a Negro housing ghetto in the city trict manager.
you for your convenience," he
Complete information and Social added.
ilk or some milk product. When Combine 2 cups of cooked or can- several weeks ago. He said he did
families in this country are not ned tomatoes with 3 cups of hot not feel certain areas should be Security booklets will be available
The Gary Social Security office,
for
exthe
designated
in
Negroes
on reoent changes in the Social
well fed, it's often calcium that milk. Heat to serving tempera.
located at 410 Washington at., is
pansion of the city.
farm
to
applies
It
as
law
Security
is lacking.
1
Add
lure.
teaspoon salt, a little
"1 don't think that the Mem owners, farm operators and farm open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
On the basis of calcium provid- pepper and one tablespoon of butphis city government could legal. workers.
thraugh Friday.
ed, the following amount of milk ter.
ly say, 'This area should be de
products may be figured as alterNegro
to
This
voted
residences.
nates for I cup, or half-pint of
The highest improved highway area should not "
2 cup, or half-pint of
/
milk: 11
in the eastern United States as• The Mayor made the- state
15 ounces cream cheese, 11 ounces
rends to Clingrnan's dome in the ments expressing disagreement
cottage cheese (use m or e if
Great mo y mountains national with the Atlanta policy of desigcreamed), 2-3 cups ice cream,
park and attains an altitude of nating areas for Negroes, and in
and 3 cups milk sherbet.
6 311 feet.
relation to petitions by residents
Smart homemakers use milk In
of Walker Homes subdivision for
a variety of dishes and desserts
annexation to the city of Mem•
Teachers with religious training
A day nursery and kindergarten
such as creamed soup,s scalloped
phis.
Words of the Wise
which will place special emphasis and educational background will
or creamed vegetables, fish, eggs:
Nothing is ever lost by cour- 300-500 HOMES ANTICIPATED
on the moral and religious devel- instruct the youngsters. NI iss
or meats, and puddings, custards 1 tesy. It Is the cheapest of the
Some 300 to 500 homes could opment of the pre-school child be- Gwendolyn Nash is associate dipleasures;
coats
nothing and
and cream pies.
be built for each area with proper gins Sept.
at Clayborn Temple rector.
conveys much. It pleases him
For a delicious soup try this —
Any interested parents may call
who gives and him who re- "co-operation" of builders, devel- AMP church, Hernando a n d
opers and land-owners, said the Pontotoc sts.
ceives, and thus, like mercy, is
Cream of Tomato Soup —
JA. G-2060 or JA. 3-2651,
twice blessed.
statement from the County ComThe director, Mrs. Ernestine Riv•
Pi cups fresh or canned (No. 2-1)
—(Brastus Wiman)
mission. No specific areas have ers, says the aim is "to provide
tomatoes
been named, but will be announe- a clean, wholesome, and religious

among
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•stew

•copper

•Mai

•green

FINE OR MEDIUM POINTS
Oltsar Sheeler feetttertooth Bsslntz.$1.115 and $3.95

PEREL & LOWENSTEIN INC.
144 SOUTH MAIN
Memphis, Tennessee
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DYER, TENNESSEE

Asiatic Flu
Reported In
Mississippi

Six Persons
To Join Knox

Highly contagious Asiatic f I u
seems to be on the- warpath in
This week has been filled The eulogy was given by the Rev. nearby
Carroll County, Mississippi,
with the comings and goings of J. D. Hutson Saturday at t he as
over 38 per cent of all the counMany of your friends and rela Dyer CME church.
Mrs. Clara West entertained ty's Negro students were restricttives.
ed to their hcrnes hist week with
t Mr, Charles Johnson has just Rev. and Mrs. F. M. Dickey.
returned from a business trip Rev, and Mrs. W. R. McClain an illness which appears to be the
and Mrs. Lucy Overall with des- flu.
to New York.
The U. S. Suigeon General warnI Mr. Johnnie Jamison gpent Sun sert last Wednesday
ed the nation several weeks ago to
The Filderal club held its regday with his family in Hardeman
be on guard against a possible epicounty where Homecoming w a $ ular meeting with your scribe last dem ic.
celebrated at Clover's Chapel M. Saturday. Prizes were won by Assistant Administrator of MisB. church. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Mrs. Erma Wynn and Mrs. La sissippi State Board of Health Dr.
Young of Dyersburg spent t h e Pearl Burns. Miss Tyree 'vie and A. L. Gray said the illness is
ENTERS "REGULAR" MARthe Corps in April, ISE. Maj.
day Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Mr. Webb were weekend visitors "quite probably" the Asiatic flu.
INE CORPS — Taking the
J. G. Cervell, his battalion
Splvester Burns and family.
of her mother and father, Mr. and Ile stated that the seldom faoath of allegiance upon Inteexecutive officer administered
Spc. 3 and Mrs. Bill/ Copeland Mrs. Ell Ivie.
tal disease is moving into areas grating into the "regular"
the oath at the Marine Corps
spent a few days with Mr. and
A daughter has come to live of the state.
Marine Corps from the ReRecruit Depot, Parris IsMrs. James Williams a few days with Mr. and Mrs. George Isle
serve is Pvt. Robert J.
No vaccine is yet available in
land, S. C. He has been asthis week prior to his return to of Davis, her name is Elizabeth Carroll county although it has
Greene, son of Mr. and Mrs.
signed to Camp Lejeune, N.
Camp in New York last Thurs- Tyree. The charming little miss been requested, according to officGusts Greene of M. 4, LeC. for infantry training.
made her debut at St. Mary's hos- ials.
day.
banon, Tenn. He enlisted in
The Rev. J. C. Hullum, pre- pital in Humboldt Sunday, August
siding elder of the Dyersburg dis- 18.
The American Legion club, of
trict, held his fourth Quarterly
conference at the CME church re- Trenton, is rapidly becoming the
cently. A fellowship dinner was social center for Gibson county.
served in the church basement by Adjacent communities are sponthe ladies of the church. Several soring Hay Rides for "Teen-Age"
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. —Four
members and friends enjoyed the night. Social clubs are sponsoring
Knoxville college graduates were
fellowship together.
private parties also.
awarded Master of Science deI Rev. and Mrs. F kf. Dickey,
The Young Men's social club
South. Other outstanding players
grees at the University of TennesBy IRA E. SPILLERS
of St. Louis, Mo., are visiting sponsored an elaborate affair honsee's Commencement Aug. 17 In
Martin Stadium was the scene for the South were James Dempwith Mrs. Cordelia O'Daniel this oring Mr. L. IL Cluisp, one of
the Alumni Memorial Gymnasi- of the annual WDIA League All. sey and James Gross who acweek.
our county's own sons who is doboth junior and sen- counted for five of the South's
I Mrs. Addle Gentry it improv- ing the unusual, making good at um. More than 400 candidates Star games,
runs.
ing rapidly. Mr. Lynn McGee is home. He is science and physics made the largest August class in ior circuit.
The Southern All-Stars defeated
On the losing North team, there
borne and doing fine. Mrs, Sarah Instructor at Rosenwald high seven years.
in the was one bright spot that couldn't
Coger is improving. We are hap- school in Trenton. His most re- Knoxville college alumni a n d the Northern All Stars 7-1,
py to see Mrs. Lou Ella Ivie is cent achievement is the attain- areas of graduate study were Mrs. junior league. That game was a be overlooked. Ralph Faulkner,
paved the the classy and clever fielding secout again, as is Mrs. Ludie Skin- ment of a M. A. degree from Carol Reyes, '56, elementary ed. five inning affair, which
ucation; Mrs. Catharine McBath, way for the second contest.
ond baseman, won most valuable
ner. Mrs. DrucWa Douglas isn't Tennessee State university.
The second game was abit player for the North.
Sergeant and Mrs. Louis Ellis '44, elementary education; Harry
feeling too well at this writing.
bats
of
The second fracas started out as
Mrs. Beulah Robinson is also on have returned to Alexandria, La., Blanton. '54, administration and tighter, but the vaunted
where he is stationed. They have supervision, all of Knoxville, and the north wouldn't be denied and a pitching duel. Both teams were
the sick ,list.
their
Mrs.
defeat
of
Mary
Scutter,
the
'55, physical they avenged
truly the best representatives of
! Sadness has again invaded our visited her mother, Mrs. Farrah
tyro's by a 5-1 margin.
their sections. Sensational stops
community with the passing of a lvie and other friends and rela- education, of Alcoa, Tenn,
HITS
Mrs.
McBath
and
Mr.
OR
Blanton
NO
RUNS
and catches occurred time a n d
church soother as well as com- tives around Dyer and Rutherford.
teach at Hale High, Maryville, The first contest wasn't as col- time again. As the game progressmunity mother. On Aug. 19 Mrs.
u
t
Tenn.
aftermath,
b
Mrs.
subthe
Reyes,
who
did
orful
as
At the end of 1953 men owned
ed, performance was good but in
Bell Welch died at the home of
one of her daughters, Mrs. Eva three-fourths of all the life insur- stitute teaching last year, W i 1 I Dwayne Taylor, pitching star and the bottom of the fourth, Thomas
put
on
game,
first
work
full-time
at
Hall
High
the
this
winner
of
ance
in
the
U.
S.
Brownlee, catcher and most val.
Genia Johnson and Mr. Rufus
year in Alcoa. Mrs. Scutter is as- a pitching exhibition in the bot- uable player in the senior loop,
Johnson, after a very brief atstriking
out
,by
11111111111IIIIM111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
first
sistant
of
the
physical
education
supertom
drove
across two big runs with a'
Hattack. Another daughter, Mrs.
visor of Knoxville's elementary the side. In the three innings he triple off the centerfield wall. A
tie Mae Williams resides in Dyer.
DENY DRIVERS UNDER
pitched, there were no runs and scout from the St. Louis Cardinals
schools.
The sons, Deason and LeGrand
25 INSURANCE, SAYS
no hits. Because of this phenome- has already talked to this lad.
Welch, reside in Gary, Ind., and
STATE DIRECTOR
Gasoline yield from crude oil nal feat he was selected as the OUTSTANDING PLAYERS
Newbern. Tenn., respectively. She
has more than doubled since 1918. most valuable player for t h e
leaves about 15 grandchildren,
Other outstanding players on the
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — (INS)
about 40 great grandchildren and _Joseph S. Gerber, director of
winning Northern All-Stars were
land planning services.
FHA
Areas
Plan
For
Good
a host of relatives and friends. the Illinois State Department of
George Wainwright, Bobby Town-,
FHA land planners and engisend, Edward Johnson and Henry
Insurance, says he personally is Community Living
eers are frequently able to sugRobinson.
against issuing a policy to driv.
Principles of good community gest improvements in proposed
ers under 25. He explained: . planning have
One big inning destroyed t h
proved their value layouts presented to them for cri"They get a car and think it's to a
growing number of land de- ticism, but they do not originate brilliant pitching performance of
an airplane."
velopers. Federal Housing Admin- layouts in competition with pri- Willie Ward, who hurled three no
hit, no run innings. He was se1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 istration officials say this is evi- vate organizations that dosuch lected as the South's most' valu.
dent in the increased demand for work.
able player.
event. Jeff Agnew, Van Randle, Over 100 boys participated in the
The homes of students, not the
T. W. Murphy, Herman Herron, WDIA All-Star game.
schools, are the places to serve
Perry Carter. and Hose Small
*arrants, subpoenas and other lewill participate in the T-Shirt
gal documents by officers of the
race, and T. W. Murphy, Willie
law or other officials.
Horton, Van Randle, Jeff Agnew,
This was the reasoning behind a
Herbert Green, and David Sanrecent move banning requests to
ders will compete in the relay
serve subpoenas to student{ ,by
A water classic, "Water Fun stroke and plain front dive.
race.
Supt. Ernest Ball and the Board
and Bathing Beauties" is being
A T-Shirt race and relay
Six men, Herbert Greene, Wilof Education.
held at Torn Lee swimming pool race will also be highlights of the lie J. Baker, Hose Small, Jeff
Mr. Ball said the board felt
(Dixie Homes) Friday evening,
Isson Jackson will demonstrate Agnew, Thomas Carter, and Da"matters of this kind should be
Aug. 30, at 6 p.m. It is being
handled at the homes of the boys produced and directed by Wadell 'How we learn to swim," and vid Sanders, will compete in the
such maneuvers as the prone float, diving contest.
and girls."
Smith and the Gay Lassie's soComplete cooperation with t h e
cial club.
new policy has been promised by
Features include choosing a
Sheriff Ed Reeves.
Principals were informed of the winner from beauty contestants,
action in their annual meeting at and the introduction of the queen
the City Board of Education on of the event.
Water Polo will be played by
Aug. 20.
Willie Horton, Robert Doss, Bobbie Harris, Mote Small, Thomas
Carter, Jeff Agnew, T. W. MurNEW PROTECTION
phy, Willie Lee Davis, Van RanFOR RINGS
dle, Robert Manning,

Four Knox Grads
Get MS Degrees

KNOXVILLE, Than.
Sth new
persons will join Knoxville colloge's faculty in September, President James A. Colston announced recently on returning f romt'
postgraduate studies at the University of Chicago.
Dr. Colston added that these sia
newcomers will be greeted by the
ot a bee sting. Also threw a lit. I
Musing: Hold a picture of your
poison ivy
largest student body in the history
self in your mind's eye and you tie kerosene in for
of the college.
other poises shrubs.'Go to
Picture or
toward•it.
will
be
drawn
the hietrpolitan Lite lautraseo
They are: Dr. Gerard M. Mertens, professor at Blackburn col- yourself as defeated and victory Co. and get the WAIN entitled ;
lege, Carlinville, HI.; Dr. Charles will be impossible. Picture your- "Play Safe" and ge eat and ea. I
Merrill Proudfoot, pastor of the self as winning and that will help Joy yourself: It need aot east a 'First Presbyterian church, Nava- you wonderfully toward success. fortune.
sota, Texas; Dr. Ralph A. Gwinn, But if you do not picture any
pastor of Cottage Lake Presbyter- thing, you will go downstream like
ian church, Seattle, Wash.; Mrs. driftwood.
Ruth McGovney Kaspin, assistant
Dear Carlotta: I am tired. My
professor, University of California wife is tired, also. But it seems
instructor in the Conservatory of that we are never quite able to
Music at Hamilton, Ontario, Can- afford that vacation that we plan
ada; Russell W. Smith, jr., chap- in the winter. They
say we Amerel choir director, Bad Hersfeld,
icans never relax and that is why
Germany.
we die young. 'Do you think we
will become energyless and final.
ly drift into ill health because we
work so? M. and B.
Dear M. and B. I have never
heard it said that a man's
health has been ruined because
he did not take a vacation. But
I think I can safely say that
many a man's health has been
Registration for Memphis eve- hurt because he felt he was too
Important
to leave his job. If
ning high schools will be held at
715 S. Lauderdale, Sept. 3, 4 and you do it long enough, you pay
a penalty. That is true even if
5 from 7 to 9:30 p.m.
you love your work very much.
The GED test will be held Sept. You would have more energy
9-12 from 6 to 10 p.m.
even if you and family only
Classes will begin Sept. 16. The packed a tent in the back of
entrance fee is $6.
your car, and went camping for
For further details call J. G. a few days. Throw some amKing at JA. 6-0068.
monia in the car to use in case
"Lysol" stops odor!
Kills odor germs oh contacd

Don't trust
to luck—

South Wallops North Night School
In WDIA AltStar Game Registration

Halt Serving
Of Warrants
In Our Schools

Sept. 3-5th

STARTS SUNDAY
SEPTEMBER 1st
4 BIG DAYS 4
THE SAGA Of THE MAINE BROTHERS!

JAMES STEWART
AUD1E MURPHY
NIGHT
, s PASSAGE
,(

TECHNICOUNte

DAN DURYEA.DIANCOSTM ELAINE STEWART

Use it regularly. "Lysol"
brand disinfectant is mild.
It can't hurt you.
Try it. Look for
the new bottle.
Free! Booklet on
douching. Write to
"Lysol." Lincoln.
Box N-361.

•
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There are
Smiles with
every glass
of Oertels
'92 Beer...

Atty. Estes To
Give Important
Facts In Talk

Almost a mill on and a half
brides will go to the altar in the
United States this year. More than
one-third will be teen-agers, more
than half of them will have had
engagement, of le, than six
mouth; duration and le, than a
,juaites ii ill lia‘e been engaged fur
a year or longer. Next to June,
the trio- t popular wedding months
will be September and December.
liii. data some. from a study of
V. S. marriage. over the past
decade. Itilt no ,tatistiv, exit vim
the vast number of bride, who
will luse their wedding er engto:enient ring, within the fir,t year of
mart Mge. Some rings eirtr off
when the fingers get wet; others,
'emoted by their wearers because
they have become tight, arc mislaid arid
Skilled jewelry designers have
at In-t come to the aid of the modem Iiride with a ring, created by
Colambia Diamond Rings of New
which need never be removed
from the finger, nor can it slip off.
Two self-adjusting "Tru-Fit"
spring units, deftly concealed under the diamond, expand and contract us soot,,, 111 to the natural
shape of Ila- finger. If your dieting or sold weather lotus your fin
get , the rine will still Le held
gently, yet ,ritigly, in perfect position by the i-Npantling sltrings. No
need lo remote the ring either. For
dish nashing, house-cleaning or
sports, the self-adjusting springs
keep it secure and comfortable under every condition of wear. The
new "Tru-lrit” Rings end the anweyanee of twisting and turning
toe, and keep the diamond attractively centered on the 'finger where
II was meant to be.

Science tells you vinegar
douches can't do the job
the way that "Lysol" cant
"Lysol" really cleans you
inside. Stops odor at its
source. Kills the very
germs that cause odor.
Keeps you nice inside.

UNIVERS...I-WOMAN:04AI Pow.,,

First Water Classic
August30At Tom Lee

Atty. J. F'. Estes will speak on
"The Negroes' Future in t h e
South," when he delivers his annual address Friday night. August
30, for the Women's Auxiliary of
Veterans Benefit. Inc. The program will begin at 8 p m. at Mt.
Olive Cathedral, Linden and Lau
derdale stn.
The speech will cover a firsthand report on information Atty.
Estes gained while in Washington
recently. He will include discussions on civil rights for Negroes
in the mid-south, federal housing and mortgage loans, the con•
troversial third amendment of the
civil rights hill, and the effect 61
Memphis Express upon the
Negro public.
The theme for the program of
the Women's Auxiliary of the Vol.
irons Benefit, Inc • and W.'elfare
department I. -Let's Take CM
, Our Cross and Carry It Willingly
Ally. Estes is president of
eterans Benefit
Among other participants nn
the program are ,fohnny Owens.!
James Moten, Mrs Mamie Tip •
pelt, president of the Wctnen's
Auxiliary. Rey It. ('. Bunton. pas
tor of the church, Mr. Beauchamp. Chickasaw Council, B.
S. A.. Spirits of C000eration Sing•
ers. and Mrs. Dorothy Mae Ealy.
mistress of ceremonies.
The mululir is imiteci.

or vinegar—
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II
PRESIDENT c. A. KIRICFN•
DALL of Lane college, Jackson. Tenn., welcomed Grand
Master Charles F. Williams.
(right) and more than 1.1)00
Prince Hall Mason and Eastern star members to Lane
college for the 57th Grand
Communication. fhe Tennessee s VI:lic'e Hall Masons and
Eastern Stars came from all
user the state. Highlights of
the men ling included reports
from grand officers and an address liN the Grand Master,

•
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At Jobe Gast.. Hospital
GUST 17, 11167

I

A daughter, Rosalind Fay Her.' as, to Mr.
and Mrs. James A
dy, to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie L. Thomas, of 1674
Brookins.
Hardy, of 660 Castle,
A son. Alonzo Crawford, to Mr.
A daughter, Cynthia Doreen and Mrs. Robert L.
Crawford of
Ward, to Mr. and Mrs. James 673 Tillman.
Ward of 1540 Tayner.
A son. Terry Dewayne Taylor,
A daughter, Brenda B. T o r• to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe L. Taylor of
ranee, to Mr. and Mrs. John W. 598 Beale.
Torrance of 501 Carpenter.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
A son, Ronald Keith Boyd, to Jackson of 306 Ayers.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Boyd of
A daughter, Carolyn Ann Wake1420 Elliston.
field to Mr. and Mrs. Oliver WakeAUGUST 21, 1957
field of 501 Third.
A daughter, Janena Henson, to'; A
daughter, Grace Lynn HardMr. and Mrs. Eugene Henson of en,
to Mr. and Mrs. Climmie
1657 Victor.
den of 657 S. Orleans.
A daughter, Linda Delores JohnA daughter, Lela Mae Batts. to
son. to Mr. and Mrs. Louis John- Mr. and
Sirs. Frank Batts of 363
son of 19 E. Trigg.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. John, A daughter.
Cassandra Wilson.
L. Kendricks of 240 Oprah Alley. ' to Mr. and Mrs.
John Wilson, of
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Jes- 1 254 N. Davant.
sie White of 1192 Krayer.
A son, Melvin-King, to Mr. and
A daughter, Sandra Louis guar- Mrs. James
King of 1734 Manor.
lea, to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Quar- 'C.
els of 577 Brown Mall.
AUGUST 23, 1957
A daughter, Mary Elizabeth TyA son, Raymond Woods. to Mr.'
ler, to Mr. and Mrs. John Tyler and Mrs. Dewitt Woods of
676 E.
of 655 N. Third.
Georgia.
A daughter, Linda Williams, to
A son, Keith Derrick Haley, to
Mr. anJ Sirs. Sammie T. W i 1- Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Haley of
hams of 914 N. Front.
3279 Norton.
A daughter. Cheryl Denise AlexA daughter Brenda Fay Bowan,
ander, to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Al to Mr. and Sirs. Walter L. Bowexander of 1949 Jefferson.
an of 1354 Texas.
A son, Harvey Lee Webb, jr.. to
A son, Walter Jones, jr., to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey L. Webb of and Mrs. Walter Jones, of 1536 Da669 N. Third.
vis.
A daughter, Alma Jean Green.
Twin sons, Thornell and Cornell
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Green Watkins, to Mr. and Mrs. Horace
of 520 Vance.
Watkins of 893 Butityn.
AUGUST 22, 1957
A son to Mr. and Mrs, Ernest
A daughter, May Arthur Thom- Maher of 1464 Minnie.

A son, Joseph Thomas, jr., to
Mrs. Anna Hill of S. 8th at. left Mrs lohn Ella Herein of Grand
Mr. .and Mrs. Joseph Thomas of
last Thursday for St. Louis and Rapids Mich. and Mrs. filelvina
600 Handy Mall.
Chicago. She will be the guest of White and children of Chicago.
A daughter, Catherine Evonne
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Brown in Mrs. Earvin and Mrs. White are
Allen, to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie C.
St. Louis, aunt of the Browns, also sisters.
Allen 0f/1588 May.
the houseguest of her niece, Mrs SCHOOL NEWS
A eon, Ramon Clarence Echols,
Annie Mae Morgan in Chicago.
The Crittenden County Negro
jr., to me and Mrs. Emmon Ech•
Mrs. Cora Gordon of S. 13th at. Health Council met last Tuesday
ols of 308 Flynn rd.
and granddaughter are spending at the William R. Golden High
A daughter, Jolene Antoinette
their vacation in Youngstown, 0. school, Turret!, to make plans for
Corbett, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe CorThey are guests of Mrs. Gordon's the 1957-58 school term. Mrs.
bett of 783 Marechalneil.
sister, Mrs. Essie Dobbs.
dred Montague, chairman, gave
A son, Reginald Rome, to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Buck McGowan the duties of the co-ordinators iii
and Mrs. Eugene Rome of 233
of 212 S. 8th at. had as week end each of the five schools represenPauline.
guests recently, Mrs. Martha Seal ed on the council. Using the theme
A son, James Stanley Hull, to
of S. 13th at. and Mrs. Lena Mc- "Better Health Through EducaMr. and Mrs. Clounce Hull of
Gowan and daughter of Memphis. tion and Cooperation", the calen59 Keating.
GREENVILLE VISITORS
dar of programs was tentatively
A son, Robert Earl Harvey, to
Mrs. Rebecca Levison of 303 N. drawn up and speakers listed for
"IN RECOGNITION of the
Sir. and Mrs. R. D. Harvey, of
meet the habitable stand.
such certificates were award11th at., had her father, James each month. Meetings will be held
Commendable
579 Jackson.
Manner in
ards as outlined by the Dept.
ed August 13 held at Rubber
Levison of Greenville, Miss, as a as follows: Sept. 10, Wonder High
A son, Audwin Darrell Kemp,
Which You Have Assisted
of Housing Improvement......
Workers Union Hall on Firerecent guest a few days ago.
school, West Memphis; Oct. 9, Leto Mr. and Mrs. Willie Kemp of
The City of Memphis". . .
reads the award certificates
stone blvd. (See story f o r
Other Greenville visitors during roy McNeil High school, Craw5505 Lamar.
In ridding the city of subthese New Chicago residents
names of all award winners in
Mrs.
Julia
week
were
past
the
fordsville; Nov. 12, Dunbar High
A son, Marshall Thomas Hall, to
standard dwellings. . . -by
Proudly display. S o us e 90
this edition)
Smith and son, James T. Hunter, school, Earle, and Dec. 10, Web.
making your own property
Mr. and Mrs. GWespy E. Thomas,
Cleve
Wilguests
of
the
who
were
lock Elementary school, Edmondof 1108 Capitol.
hamses of 129 S. 16th at.
son.
AUGUST 18, 1957
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Toliver of
A son, Tyree Easley, to Mr.
Chicago are guests of Mr. Tot,- CHURCH NEWS
and Mrs. OzeII Easley of 2980 MiSunday School, Missionary and
sees mother, Mrs. Lela Toliver of
mosa.
Convention of the Helena
218 S. 12th, his sisters, Mrs. Starr League
A son, Carl Reginald Coleman,
Catching of 115 S. 12th at., and District was held at the Bethel .
to Mr. and Mrs. George ColeMrs. Bertha Shelton of 23 S. 12th M. F.. church, 201 N. 8th at. Rev.
man of 5070 Ford.
C. Franklin, pastor. Welcome by
St.
A daughter, Dorothy Ann NewMiss Thelma Jones of 3-3 N. 11th Miss Ehtel L. Kilgoro. Remarks
som, to Mr. and Mrs. Harvey NewSonic 90 award winners were Settle, 1440 Bellevue; Percy and. isville), 1098 Louisville; James at.. has returned from Vocational were given by presiding elder W.
som, of 617 Stephenson.
named Aug. 13 in the New Chica- Nancy Brown, 1447 Bellevue.
and Luther Foster, 1104 Louis. college in Missisaippi where she S. Shelton.
A daughter, Marilyn Louise
go area for their cooperation in MORE HONORED
The funeral of Mrs. Inez Taylor
vale; Geraldine Brown, 1112 1.1.onu9- attended summer school. She is a
French, to Mr. and Mrs. Julius C.
helping rid Memphis of sub-stan- Mamie Williams, 1084 Capital. isville; Ida Satterfield and Ida senior.
was held Sunday, Aug. 18 at Green
French of 647 S. Fourth.
dard housing, according to J. IV. Luna and Frazier Harrell,
Hill MB church. Survivors inMOTOR TO HUGHES
1088 Coleman, 1108 Louisville.
A son, Jimmy Louis Galison, to
Parker, director of the Depart- Capital; Madgie Jones, 1193 CapMary and James Wyatt,
Mrs. Inola McGowan and Mr. clude her husband, Charles TayMr. and Mrs. Eddie Galison, of
ment of Housing Improvement of ital; Lorenz& and Mary Fly, 1219 Louisville; John Wilson, 1164 Lou- and Mrs. Ben liarrison of 231 S. lor, several children, a sister.
15C6 Cooper.
the city.
Capital; Rena and Andrew Perry isvifte; Edward and Ann Grace 8th motored to Hughes, Ark. re- Mrs. Minnie Lee Davis, Mrs. ElA daughter, Constance Denise
The inspection period for t h e (1209 Smith) 1215 Capital; Henry Hughes, Martin H. Kerbenia, 1220 cently to visit relatives a n d inane Connor of Chicago and Mrs.
abnoy, to Mr. and Mrs. Adarfah
Luella Ramsey of Maryville, Ark.
area was started in December, and Pinkie Gault, 1098 Capital; C. Louisville; Irene Cunningham, friends.
Dabnoy, of 3502 Ashford.
10515, and completed in July, 1957. T. and Addle Coe 1120 Capital. 1225 Louisville; Isiah Watkins, 1238 Recent guests of the Leachman Burial in Green Hill cemetery.
A daughter, Doris Ann Erby, to
Improvements are still bein
Gertrude Bell, (1327 Stonewall) Louisville; Elsie and Henry H. and Grimes family, 214 S. 9th at., Security Funeral home was In
Mr. and Mrs. King S. Erby, of
made, however, Mr. Parker stat- 1136 Capital; Carrie and D o n Hutchinson, 1084 Smith; Andrew were Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Ben- charge of arrangements.
363 Driver.,
ed.
Boyd, 1230 Breedlove; Ben and lye Perry, 1209 Smith; A. J. ana Od. nett and family and their niece, SHUT-INS
A son, Melvin Lewis Wright, to
• A similar award went to t h e Matthews, jr., 1421 Breedlove; enor Jones, 1211 Smith; Maomi Mrs. Lula Long Louis and (laughMrs. Lillie Williams of 129 &
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Wright, of
TALLAHASSEE —Seventy- Thelma Newberry, Perry; Lois New
Chicago Civic club for its Callie D. Bonner, 1424 Breeulove: and J. W. McChristian 1167 Smith; ter, all of St. Louis.
16th at., Mrs. Ella Porter of Hulof 5659 Winchester.
three persons from throughout the Perkins, Moore Haven; Dorothy
Cora
and
(1233
Jaa
Joy
Coker),
Willie
Allen,
1426
Breedlove;
Alservice
Mr. and Sirs. Charles O'Kelley bert, Ark., Mrs. Lela Tollver 01
in promoting the renovaA son, Stevie Roosevelt Hodges, state of Florida attended t h e Robinson, Port St. Joe; Gelekla,
bert and Henry Lincol n, 1372 1132 Smith.
of Gary, Ind., and Mrs. L. V. Hut- 218 S. 12th at., and Mother Tay.
to Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Hodg- school lunch training workshop River Junction; Thelma E. Saund- tion campaign,
Jasper Bush, 1230 Smith; Irma fine of Chicago were recent house lor of 210 N. 14th at., were On
Breedlove.
DWYER
SPEAKS
held at Florida A&M university ers, Ocala; Mamie Shelby, Pensaes, of 2535 Hanwood.
Sherman and Rosie B. Stiller. Taylor, 1245 Smith; Elora Priest, guests of their mother, Mrs. Delia the sick list last week.
Comm. John T. Dwyer of the
A son, Charles Edward White, recently under the auspices of the cola; Emma L. Thomas, Plant
Department of Public Service ad- 1089 Chicago; Rebia Brooks, 1138 1303 Smith; Leroy and Caroline O'Kelley, 1242 Sardis at., MemMiss Katie Cofey of 229 S. 10t1
to Mr. and Mrs. John W. White, division of home economics of the City; Louise Thomas, O'Brien;
Chicago; Robert and Sarah Mat- Lester, 1085 St. Charles; Wm. and phis.
st., a '56 Wonder High school gradschool of agriculture and home ec- Myrtle Watson, Fort White; Al. dressed the estimated 125 persons thews, 1162
of 1843 Beacon.
Chicago; James M. Ann Pickett, 1110 St. Charles; Juin attendance at the meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Earvin uate, has returned home from
A son, Roosevelt Jamison, to Mr. onomics.
freda Williams, West Palm Beach; the Rubber Workers Union hall at and Fannie Carpenter, 1164 Chi lius and Ledora Mathews, 1161 of 114 S. 9th has as guests
on
re- John Gaston hospital where she
and Mrs. Roosevelt Jamison of 823 The week-long program vas di, Mary B. Williams, Perry, and LuCharles;
Minnie
Bolden,
St.
1156
cago; Lewis C. and Ida SteLin,
Firestone blvd.
cently Mr. Earvin's sister-in-law, was a patient for six days.
N. Second.
sided into three areas of activity- cinda Wynn, Marianna.
Tucker,
Ora
St
Charles;
1248
The award reads "Presented in 1116 Chicago; Marie T. Jones, 1246
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Paige foundations, quantity cookery, theQbantity Cookery Theory—Daisy recognition of the commendable Coker; Walter and Ophlia Harvey, White; Fred Veasley, 1103 Louisof 561 Tillman.
ory, and quality cookery labora- L. Brown, Pensacola; Sadie Bur- manner in which you
have assist- 1354 Decatur; Janie Bynum, 1440 ville.
A daughter, Carolyn Ann Berry. tory. Mrs. G. Wheeler Thomas, di- rows, West Palm; Narcissus Car- ed the city of
Memphis in the pro. Decatur; Morgan and Minnie
hill, to Mr. and Mrs. Chester L. rector of the division of home eco- roll. Pensacola; Celestine
Michigan has a shoreline larger
Combs, gram designed to rid Memphis of Exom, 1358 Decatur; Sidney and
nomics, served RS director of Lake City; Alice Edwards, Dune'. sub-standard dwellings and t h e Rachel Wallace, 1314 Decatur;
Berryhiil of 895 Lcuisiaoa,
than that of any other state even
AUGUST 19, 1957
the workshop. ,
Ion; Juanita Holland, Pensacola; haltirg of blight by making your Henry and Annie Lockman, 1400
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Serving as consultants we r e: Violet Johnson, Pensacola; Lucile own property meet the habitable Decatur; Ernest and Minnie Lew- thought it is far removed from the
P011eh,gm,
111111111n1111
Wagner,
Mrs.
assistFlorence
E.
Ike Quillling of 1221 N. Manassas.
IMMV
Jones, Lake City; Johnnie D. standard as outlined by the De- is, 1412 Decatur; Archie and Jos- sea.
supervisor,
State
lunch
COA,..
474,
school
MA daughter, Sharon Louetta Cot- ant
Littles, West Palm Beach; Flori- partment of Housing Improve- ephine Nesbitt, 1302 Decatur.
We, to Mr. and Mrs. John W. Department of Education; Mrs. da McGhee, Rivieria Beach Wil- ment. We realize the personal sacOzzie Mathews (1380 N. Deca7Fibtly
Chnita A. Ford, and Mrs. Carrie lie Pleasant, Pensacola; M able rifices necessitated. . .and hereby tur), 1083 Firestone; I. M. Dean.
Colbert of 1354 N. Seventh.
You, Cl
4
Goo7
A son, Michael Curry, to Mr. Mae G. Marquess, home econom• Stanley, Panama City; and Ger- express our sincere thanks f o r (1124 Firestone), 1116 1118 1120
will
EVERYTHING
and Mrs. John Curry of 814 Mis- ics division, A&M and M r s. trude Simpson, Pensacola.
1124 Firestone and 1125 Smith; Rodeertstetickip
your cooperation."
ser
Maude K. Reid, assistant supersissippi.
FOR
Quantity Cookery Laboratory —
It is signed by Comm. Dwyer zina Tolbert, 1117 Firestone; Myrtle and Emmerson Bailey, 1115
A daughter, Eunice Denise Let- visor of adult homemaking, divis- Alta Belle Adams, Kendrick; Ru- and Mr. Parker.
AUTO, FARM and
ter. to Mr. and Mrs. James A. ion of adult homemaking, North- shie B. Allen, Gladys Clarke, PenA similar program was begun in Firestone; Monroe and Susie
"11111111/1
/111
HOME
western Senior Highischool, Mia- sacola; Ruby Davis, Blountstown; the Klondike area, Aug. 27 when Brown, 1140 Firestone; Lillie
Lester, of 099 Woodlawn.
111111M.
A son, Melvin Glenn Givens, to mi.
Emma Green, Virginia Gibson, Is- a similar renovation program was Pearl Weaver, 1143 Firestone;
A-200'KILLS
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Givens of 765 1 Persons in attendance at t h e sac Lushure, Mary Lambert, Jes- explained to residents by Mn. Par- William and Laura Harris, 1146
workshop were: Foundations — 3. sie McCants, Katherine Rankin, ker. The aim in that area is co- Firestone; Mary Mebane, 1166 IMMEDIATELY
Porter.
A son, Larry Sallis, to Mr. and Adams, West Palm Beach; Mary Minnie B. Synder, Annie Pearl operation in the improvement of Firestone; W. E.andCarrie
Yes—A400kills Lice,Crabs,
1111.111111.11111111511•11111MINIIMIII1
Mrs. Robert Sallis of 1396 Wabash. Alexander, De Funiak Springs; Williams, and Annie Ruth Willi- each person's property by the in- Thompson, 1128-30 Firestone; Cal.
and their eggs in one treatlie and Sam Bailey, 1091 F i r e.
A son, Regina Marie Taylor, to Annie Pearl Bell, Riviera; Aletha ams, Pensacola.
ment. A-200 works fast and
dividuals themselves.
INIIIIII1111011111111MINIMMIS
Laurentine
stone.
sure—but won't irritate your
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Taylor of 371 Bidding', Martin;
NEW CHICAGO WINNERS
111111111=1111111111111111111MIMIIM
skin, won't stain your
Black, Bristol; Mildred Blac k,
MEMPHIS Ami
Mahannah.
Awards were presented to the STILL OTHERS
good—
smells
clothes. A-t00
Amy
A son, Albert Hudson Wallace, Dania; Anna M. Bragman, Chipfollowing in the New Chicago area. Charles and Violet Proctor 1373
and it washes right out, like
wilmosiammassimirmk
Kney;
1070 on your dig MEM
Willie
and
Sarah
jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wal- Icy; Ruby Brown, Fort LauderBlue, 1338
R. D. and Novela Woods, 1079 Ara shampoo.
.41111•1111•111
dale; Sarah Bryant, Lake Placid;
lace of 307 Autumn.
gyle; Mary Harris, 1088 Argyle; Kney; Ann and L. Goldsby, 1084
Go to your drug store today toe A-200!
A son, Lawrence Wayne W i !- Grace Bowers, Panama C it y;
Lola and Austin Thomas, 1099 and Louisville; Lee and Willie Hicks,
Xiney Butler, Cross City; Arvel1084, Argyle; Marie and Roose- 1088 Louisville; Margaret Jones,
hams, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
HOMO
A-20, Kum
velt Beecham, 1125 Argyle; Wil- (821 Alaska), 1218 Louisville; C.
la Cotton, Ocala; Elouise Dabney.
C. Williams of 952 Saxon..
Denmark,—
COPENHAGEN,.
•h
lie Barber, 1135 Argyle; Lillie and M. and Willie Scurggs, (1092 Lou- , ••
Leesburg; Ruth L. Culbert, Jacks, to Mr. and Mrs. John Cob- sonville; Alpha M. Daniels, Ocala; (ANP) — Dr. T. K. Lawless of Ed Bell (1120 Louisville) 1137 Ar.
Beatrice Davis, Dania; Helen Ed- Chicago, the famed dermatologist, gyle; Rosie L. and Jeff Landers,
bins of 1645 Monsarratt.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Richard wards, Dunnellon; Hannah Gould, is in Copenhagen attending the in- 136 Argyle; Ed Wheatly, 1150 ArBlountstown; Ella Harley, W 11 d• ternational gathering of akin spe- gyle; Viola S. Anderson, (1310
Taylor, of 1411 S. Willett.
Breedlove) 1143 Argyle; Charlotte
A son, Keith Sharron Thomas, wood; Ethel B. Hamm, West Palm cialists.
and G. Harris, 1092 Argyle.
to Mr. and Mrs. Ivan L. Thomas Beach Nets Herbert, Moore Haa
has
been
Lawless
who
Dr.
GreenHerring,
Mae
Cynthia and Oliver Smith, 1080
ven; Jessie
of 407 McEwen.
A son, Wesley Phillip Scott, to ville; Margaret Jordan, DeFu• member for a number of years, Argyle; Bee and Mario Wright,
Mr. and Mrs. Elgin L. Scott of niak Springs; Audrey Jamison, attract considerable attention be- 1162 Argyle; Eleanore and Hosea
Ocala; Beatrice Jones, Panama cause of his international reputa- Claxton, 1(184 Bammel; Mark Mit1907 Person.
chel, jr., 1107 Bammel; Fr a n k
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Earnest City; Lillie Lee, Webster; Edith tion in the field.
MeCrAy, Ocala; Annie McKennon,
Crawford (919 Olympic) 1128 BamTillman. of 970 Mix Alley.
Asked about his impressions of mel; Olivia Nolen, 1131 Bammel;
Lake City; Estelle Malloy, Cross
AUGUST 20, 1957
Denmark and Scandanavia, Dr. Shermtn and Mettle Scroggins,
A seri, Larry Earnest Bryson. City; Bessie Mitchell, Yulee; EliLawless said, "Things are vastly 1147 Bammel; Esther and Dan
to Mr. and Mrs. Emmitt Bryson zabeih Mobley, Webster;
Mary Morris, Panama C it y; better over here than we have Walters, 1312 Bellevue; C. Davis
of 960 McDowell.
been led to believe on our side." 1392 Bellevue; Carzoo and Louise

Ninety New ChicagoArea Residents
Get Awards For Improving Property

School Lunches
Workshop Topic

O

LICE!

FIRESTONE
STORES

WDIA

Lawless Attends
Denmark Meet

Ilk

Make holidaylei'st-re
a pleasure
with

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of ',eine away and at last she is
back to stay In her new home.
Are roe Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
or sweetheart? Are you
you lost faith hi your husband, wife
any of these are your
If
discouraged?
you
Are
health?
In bad
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business Is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
line, on the way to Hernando. Her home Is 2 blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSote Motel. Be sore
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an office 42 West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Wbitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours I a.m, to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily, Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be mire
to look for the right sign and the right name.

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night

GILKEY'S GIN
the one gin distilled in
11 countries and served
'round the-world!

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA.4-5557

Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
ALSO

As Low As $50 Down
'46 Thru'52 MODELS

THE INTERNATIONAL GIN—distilled end bottled In the United States, England, Canada. Australia, South Africa, France, Italy, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Maim
fulter's Distilled London Dry Oin, 90 Proof, JOG ,l Grain bestial Sp rib. W,& A Gilbey, IItt, ciapinnati, Oki!. Distrinutsii

ingston, left town recently with
his grandfather, Ben Livingston of
elts
Little Rock, for Los Angeles.'
will be away about two w
,
Mr.
a
and
Taylor
Charles
Mrs. Lustus Lofton of New \o6;
City visited their aunt, Mrs Ann.
ie Mae Lofton recently.
Vacatian time ended for little
Anthony Lawrence, grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Joplin, when
his mother, Mrs. Daisy Lawrence
of Gary, Ind., came for him last
week. Anthony spent most of the
summer here.
Mrs. M. M. Crutcher, presi
of the Stewart school PTA,
Frank Mitchell and Mrs. Vera
Bailey motored to Little Rock last
week to attend the Arkansas Congress of Colored Parents a n d
Teachers Workshop.
Homer Williams underwent an
operation in a Memphis hospital
last week. He is reported improvbusiness education, B. C. W i
VISITING CALIFORNIA
llama, agriculture and home ecoLittle Benjamin T. Livingston, ing and it is our hope that he will
be coming home very soon.
nomics, Miss Charlene Warren, son of Mr. and Mrs. M. 0.
music, Mrs. E. B. Whitlew, guidance and M. C. Jeffers, trades.
Following the program, t h e
group enjoyed delicious punch and
open-face sandwiches. C. T. Cobb,
principal.
REVIVAL
Evangelistic services were held
at St. Andrew's Presbyterian

church last week. The speaker for I
the week was Rev. Hammett
Worthington Smith of Bluefield,
W. Va. Rev. R. J. Christmas, pastor.
We were happy to hear that Dejustice Coleman, former Lincoln
High football star, is holding his
own on the grid iron as well as
The principal and faculty of Lin-! tunity to gain a knowledge of the scholastically at the University of
coin High school held a get-ac- courses offered at the school.
Illinois. Although only a sophoat right
quainted meeting with parents at
A representative from each de- more. Coleman is booked
university team
the school building last week.
partment of the school gave a halfback on the
The occasion, called "Know Lin- short talk on the purpose and ob- and has been nicknamed "D coln", gave the parents an oppor- jectives of the courses taught and Bomb", due to his tremendous
Experts say
introduced other faculty members speed and versatility.
the ig
within the department. Partici- he's a potential star i.n
pants were M. 0. Livingston, phy- Ten this fall,
Visiting Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
sical education, V. D. Starlard, sci
ence, Mrs. F. N. Jamison, math- Suggs last week were Mrs. Emma
great ematics, Miss Shirley Carter, so- Hammond and her two
and Jaccial science, Miss E. N. Purifoy, granddaughters, Beverly
Mrs,
Memphis.
English, Miss Mollie Gwynn read- queline Seay of
aunt,
ing arts, Miss Marilyn Williams, Hammond is Mrs. Suggs'
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Miss Bertha Bee Currie a n d
James L. Lattimore of Chicago
are guests in the home of Mrs.
School, Houston (first row exthroughout the state. B. C.
Southern University. Student
PARTICIPANTS in the Third
Maggie -B. Jones of Ripley, Tenn.
treme right) were directors of
Murray, Principal, Blackshear
Council members and sponsors,
Annual Workshop of the Lone
Don't forget the choir union will
the institute.
High School, Hearne and Mr.
who acted as resource leaders,
1 Star State Association of Stube at Morning Star Baptist church
A. J. Olivier, Wheatley High
represented high s c ho o 1 s
dent Councils, held at Texas
on Sept. 22. Everyone is invited.
The National Lodge meets Sept.
Sunday - August 1957
5 for an important business meetANNOUNCER
PROGRAM
TIME
ing. All members are urged to be
I. H. Gordon
coo- 13:35
Sign On-Soirltual Moments
News
present. Prof. Saul E. Moore, Commissioner of Public Services,
6:545- 7:00
Studi•
7:00- 71311
Rev W If•rbert Brewster
Master,
John T. Dwyer spoke to the 40th
I. H. Gordon
Southern Wonders
7:30- 800
8:00- 8:10
Oral Roberts Healing Waters I. N. Gordon
Misses Ellena and Zellena Ward Civic club Tuesday night,
I. H. Gordon
8:32- 8,15
Jordan Wonders
Gooch are leaving for college Sept. August 13
I. H. Gordon
Soui R•vivers
8:45. 9:00
Meridian
Reed
and
son
of
Emma
represented
by
Miss.:1
Meridian,
was
Louis
Remote
year,
St.
Church
second
the
Baptist
only
Procdenee
comes
3:30
9:00Family reunion day
S. Both will enter Fisk university
Awards were made to tenants
Remote
guests, Mr. Lee
and
special
9:30-10:20
Christian fellowship Church
Miss.,
I
Kans.;
City,
Kansas
year,
last
McNeal,
Mr.
McNeal,
Wiland
Mrs.
Sam
Mr.
once a year for the
Miss Juanita Greer, Miss Ear- who repaired and painted their
10:00-10:05
News
Townsend and Mr. and Mrs.
year,
next
Memphis
and
year.
H. Gordon
this
I.
and
families
10:05-10:30
Five
Voices
Warren
liams, and
and Mrs. Jim McNeal, Mrs. Hat- Roosevelt Smith of Philadelphia. nestine Morgan and Miss Willie. home, according to Mrs. Ester
Remote
10:30-11:00
Rev Lockhart
when it does, they turn out in large Birmingham, Ala.
Lee Nelson, all students at Ten- Chambers, publicity chairman.
Can• Cote
OK Hit P•rade
11:00-11:55
tie Fitzgerald, Mrs. Jerdine WarMemphians who attended t h c
11:35-12:00
News
numbers.
nessee State Add university, will
Mr. Matthew Davis, club presiKANSAS CITIANS PRESENT
Remote
15:00. 1:11:3
Bishop Patterson
ren, and Mrs. Tally Hart. Mr. and reunion were Rev. J. B. Webb
stud- dent, told of his recent trip to
Some 81 gathered Aug. 18 at the
Remote
1:01I- 1:30
Rev Davis
From Kansas City, Kans. came Mrs. Clifton Cobh and Henry Lee Mrs. Lula Coleman, Mr. and Mrs be returning to their campus
C•n• Cole
Sunday NI isie
1:30 1:35
borne of the Archie McNeals, of
soon.
ies
Shilow Park.
3:00
Springfield,
1,55.
News
Mitchell,
Brown,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Archie
Mc
from
Luther
Williams
came
Mrs.
and
297 Joubert for this year's fes- Mr.
Cane Cole
2:00- 3,00
Platter Party
Mrs. Mollie Alexander is secNeal, Mrs. Armanda Beek a n d
3-00- •.03
Cane Cole
Bishop Maw.
Rev, and Mrs. Ernest Roberts, Mo.
tivities
retary.
OK Hit Parade
1:004:30
of
John
Pope
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wyatt
Williams.
Sgt.
Others
were:
1W
i
This is the fourth year for the Mr. and Mrs. Archie lee
4:30. 5:20
The Young N•gre Sneaks
Studio
A Little Knowledge
Over 31 children of the families
Washington, D. C. Mr. and Mrs.
ley er•wsle
5:00 6:00
Remote
reunion, Mrs. McNeal says. The hams, Rev. and Mrs. W. D. Wil6:00 6:40
Kelley
Sunday Music
Mrs.
Birmingham;
attended.
of
Pope
John
first year it was held in St. Louis; liams.
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
News - SlYn Off
Otlff
LE HAVRE — ( INS) — Prince
TOMBSTONE MAKER
Monday thru Saturday
Gaitor hospital at 42 N. Dunlap Aly Khan said a tearful farewell
a sure death, since if it is found
s:00. 6:00
sig. On—Gospel Princ•
I. H. Gordon
cured.
be
it
can
enough,
early
OFFERS GREEN
Monday through Friday from 9 to Princess Yasmin as his daugh600- 6:10
Southern Wonders
I. H. Gordon
6:30. 6:55
Hanky Dory Show
Hunky Dory
The Memphis and Shelby Coun- a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturdays from ter sailed with her nurse for the
STAMPS TO PATRONS
6:55- 7:00
New,
Snort.
U. S. aboard the liner Liberte.
7:00 3:30
ty Cancer Survey Project strong- 9 a.m, to noon.
Hanky Soy 514-vo
Uuncn Dory
11:10. 8:SS
CATAWISSA, Pa. — (INS) —
Ella Clark•
The seven-year-old girl is returnly urges all women to repeat this
55 9:00
News
South Memphis Health Center, ing to her mother, movie actress Karl W. Smith, proprietor of the
9:00 9:30
test every year just as they have
(lie Clarke Wuliatas
9:30 10:35
Gurdon
Rev I. H. Gordon
1115
Catawissa
Monument
Works,
S.
3rd.
Monday
adand
Wednessummer
Rita
Hayworth,
after
a
physical
chest
X-rays
and
yearly
News
18:55•1I:00
vacation in Europe with her fath- vertised yesterday that hencecheck-ups. Make this uterine can- day from 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
11:00. 1:30
Hanky Dory Show
1:30- 2:4S
News
Snorts
forth customers will be rewardMore than 150,000 women of enough; it must be repeated each cer test a yearly health habit.
Wellington Health Center at 451 er.
Rev I. H
Gordon
Ocedcn
2745- 2:50
Yasmin was heard to tell her ed with green trading stamps
Memphis and Shelby county have year in order to assure a woman
2:50. 2:55
For Peary
Women may have the test at Linden ave. Monday and Friday
Church
2:55
3:00
News
for buying tombstones.
father:
had at least one test for cancer that she is free of this type of
3:00 6:55
Can• Cnl• Club
their doctors' office or at one of from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Wednes"I don't want to leave you dad6:55 7:00
of the uterus during the past 5 cancer or to discover any newly
News - Sign Off
111110111111111191111111111111111111111111111111011111001111011111
days from 12:30 p.m. until 3 p.m.
developed uterine cancer when it the following test clinics:
years.
growth.
If
As of July 1957, the Memphis is in its early stage of
and Shelby County Cancer Survey this type of cancer is found in its
Project entered the sixth year of early stage, it can be cured.
its campaign against cancer in THE PURPOSE
Remember - the purpose of the
the women of this area.
' This survey project is now test is to detect uterine cancer
importthe
emphasizing
strongly
at an early stage when it can be
ance of having the uterine cancer cured. But only by means of havtest every year. One test is not ing this test every year, can the
cancer be found in that early curable stage. Only one-fifth of the
women are returning yearly for
' their cancer test. According to Dr.
( yrus C. Erickson, chairman of
the Poject's Coordinating Committee, "The value of the program
will now depend on the number
' of women who return to their phyor a health department
carrying
striao
youngsters
White
bricks and other weapons have ic for their yearly test."
tormented residents of the 0 I d ACT IMMEDIATELY
Whitehaven subdivision for some
Do not wait for signs or sympsix months, Glover Parham of toms of cancer of the uterus. By
4708 Tulane complained last iweek. the time signs or symptoms apAnd it has "become worse n the pear it is probable that the cancer
past six weeks," the man told
be too far advanced for cure.
Chief Deputy Hugh Bertschi.
But cancer is no longer considered
Bertschi has promised closer po.
lice protection of the area as a
result of the charge.
Damage to property has also
been a result of the youths troublemaking, Mr. Parham said. A
committee is being formed to call
U. S. soldiers will get their first
on Sheriff Ed Reeves for assisttaste of the Army's experimental
ance, he added.
irradiated food prepared and ser
ved as part of a regular mess hall
meal in a troop acceptance test
Offering Art Education, Elementary Education, Health, Physical
Offering Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Foundry and
of the irradiated foods to be conEducation and Recreation, Music Education, Psychology. There
ducted this winter at Fort Lee.
Metallurgical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Industrial EduVa., the Department of the Army
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